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and show that networks are not regular but are
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The modern society is rapidly becoming a digital
society. Our everyday activities are increasingly
being registered and recorded. The registrations
include data concerning our buying habits, medical
records, reading- and viewing preferences, and
travelling habits. The collected data is recorded and
analyzed in detail. The growing number of personal
devices and gadgets that we use emphasises the scale
of the digitalizing of our lives. Suffice to mentions
the ubiquitous mobile phone, iPods (and other music
players) and digital cameras. These gadgets, being
personal, tend to contain a lot of privacy sensitive
data.

Our personal privacy is threatened. The threat does
not so much come from a 1984 style Big Brother, but
rather from a set of smaller big brothers. The small
big brothers are companies that we interact with; they
are public services and institutions. Many of these
little big brothers are indeed also being invited to
our private data by ourselves. By giving up a little
privacy we may stand to gain. There are benefits
in the form of convenience and improvement of
personal safety, security and quality of provided
services. The benefits can also transcend the individ-
ual and be of benefit to society if one is able use the
accumulated private information wisely. Examples
could include discovering new treatment methods
or discovering disease outbreaks by mining patient
medical records, monitoring of dementia and surveil-
lance of private houses and apartments to improve
personal safety and security.

Technology is an indiscriminate tool. With selective
informed use of available technology it is still possi-
ble to remain almost completely anonymous in our
society. It is also possible to avoid all eavesdropping
by use of cryptographic technologies. Many of the
necessary technologies are already available. How-
ever, the same technologies that provide you with
your privacy can also be used to hide hideous crimes
and terrorist activity. Suffice to mention drug
trafficking, human trafficking, child pornography,
terrorist activity and other despicable activities.

Society must protect itself against these activities, for
unless it is able to protect itself it will break down.
And we collectively cannot afford that to happen.

The traditional view is that many of the new services
will invade people’s privacy and there clearly is a
trade-off between safety/security and privacy in the
sense that we may have to give up some personal
privacy in exchange for better safety/security. Here,
like in so many other circumstances, there is an
inherent asymmetry in who stands to gain and who
must give the most. Companies and large public
institutions don’t take the individual’s stand unless
there either is something to be gained (reputation,
customer satisfaction etc), or they are forced to
respect our privacy due to regulations and laws.

Personal privacy as a subject can be problematic. At
the extreme it is personal freedom against safety and
security. There are also other tradeoffs like finding a
balance between surrendering our privacy vs. benefit-
ing in terms of improved user convenience. We shall
not take a political stand on personal privacy and
what level of personal freedom and privacy is the
correct one. Our goal with this feature edition of
Telektronikk is to point out and highlight some of the
personal privacy problem areas and to provide the
reader with pointers to further reading. Then we may
have an informed debate on this fascinating and
important topic.

The articles in this edition do not cover all aspects of
personal privacy; that would be an impossible task
for such a fast growing area of research. However, we
hope that we have collected a balanced set of articles
that gives the reader a reasonable overview of the
topic.

The articles are loosely organized under the headings
Privacy Overview, Regulatory Aspects, Communi-
cation Privacy and Other Personal Privacy Areas.

The first article, Personal Privacy in a Digital World,
is an introductory overview article by the feature
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It was the best of times, it was the worst of times,

it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,

it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity …

– Opening lines of Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities
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editors. The article looks at many of the privacy
threats and risks that we all must face in the modern
society.

The second article, Secure Multi-party Computations
and Privacy Preservation: Results and Open Prob-
lems, is written by one of the feature editors and
Vladimir Zadorozhny, and is a relatively technical
article on the use of secure multi-party computations
(SMC) to provide privacy preserving properties. The
mathematics behind SMC is intriguing, but also quite
counterintuitive unless one is familiar with concepts
like homomorphic public-key crypto-systems. In the
article the authors try to demonstrate how we can
design services that traditionally require customers’
private data without giving away such private data.

In the Regulatory Aspects section there are three
main articles covering amongst other things the
lawful interception (LI) and data retention directive
(DRD) requirements. The first article, Privacy and
Protection of Personal Data, is written by Kjetil
Rognsvåg who is the Privacy Ombudsman for
Telenor ASA. The second article, The EU Directive
on Data Retention – An End to Justify the Means, is
written by Berit Svendsen who is currently a vice-
president in Telenor Nordic Fixed. The third main
article, Lawful Interception, is written by Rupert
Thorogood and Charles Brookson, both involved
in the standardization of LI specifications within
Europe. Finally, the section ends with a short caution-
ary article, Privacy and the Regulatory Big Brothers,
by one of the feature editors.

The third section, Communication Privacy, contains
three relatively technical articles. The first one, Sub-
scriber Privacy in Cellular Systems, is written by one
of the feature editors and discusses the problems of
location- and identity privacy in today’s cellular
networks. The second article, Location Hidden
Services and Valet Nodes, by Lasse Øverlier and Paul
Syverson, is not directly focused on personal privacy,
but discusses privacy from a network perspective.

The final article in the section is an article on privacy
in the context of wireless sensor network; the article
is aptly entitled A Framework for Efficient Security
and Privacy Solutions in Data Intensive Wireless
Sensor Networks by Vladimir Zadorozhny et al.

The last section is Other Personal Privacy Areas.
This section contains three articles. The first article,
RFID and Privacy, is written by one of the feature
editors and is an overview article on the exciting and
sometime scary area of personal privacy vs. pervasive
and possibly intrusive use of Radio-frequency Identi-
fication (RFID) technology. The second article in this
section, Privacy Preserving Data Mining in Telecom-
munication Services, is a technical article written by
Ole-Christian Granmo and one of the feature editors.
The article looks at the possibility of permitting use
of privacy sensitive data in data mining efforts while
still preserving the personal privacy of individuals.
The final article, Distributed Health Records, Crypto-
graphic Pseudonyms, and Privacy, is written by Stig
F. Mjølsnes and covers a very important area. Few
things are more personal and potentially more sensi-
tive than your health record, and given that the digital
revolution is now clearly coming to the healthcare
sector it certainly is important that the patient’s
personal privacy right is fully respected.

We hope you enjoy this issue of Telektronikk and
we hope that it will contribute to keeping personal
privacy on the agenda. Only then can we make
informed decisions and find a reasonable balance
between personal privacy and democratic values on
the one hand and the promise of improved safety,
security and everyday convenience from the emerg-
ing technologies on the other.
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1  Introduction

In this article we present an overview of some per-
sonal privacy areas and of some of the threats to your
personal privacy in a digital world. The scope is not
to cover every possible angle and every possible per-
sonal privacy aspect, but to illustrate the breadth and
pervasiveness of the personal privacy issues.

The article is organized in the following main sec-
tions:

• Personal Privacy Areas
• Real-World Privacy Threats
• User Consent is no Silver bullet
• Where Personal Privacy Ends

2  Personal Privacy Areas

2.1  Data Privacy

The Data Privacy property can be seen as an access
restriction in the sense of “protection from intrusion
and information gathering” [1]. That is, a Data
Privacy requirement means that the visibility of the
object shall be restricted. Thus, in terms of a file
system this would mean that the file should have
restrictions on the read rights. That is, only people or
processes1) with the corresponding read permission
is allowed to see the object.

Similarly, for a data object (message) in transit one
must ensure that only those entities with the proper
permission are allowed to read the object off the
channel. The nature of the communication channels
differ substantially; some channels may be able to
provide physical protection while other channels, like
radio channels, are easily read by any entity in the
channels’ proximity. To protect these channels one
has to turn to cryptographic techniques like encryp-
tion.

So how strict is the privacy requirement? The ques-
tion is relevant since some of the protection schemes
are costly to operate and may cause considerable
inconvenience to the users. The question is often best
answered in terms of how valuable it is for you to
keep the object private and who do you realistically
see as your ‘enemy’. The more important it is to pro-
tect the data and the more powerful your enemies are
the better protection you should use. On the other
hand, if you only want to protect against opportunis-
tic casual prying by generally non-interested and less
powerful enemies then it may be permissible to go for
a lighter and less expensive protection scheme. This
is analogous to other security/safety trade-offs that
we do all the time. The main difference is of course
that it is much harder to evaluate the risks and corre-
spondingly to judge what constitutes an adequate
protection level for data objects.

To enforce the data privacy property one can use
different techniques. A data file on a hard drive is
dependent on the operating system/file system being
able to restrict access to the object. The operating
system/file system can protect the data file in several
ways depending on how strict the privacy require-
ment is, ranging from simple file system attribute
settings to sophisticated use of data encryption tech-
niques.

For objects in transit over a channel one should
generally assume that the channel is insecure. That is,
unless one takes explicit action to protect the channel
against eavesdropping one should assume that the
channel is open for all to read.

This also means that if data privacy is a requirement
then one must explicitly protect the data when the
data is in transit. The requirement applies to all
‘open’ communication channels, which in principle
includes all radio channels and all IP-based channels.

Personal Privacy in a Digital World

G E I R  M .  K Ø I E N ,  V L A D I M I R  A .  O L E S H C H U K
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“I have as much privacy as a goldfish in a bowl.”

– attributed to Princess Margaret of England

Most of us don’t have to fear ending up with as little privacy as Princess Margaret, but there is

nevertheless reason to defend our privacy vigilantly. In the following we shall examine the concept

of personal privacy and take a look at some of the real-world challenges and threats that exist.

1) In the literature one tends to use the term entity to denote ‘people or processes’.
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The protection in question is almost always achieved
through use of data encryption techniques to provide
the security service Data Confidentiality.

2.2  Identity- and Location Privacy

Identity- and location privacy are independent, but
nevertheless related concepts. Again, the privacy
property is about restricting access to information.

The identity privacy concept encompasses the right
not to reveal you identity. Identity privacy is therefore
concerned with restricting access such that only
authorized parties will be permitted to know the iden-
tity. Of course, an entity may have several recognized
identities and additionally there are other references
and addresses that may also serve to identify the
entity. The identity privacy issue is particularly acute
for wireless communication or communication over
open channels like the internet.

Location privacy is the right not to reveal the location
of the entity. Note that the ‘location’ concept is not
restricted to a physical location; it may well be a
logical location.2) The location privacy property is
not too relevant if the location never changes. For
instance, a stationary object does not benefit nearly
as much from location privacy as does a mobile sub-
scriber. However, as is discussed in the article by
Øverlier and Syverson on page 52 [2] even stationary
entities (servers) may require a certain level of ‘loca-
tion’ privacy.

The location privacy property is associated with iden-
tity privacy in the sense that to know the position of
an identified entity may have much more value to an
intruder than just to know that there is an unidentified
entity at the same position. The article Subscriber
Privacy in Cellular Systems on page 39 [3] takes a
closer look at the current addressing model in cellular
systems and the associated identity- and location pri-
vacy issues. The article also discusses new solutions
to the privacy problems in the wireless context.

2.3  Movement- and Transaction Privacy

In the previous subsection we briefly introduced the
identity- and location privacy concepts. It is possible
to take these concepts further and add a temporal
dimension, i.e. to establish a time series of observa-
tions.

Movement privacy is your right not to divulge your
movements. For a cellular subscriber this means that
no-one should be able to track your movements with-
out your authorization. You may provide authoriza-

tion (user consent) and the commercial so-called
location based services (LBS) depends on you doing
so. Movement privacy would also include data pro-
tection of your movement profile. This would include
the property that GPS systems installed in cars do not
leak information about the routes travelled.

It is noted that the movement privacy concept is not
necessarily limited to identified entities. For instance,
in military intelligence it may be of value to track the
movements of entities even if their identities are
unknown.

Transaction privacy is your right not to divulge your
transactions. The concept is broad and could include
any transaction that you would want to keep private.
For instance, you may not want to divulge that you
made a call to a certain person at a certain time. Or you
may not want your spouse to know that you meet a cer-
tain person at a specific place/time. Transaction privacy
is related to identity privacy and to location/movement
privacy in the sense that if your movements are known
then a lot of transaction information may be inferred or
deduced. This is particularly true if one is able to cor-
relate the information with information on the where-
abouts of other entities or notable events etc.

2.4  Management of Privacy Sensitive Data

Management of privacy sensitive data is an important
issue. Much of the data have limited lifetime and are
subject to change. Information like your medical his-
tory is not static and information about your marital
status may change and become outdated.

You obviously should have the right to ensure that
the stored information is correct and you may have
the right to ensure that the data is kept up to date. The
authors of this article have surnames that frequently
get misspelled. It is telling how difficult it can be to
correct this information. The initial data entry may be
a breeze, but corrections are often hard to achieve and
there are often bureaucratic obstacles to be overcome.

Then there is the issue of ownership. Who owns the
private data concerning you? The ownership issue
concerns the right to copy and distribute the data and
it concerns the right to erase the data.

For instance, if you decide to become the member of
an organization then you may have to give up some
personal data to the organization. Contact data (street
address, phone number, email address etc) are almost
certain to be included in the data you must submit.
It is not uncommon that they ask you for the right to

2) This could be expresses as a relative location with respect to other entities or as an address/reference in a database etc.
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sell the contact information to other companies/orga-
nizations. However, if you agree it is very hard for you
to later ensure that the contact-data copies are kept
updated and used only according to the agreement.

And what happens when you decide to quit your
membership (or subscription or whatever). Under
most jurisdictions the organization/company is
allowed to keep the data for a certain period of time.
Many organizations and companies will no doubt
honour your privacy rights3), but many don’t really
have the proper data management in place and so you
risk that the data is never erased. And, obviously,
there are those organizations and companies that
completely disregard your privacy rights.

A point in case with respect to management of privacy
sensitive data is illustrated in the paper Privacy and
Unsolicited Commercial E-Mail [4], where the
authors found that although the great majority of web-
sites that required registration information seemed to
respect the restrictions it took only one rogue website
to destroy your privacy. In the described experiment,
the website in question distributed the contact data to
spammers and so the effect was very visible and
indeed very annoying (almost 500 spam emails were
received during a five week period subsequent to the
initial privacy violation). The example is a typical
tragedy of the commons4) example, in which the con-
scious effort of the vast majority of the sites was
completely wasted by one rogue site.

This aspect is very typical for privacy sensitive per-
sonal data. You are therefore well advised to be care-
ful with whom you trust to know your personal data.

3  Real-World Privacy Threats

3.1  Your Mobile Phone and Other Personal

Gadgets

3.1.1  The Mobile Phone

Is your mobile phone a threat to your privacy?
The answer is that it clearly has the potential to be

a threat to your personal privacy [5]. One aspect is
that you may potentially be tracked. In fact, knowing
where you are is one of the mail system-internal func-
tions in a mobile system. This capability has been
refined to provide location determination when mak-
ing emergency calls. The capability is also used dur-
ing lawful interception, but the most common usage
will be (or become) the so-called location based ser-
vices (LBS). Abuse of LBS would be a threat to your
identity- and location privacy. It is also, to a limited
extent, possible to track users by observing the sys-
tem signalling during execution of the access proce-
dures.

For modern mobile systems like UMTS the threat
against your data whilst in transit is minimal. The
over-the-air protection is highly unlikely to be the
weakest link (see [6] for an introduction to UMTS
access security). The chance that your personal pri-
vacy is violated during data transfer is therefore
diminishingly small5).

The real privacy threat to your data is when the data
is stored in your mobile phone. Mobile phones these
days have considerable storage capacity; not only do
they store your contact lists etc, but they can also
store large amounts of pictures and short video films.
As the Norwegian actor Kåre Conradi got to experi-
ence first hand, it can be rather embarrassing to lose
your mobile phone (the phone was stolen). Mr.
Conradi had used the mobile phone camera to take
a number of full frontal pictures of both himself and
his girlfriend6). The pictures were subsequently dis-
tributed on various internet sites. It is noted that pub-
lishing or otherwise spreading the pictures is consid-
ered illegal under Norwegian law. Another high pro-
file mobile related privacy violation is reported to
have happened to Paris Hilton7).

The modern smart phone is not only a mobile phone;
it is also a full fledged computing platform. The phone
can download and run applications. This makes the
mobile phone susceptible to attacks that have previ-
ously been reserved for the personal computer. Some
of these attacks are directly targeted at the user’s pri-

3) But what happens if they go bankrupt or are threatened by bankruptcy? Chances are that your data are sold off like any other asset.
4) “The tragedy of the commons is a type of social trap that involves a conflict over some resources between individual interests and the

common good. The term derives originally from a parable published by William Forster Lloyd in his 1833 book on population. It was
then popularized and extended by Garrett Hardin in his 1968 Science essay “The Tragedy of the Commons”. However, the theory
itself is as old as Aristotle, who said: “That which is common to the greatest number has the least care bestowed upon it.”” Source:
Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tragedy_of_the_commons.

5) If your GSM operator still uses the COMP128 authentication and key agreement functions (location in the SIM card) and/or if your
operator still permits use of the broken A5/2 cipher algorithm (in the mobile station (MS) and base station transceiver (BTS)) then
the data confidentiality of your GSM connection may be compromised. The attacks are for real, but you are still unlikely to ever
experience an attack. For more information see [7]. Note also that in some countries encryption is prohibited. Then all bets are off.

6) An account, in Norwegian, is given in the net edition of the newspaper VG at http://www.vg.no/pub/vgart.hbs?artid=135588.
7) Reported amongst others at The Register at http://www.theregister.co.uk/2005/02/21/paris_hacked/.
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vacy. As already mentioned, the contact list is poten-
tially a very private item. Then there is your call lists
(time/date, duration and called-to number etc), the
contents of your messages (SMS and MMS), all
potentially very private and sensitive data. So the
mobile phone, being a highly personal device, is likely
to contain a lot of private information. This of course,
has triggered the development of dedicated spyware
targeted at these smart phones. A company called
Retina-X Studios8) has developed a Trojan spyware
application called Mobile Spy9). This application
will conceal itself after being installed and will report
call activity and messages to a Mobile Spy account.

Quote (from the Retina-X Studios Mobile Spy home-
page):

Mobile Spy is the next generation of smartphone
spy software. Do you suspect that your child or
employee is using your Windows Mobile phone
inappropriately? If yes, then this software is ideal
for you. Install this small program onto your com-
patible phone to begin recording.

The software does NOT show up in the Windows
Mobile task manager. It also does not rely on the
phone’s call and message logs to record activities.
So even if the user tries to delete their tracks, the
data will still be retained inside a small hidden file
which will be uploaded to your account.

Some of the claimed usage areas are Enforce
Employee Cell Phone Policy and Catch a Cheating
Spouse. While we have some sympathy with people
being cheated upon, the installation of this applica-
tion is nevertheless a gross invasion of a person’s pri-
vacy and it is likely to be illegal in most jurisdictions.
People with Symbian-based smart phones don’t have
to worry about Mobile Spy. They need instead to be
worried about products like FlexiSpy, which if any-
thing has even more potent spying capabilities10).

The threat to your mobile phone doesn’t stop there. The
phones can also communicate using short-range com-
munication, notably by IR, Bluetooth and RFID11).

This can be quite handy for exchanging files and con-
tact information etc, but as with most of the ‘nice-to-
have’ functions there are pitfalls if used improperly.
A number of high profile Bluetooth attacks have been
demonstrated. The most infamous is perhaps the
Flexilis BlueSniper demonstration, featuring a mean
looking Bluetooth eavesdropping gun12).

3.1.2  Other Personal Gadgets 

People in the digital society seem to surround them-
selves with digital gadgets. An example is the new
digital cameras with WLAN functionality and a GPS
receiver. These cameras can tag your pictures with
date/time and location and transfer the picture files
wirelessly. One camera capable of doing this is the
Ricoh Capelio 500 SE camera13).

Other examples of course are the newer mobile
phones. For instance, both the Sony Ericsson P990i
phone and the Nokia N95 phone have these features,
and they also feature MP3 players and considerable
storage capacity.

There are also dedicated music player devices like the
iPod or MP3 players. These devices, apart from play-
ing music can also store any kind of file, including
private pictures etc. Needless to say it may be quite
devastating to lose such a device, not only from the
loss of personal privacy but also from loss of irre-
placeable data.

Newer devices now include biometric access control,
password schemes etc to protect your data (see Figure
1 for an example). The security schemes, if imple-
mented properly, will at least protect your data from
falling into other people’s hands. But not all products
live up to the expectations. In a review of a product
called the Secustick memory device the Tweaknet
investigators found that the protection could easily be
circumvented and that the claims made were false14).
(It should be noted that the Secustick device has
nothing to do with the device depicted in Figure 1).

8) The Retina-X Studios homepage is located at http://www.retinaxstudios.com/.
9) The anti-virus company F-Secure categorizes Mobile Spy as a Trojan. Symantec, another anti-virus security company, is equally

adamant in its damning of the Mobile Spy application. Both companies will add Mobile Spy detection to their software.
10) FlexiSpy is a product of a company called Vervata (http://www.vervata.com/) . The FlexiSpy homepage is at

http://www.flexispy.com/.
11) See “Nokia brings RFID to mobile phones”. http://www.vnunet.com/vnunet/news/ 2124563/nokia-brings-rfid-mobile-phones.
12) The story is featured on several homepages. One interesting example is the “How to: Building a BlueSniper Rifle …” articles at

smallnetbuilder.com. The homepage for the first part is at http://www.smallnetbuilder.com/content/view/24256/98/.
13) http://www.ricoh.com/r_dc/caplio/500se/features/
14) See the story at http://tweakers.net/reviews/683.
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3.2  Threats against Your Personal

Computer

3.2.1  An Insecure Operating System Cannot

Protect You

It is well known that not all operating system (OS)
are well secured. The insecurity stems from a long
list of factors and the complexity of the systems cer-
tainly play an important role.

Windows is by far the most common OS found on the
desktops/laptops. However, it is naïve to think that
the Windows operating system family is the only one
vulnerable. It is exceptionally difficult to construct a
user-friendly feature-rich off-the-shelf operating sys-
tem, and although Linux, MAC OS X and others
seem to have done much better in terms of security it
is still the case that these operating systems also have
their share of security problems. Windows is however
the OS that most users have installed on their laptop/
desktop and so it is a tempting target.

If the operating system integrity is broken then your
system may be compromised. Your system is then
vulnerable to attacks. So vulnerable in fact, that on
an average you may not have time to run the security
upgrades before the system has been successfully
attacked15). Many users aren’t even aware that they
must regularly download and install security up-
grades and patches.

Once the system is compromised there is a lot that
can be deduced about you and your behaviour. Mod-
ern operating systems feature System restore func-

Figure 1  The Sandisk Cruzer Profile 
memory stick w/fingerprint identification

15) In 2004 SANS Institute Storm Center reported a survival time of 20 minutes for an out-of-the-box Windows XP systems. The numbers
have now improved, mostly due to the firewall included with newer Windows systems. SANS ISC maintains a survival time home-
page at http://isc.sans.org/survivaltime.html. The survival time page is updated regularly.

16) See the story “Ernst & Young laptop loss exposes 243,000 Hotels.com customers” at
http://www.theregister.com/2006/06/01/ey_hotels_laptop/ for an illustrating example.

17) Encryption directly on the hard drive is preferable. Hard drives with these capabilities are now about to enter the market. One recent
example is the Hitachi Travelstar 7K200 encrypted hard drive.

tions (with system configuration data), hibernation
and swapfiles (these contain copies of system main
memory), history functions and search indexes etc.
All these functions contain traces of your activity
on the system and a skillful attacker will be able to
exploit these data sources. Of course, the skilled
attacker is also able to exploit the fact that deleted
files on your hard drive will normally not be deleted;
most of the time the operating system merely deletes
the reference to the file and not the file itself. System
object databases, like the Windows Registry is also
a rich source of potentially private information.

The attacks to exploit the above data sources are not
easy to execute and the attacks are in practice only
feasible when the attacker has gained physical access
to your computer. This is nevertheless a real threat
since an alarming number of laptops are lost and
stolen each year16). The use of hard drive encryption
is helpful to mitigate the effects, and such software is
expected to become prevalent on business laptops17).
The methods used by malicious hackers are not ex-
clusively used by the bad guys; the same techniques
are also used by police authorities in forensic investi-
gations of computer evidence (see [8] for more back-
ground).

3.2.2  Office Applications and the Perils of

Meta-Data

The office applications, unbeknown to most people,
store a lot of so-called meta-information in the office
files. For instance, MS Word files can store a lot of
information about older editions of the file. Accord-
ing to Microsoft [9] Word documents can contain a
lot of metadata, including

• Hidden Revision Logs
• Comments, Keywords, Subjects, and other

properties
• Recent Hyperlinks
• Last Saved Date, Last Printed Date
• Last Edited By Information, Total Editing Time
• Revision Count.

The information seems innocent enough, but when
the document is distributed on the Internet you may
not want all this information published along your
document. Microsoft has published a Knowledge
Base article on the subject [9] (applies to Word
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2003). The problems are not limited to MS Word.
According to a Gartner article, Microsoft Office meta-
data: What you don’t see can hurt you published on
the TechRepublic homepage18) the problem also
exists for other Office application file formats,
notably Excel and PowerPoint. The problem is not
isolated to the MS Office file formats; it does for
instance also affect the Adobe Acrobat PDF file for-
mat.

Even if we have portrayed metadata as a privacy
curse in the above section, metadata is of course also
very useful. Many advanced features rely on the
presence of metadata and in many circumstances the
metadata is required to be present. So, the solution
isn’t to get rid of metadata as such, but rather to con-
trol access to it. This is particularly relevant for the
finished document which is ready to be published.

Are there any solutions to the metadata problem?
Well, for Word files you may follow the advice in
the MS Knowledge Base articles and do the meta-
data-cleaning job manually. Then there are the helper
applications. Examples here include the free Doc
Scrubber19) application (which, unfortunately, does
not seem to be maintained anymore) and commer-
cially available solutions, like the Metadata Assis-
tant20).

Metadata is an essential and integral part of the new
Web 2.0 vision. This may provide us with smarter
and more customized applications and services, but
the price to pay may very well be measured in terms
of lost personal privacy. The Web 2.0 vision is cen-
tred around the web browser as the one-and-only
client. This then brings us over to the subject of your
browser vs. your privacy.

3.2.3  You, Your Browser and 

Your Browsing Habits

The following questions are related to your privacy:
How much does your browser know about you, how
much does it expose you through your browsing, and
how much can you trust your browser?

The lure of auto-complete, history lists and remem-
ber password functions etc is considerable. For a
personal computer user those functions are indeed
handy and can make your browsing a much more

pleasant experience. However if you lose your com-
puter or it is hijacked by malware or simply accessed
by other people, then all of your browsing habits are
exposed. There is of course a remedy to this. In addi-
tion to turning those convenient functions off you can
also clear the private data. In Firefox v2 you can for
instance execute the Clear Private Data function
(Tools menu-bar or ctrl-shift-del) to get access to a
menu where you can selectively delete the private
data. Similar functionality can also be found in Inter-
net Explorer, but not quite as accessible as in Firefox
(see Tools in the menu-bar in IE 7; in IE 6 the func-
tionality is harder to find and is spread across several
menus).

The Firefox web browser has been a most welcome
competitor in the web browser area. It has presented
many new innovative features and has generally been
more secure than MS Internet Explorer. The Firefox
browser was developed through a community effort
and the source code is the public domain. That is,
anyone who cares to can download the browser code,
make a little change and recompile the browser into
your personal edition. This is nice and very conve-
nient. However, it also highlights that there is a seri-
ous trust issue here. Can you trust your software?

The old UNIX guru Ken Thompson wrote a very
interesting paper entitled Reflections on Trusting
Trust [10] which he used as his inauguration speech
paper when he received the ACM Turing Award in
1983. In this paper he demonstrated how he could, in
a convoluted and covert way, recompile the UNIX
login program such that he would be able to log on as
super user. The feat was achieved in such a way that
the login source code left on the system would be the
original code and thus even source code inspection
wouldn’t reveal that login had become a Trojan pro-
gram (recompiling login wouldn’t help either!). Ken
Thompson’s assertion was that you should not trust
the software unless you created it yourself 21).

In practice we must be a little more pragmatic and we
therefore generally trust our software suppliers to at
least try their best and we trust them not to wilfully
try to deceive us. But then what happens with open
software? We may feel that we can trust the team that
originally developed Firefox (or those behind our
Linux edition for that matter), but does that mean that

18) Online version available at http://articles.techrepublic.com.com/5100-1035_11-5034376.html. To download the full article you must
register (free, but as always there is a privacy price to be paid). TechRepulic also contains a whitepaper on the subject called “Meta
Data Can Harm Your Business” (http://whitepapers.techrepublic.com.com/whitepaper.aspx?&q=meta+data&docid =167360), but
you need to register before you can download the article.

19) The DocScubber homepage is at http://www.docscrubber.com/.
20) Metadata Assistant is a product of PayneGroup. More information at http://www.payneconsulting.com/products/metadataretail/.
21) The actual statement was: “The moral is obvious. You can’t trust code that you did not totally create yourself.” [10]
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we can trust the software we actually downloaded.
How do we know that we got the original edition and
not a tampered with copy? Figure 2 provides an inter-
esting take on this issue. So, the question remains in
full force: Can you trust your software provider? And
is open source the best option seen from a security/
privacy perspective?

The open source community often argue that open
source software is more reliable and that it can be
trusted since it’s readily available for all to inspect.
In the paper [11], Ross Anderson compares the open
and closed source development processes and shows
rigorously that each process has its own pros and
cons, and there is no evidence that open source pro-
duces software with fewer security holes and there-
fore could be called more trustful in an ideal world.
In his words “… whether open or closed systems are
more secure in a given situation will depend on

whether, and how, the application deviates from the
standard assumptions”.

3.3  Why Should You Trust Them

3.3.1  Digital Privacy and Self Illusions

Vanity and futility reigns, or so it seems. The need to
be seen and recognized is a deep psychological need
and in a digital society that need can be satisfied by
digital means. So phenomena like Facebook,
YouTube, MySpace and similar do serve a need and
can probably be explained correspondingly.

However, seen from a privacy perspective there are
big and deeply disturbing aspects of the digital self
portraits and self presentations that people put out on
these websites. The problem is firmly rooted in the
data management problems outlined in the subsection
Management of Privacy Sensitive Data. Once you
have published the data you essentially lose control
of your personal data. This can have severe conse-
quences to the individual. Some of these sites add
material and update your personal data without
informing you. All aspects of your web presence
may end up in a Facebook page, with or without you
agreeing to it. This would include information that
you’d rather have people forget about, but there is no
forgetting of embarrassing moments on the internet.

People have started to experience the negative sides
to full publicity by now. It is not uncommon for
employers to conduct an internet scan to see what
pops up when searching for your name. Those party
pictures that were so funny then are now a liability
to you, and you may well find that you didn’t get the
job due to a silly video you posted on YouTube.

The problem is not limited to Facebook, YouTube,
MySpace and the likes. Many people run personal
web pages with a lot of private pictures etc, many
schools publish pictures of the pupils (some have
rules not to identify the pupils, but can we really trust
the average public school and/or teacher to be experts
on data privacy?) at their websites and many employ-
ers publish contact information of their employees (in
addition to being downright silly with respect to hos-
tile recruiting it may also violate the personal privacy
of the employer).

3.3.2  Search Engines

Web services like Facebook, YouTube and MySpace
may or may not honor your personal privacy the way
you like. However, even if we assume that you would
have full administrative control over everything they
publish about you it still does not mean that you can
revoke and deleted information you have published.

Figure 2  MS Firefox 2007 (http://www.msfirefox.com/)
Certainly not from Microsoft. But, who provides your browser? Can you
trust them? With Firefox code being available any competent hacker
can put together his/her own Firefox distro (see http://developer.mozilla
.org/en/docs/Build_Documentation for documentation on how to do
this). The real Firefox is available from multiple sources and servers,
amongst them http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/. The default is for
an American-English version, but a large set of other languages are
available
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The search engines will see to it that the revoked/
deleted information is still present. Sometimes this
serves an important purpose and it may indeed be
useful to be able to retrieve ‘archive’ information.
The search engines then serve a digital library like
services. Still, there clearly is a personal privacy
aspect to this and as of writing this, there is a discus-
sion on how the search engines may protect your pri-
vacy. However, while the search engine companies
may be willing to discuss the topic they clearly have
a different perspective from you and me. In the recent
online article Google plays cat and mouse with regu-
lators [12] the issues are highlighted, and it should be
clear that unless the regulatory authorities are strict
we all face search engine related privacy problems
in the future.

3.3.3  Want Some Cookies?

A cookie is a small text file. It is used by web servers
as an easy means to add state and context to a web
surfing session. The cookie is issued by the web
server and is stored locally at your computer. The
cookie is returned to the server by the browser upon
subsequent visits to the server site.

The cookies are used for authenticating, tracking, and
maintaining state information about user activities.
The state information may include user identity, time
of last visit, site preferences, the contents of elec-
tronic shopping carts etc. The lifetime of cookies can
be set, but the expired cookies may remain on your
computer. The cookies can also be allowed to work
over a set of web servers.

Cookies are convenient and useful, and can add sig-
nificantly to a positive user experience. However, by
their very versatility and utility the cookies can also
by used to track your browsing habits. In fact, many
web pages use the cookies not so much to aid in navi-
gating their site as in attempting to sell you goods or
to redirect you to other sites (which may pay for the
service).

This may not at all be in your best interest. The cook-
ies are then effectively turned into adware22) tools.

You can configure your browser to disallow cookies
or to impose restrictions on how the cookies are used.

However, given that so many legitimate sites use
cookies dynamically and extensively it can be a
never-ending exercise to configure the browser to
protect you. It is then probably a better solution to
regularly use one of the available anti adware/spy-
ware tools. A particularly popular tool against adware
is the Ad-Aware application23). Another tool worth
using on a regular basis is the Spybot Search and
Destroy program24).

It should by noted that many of the peer-to-peer file
sharing tools are notorious for distributing spyware/
adware and that furthermore many fraudsters use
these tools for tricking users to download adware/
spyware and other malware.

3.3.4  Gone Phishing

Phishing is an activity where a fraudster tries to
acquire sensitive/private information. They com-
monly use social engineering techniques. The most
sought after information is usernames, passwords and
credit card details etc. A well know phishing tech-
nique is to masquerade as a trustworthy website. This
includes internet/online banks, auction companies
like eBay and other trustworthy sites where you may
be compelled to leave sensitive data. Phishing is typi-
cally carried out using email and the users are conned
to login or otherwise convey information at a website.

A number of the scams involve distributing false
emails with an announcement from an internet bank
or credit company that there has been a security prob-
lem. The emails may look quite professional (but not
always) and they then (conveniently) provide you
with a link to a login page. The login page is of course
a fake, but it can look very similar to the original site
that they would have you believe that you log into.

Our best advice is: Do not reply or act on such
requests!

To make the web addresses etc. look genuine they
often use addresses that by a superficial glance look
the same as the original. An example of address
faking:

A) http://www.telenor.com/telektronikk/ 
B) http://www.telenor.net/telektronikk/ 

22) Adware is software which displays or downloads advertising material to your computer without your consent. It is typically difficult
to get rid of the adware and it shares many traits with its more sinister cousin spyware. The term spyware is used for software that
collects personal information about users without their informed consent. The spyware often uses stealth techniques to hide its activ-
ity or pose as a legitimate application. Note that spyware may be used for adware purposes, but that spyware may also be used for
phishing, identity theft etc.

23) The Ad-Aware tool is made by Lavasoft AB (Sweden). It is available for free personal use. More information at
http://www.lavasoft.com/products/ad_aware_free.php 

24) Spybot S&D is made by Safer Networking Limited and is available for free personal use. More information at 
http://www.safer-networking.org/en/download/index.html
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Address B), which seems fine, is not a valid Telek-
tronikk address. But, a fraudster could apply for this
address and set up a fake Telektronikk homepage.
Then they could harvest contact information (the
Subscribe menu choice) and if they were clever they
would even pass along the information to the true
Telektronikk homepage. You may check who has reg-
istered a domain name by inquiring a whois
server25).

The above example is somewhat contrived, but the
problem is serious. The modern browsers are partly
aware of the problem and they contain anti-phishing
mechanisms. For instance, Microsoft Internet
Explorer 7 contains a phishing filter (you can config-
ure it in the Tools menu-bar). Anti-virus and anti-
spyware products also regularly feature real-time
protection against well-known phishing scams.

3.4  Using WLAN, Are You?

3.4.1  Is Security Turned on?

In the last few years an enormous number of IEEE
802.11 WLAN access points have been installed,
both in office environments and in people’s homes
(commonly as an extension to ADSL network
access).

Both from a security and privacy point of view there
are a number of concerns with the use of WLAN. In
small offices etc and in people’s homes these installa-
tions are mostly unmanaged. That is, they are almost
always installed with default configuration. The
default configuration is quite often not a secure con-
figuration. That is, it is common to leave out authen-
tication and encryption in the default configuration.
This is understandable since it makes sense to check
whether the basic installation works before configur-
ing the access security. But, the problem with this
is that many installations are left unprotected. All
private data, often even including password, is then
transmitted in cleartext. Anybody within radio access
reading distance can then freely eavesdrop on your
data. This means that your neighbours and any visitor
to your neighborhood may see your data. Depending
on configuration, this may even mean they will get
access to your computer and your harddisk.

3.4.2  On the Road

Your WLAN card is normally configured to look
out for WLAN access points. This feature can nor-
mally be turned off, but many never bother to do so.
The WLAN card can also be set up to automatically
connect with accessible networks. This is often the
default setting.

It can be very convenient, but it can also be illegal,
unethical and potentially quite dangerous. The con-
venient part is the easiest. You get access to the inter-
net! The illegal and unethical part is based on the fact
that you may access and use other people’s internet
connection without permission. In many countries
this is illegal and it is still trespassing even if it may
not be explicitly illegal.

The dangerous part is that someone may try to trap
you. This can be done through dedicated attacks, but
more likely the intruder is opportunistic. They put out
the WLAN bait and inspect what they hook. If they
find that your operating system or browser is not
updated with the latest security patches they may
easily gain full access to your computer. No hope of
personal privacy after that.

3.4.3  Broken Security

It is hard to assess the actual risks we run with respect
to eavesdropping. This is of course part of the prob-
lem, since we’re not generally inclined to do much in
terms of protection unless we understand the problem.

This goes for WLAN security as well. The original
cryptographic WLAN protection scheme, called
Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), is broken and has
been known to be so for a number of years. Still, the
fact that a cryptographic scheme can be broken is
in itself not the same as it being possible to mount
practical attacks. Attacks must be cheap and easy to
mount before really becoming significant to most of
us. Attacks that scale are also something we need to
worry about.

When it comes to WLAN the attacks against WEP
do not scale terribly well as they are physically
restricted. The earliest attacks took several hours and
required a lot of traffic on the link. However, the
most recent attacks are very fast, and a successful

25) Of course, whois.com is taken (by what looks mostly like an advertising outfit!). The Icelandic Network Information Centre (NIC)
operates a whois server at who.is (http://www.who.is/). The .com whois provider is Network Solutions (http://www.networksolu-
tions.com/whois/index.jsp). Likewise there is a .net whois service at http://www.whois.net/index.php. It is noted that the different
domain name authorities provide whois information in several incompatible formats, and that you may have to go to a local whois
authority to get the information. The whois servers may or may not relay information from other whois authorities. This is partly
a conscious decision as it does make it harder for the spammers to collect domain names.
By the way, the telenor.net domain is taken by Telenor.
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attack could be conducted literally within minutes26).
Then the attacker will have got hold of the secret key
and every bit of data can effortlessly be deciphered
(note that this also holds for previously recorded data
under the same cipher key; thus even previously
transmitted data may be at risk). The paper Breaking
104 bit WEP in less than 60 seconds [13] provides
the technical background information on the latest
attacks.

The concerned reader should know that WPA and
WPA227), which are the replacement algorithms for
WEP, are believed to be secure for now (though we
advise use of WPA2 instead of WPA).

3.5  Digital Rights and Digital Wrongs

With digital content (music, pictures, films etc)
comes the issues of digital copyrights. The fact that
the authors or content owners have intellectual prop-
erty rights to the material is not generally disputed,
although there obviously also are people that dispute
this right altogether.

The problem with digital rights is of course how to
enforce the rights. The problem stems from the fact
that it is essentially without cost to copy and dis-
tribute the fully digitalized material. This makes it
very easy for people to make perfect copies and
distribute the copies to their friends. The problem is
exacerbated by the fact that making a limited number
of copies may be perfectly legal. The copies may be
permitted for use on different playing devices (by the
same person) and for having a backup copy (in case
of disk crash etc). It is not easy to enforce digital
copy rights without either needlessly restricting the
usage of the digital object or by being too intrusive
in the enforcement.

When the DVD format was conceived the system was
developed with a scheme called the Content Scram-
bling System (CSS). This protection scheme was
intended to ensure that DVDs could only be played
on DVD players with the CSS system. The story of
DVD Jon and how Jon Lech Johansen and others
were able to crack CSS is history by now, but it
nicely illustrates the problems of digital content con-
trol. The story also illustrates the inherent conflict
between customer rights and digital rights. For Jon

Lech Johansen only developed a Linux driver to be
able to watch his DVDs on his Linux machine. He
did purportedly not steal any content, nor did he stand
to gain commercially from the exploit (the code
snippet was called DeCSS). He only wanted to watch
content that he had already paid for. The story evolved
into a legal case and Johansen had to fight his case in
court (he was eventually acquitted). The Electronic
Frontier Foundation (EFF) maintains a digital archive
of the case at http://www.eff.org/IP/Video/.

Another more recent incident concerns the miscon-
duct of Sony BMG in what is often termed the Sony
DRM28) Rootkit scandal. Sony had started to protect
some music CDs with anti-copy software. There were
two different schemes called Extended Copy Pro-
tection (XCP) and MediaMax CD-3, respectively.
The worst scandal concerns the XCP software and
took place during autumn 2005. The software
installed itself when the CD was put in the CD player
on Windows machines. The way the installation was
done was decidedly covert and the software went to
great lengths to hide its presence. It also interfered
with the machine’s capability for playing CDs. In
particular, the software did not allow copies to be
made of the DRM protected CDs.

The way the software hid itself was reminiscent of
the so-called rootkits29). Indeed, the Sony DRM
system was considered as spyware/malware by most
of the anti-virus industry, including F-Secure and
Symantec. To add insult to already sustained injury,
Microsoft classified the Sony DRM rootkit as mali-
cious when they reported that they would include
XCP removal in their Malicious Software Removal
Tool30).

The story of the XCP software is fascinating and a
useful account can be found at [14], and although
this particular story ended with full retraction of the
offending software, the problem largely remains.

So what has all this to do with personal privacy, you
may ask? Well, many of the DRM systems are costly
to develop and they tend to rely on online registration
verification. Having developed a backdoor system
that phones home regularly it is very tempting to
include a little more than the copyright verification.

26) The claims made are perhaps a little optimistic and the actual breaking time does depend on the amount of data transmitted over the link.
27) WPA and WPA2 are commercial brand names (Wi-Fi Protected Access). Both methods are derived from the IEEE 802.11i specification.
28) DRM is a common abbreviation for Digital Rights Management.
29) A rootkit is a software tool that conceals itself and other running processes, files or system data from the operating system. The

rootkits will usually modify parts of the operating system, install itself as a device driver or pretend to be part of the operating
system. Rootkits are generally considered to be so-called malware, but may in theory also be benign.

30) The Malicious Software Removal Tool is available for free at http://www.microsoft.com/security/malwareremove/default.mspx.
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Many of the schemes also require quite a lot of addi-
tional information to work, like the licence number
of your operating system, the processor- and mother-
board identity of your PC31), the hard drive type the
software is stored on, etc. Incidents have been
reported where DRM schemes have reported a lot
more back home than they really need to, and this is
certainly a threat to your privacy. It could be rela-
tively innocent like the 2006 controversy regarding
the Microsoft Windows Genuine Advantage (WGA)
phone home functionality. The WGA software, which
was intended to combat illegal copying of the Win-
dows operating system, called home to the Microsoft
servers every day. The problem here is that the legiti-
mate paying customer was adversely affected by this
software and furthermore that Microsoft didn’t tell
you that the software would be phoning home. And
how would we, the law abiding citizens, really know
if the WGA tool does not spy on us? It is noted that
offline based DRM solutions, for example solutions
based on tamper-proof devices like smart cards [15,
16] would improve user privacy.

3.6  Pervasive and Invasive 

– The RFID Revolution

We shall not examine the topic of RFID and personal
privacy here, but instead refer to the article RFID and
Privacy on page 77 [17].

3.7  Data Mining

Data mining is the process of searching large vol-
umes of data for patterns using various tools to cate-
gorize and correlate data. Thus, data mining is the
process of transforming apparently unrelated data
from large data sets into usable information. Data
mining has also been defined as “the nontrivial
extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and
potentially useful information from data” [18].

This edition of Telektronikk features a separate article
on personal privacy and data mining [19]. The article
focuses on privacy preserving techniques that can be
used to provide credible user privacy while still
achieving the major goals of the data mining effort.
For instance, while personal data may need to be
taken into account during the data mining effort, there

is generally less reason for the derived results to con-
tain privacy sensitive data. Under these circumstances
one may well be able to extract the desired informa-
tion without violating the user’s personal data privacy
rights.

3.8  The Spy in the Sky

One area that could easily provoke a mild case of
paranoia is the spy-in-the-sky scenario. We’re proba-
bly all aware of the spy satellites operated by military
and intelligence agency organizations. We’re also
aware that these satellites are very capable and able
to capture a great deal of detail at ground level.

The emergence of services like Google Earth32) has
merely highlighted the issue, as commercial satellite
image capturing has been available for some time
now33). Now, the commercial operators do not off-
the-shelf provide the same high definition pictures as
is available to the military. Neither do they normally
provide ‘surveillance’ services. However, the resolu-
tion can be quite high. One example is this quote by
TerraServer on their homepage34): “For our high-
resolution imagery which is a mixture of aerial and
satellite shots, this varies anywhere between 0.1
meters and 2 meters depending on the capabilities
of the camera that was used to take the pictures.”

For political and legal reasons you may not be
allowed to buy pictures from all locations. The com-
mercial operators may respect restrictions imposed
by the national authorities, particularly in the area of
‘sensitive areas’. These sensitive areas would likely
be areas of military interest, and while you may get
hold of pictures of the area they may either be explic-
itly blurred or old versions35). Still, the military is
concerned with this issue and the US National
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA)
(http://www.nga.mil/) has openly called for more
control over commercial satellite picture providers36).

So, should we worry about the spy-in-the-sky?
Well, the issue is real but unless you have a paranoid
disposition the personal privacy problems caused by
the off-the-shelf 15-meter resolution pictures are
really only a minor issue. The potential is there, but it

31) The subject of having a unique serial number for each CPU is quite controversial and it seems that the CPU vendors no longer sup-
port this.

32) The Google Earth homepage is at http://earth.google.com/. Google Earth itself if a free service, but they also have paid companion
services (higher resolution, more tools etc).

33) EarthSat for instance, has been around since 1969. Homepage at http://www.earthsat.com/.
34) The main TerraServer homepage is at http://www.terraserver.com/. The quote is from the

http://www.terraserver.com/products/images.asp homepage.
35) Google Earth removed British military bases from maps of Iraq after allegations that terrorist used the maps for planning attacks.

Source: The Register, http://www.theregister.com/2007/01/17/google_erases_brit_bases/.
36) The NGA concern is reported at Komo-TV site at http://www.komotv.com/news/tech/7404181.html.
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seems likely that the military and other powers-that-
be will not allow high-resolution pictures to be sold
off-the-shelf.

3.9  Guilty Till Proven Guilty

Ever got a speeding ticket from a speed control cam-
era? If you have, then you know just how irritating
that can be. However, from a personal privacy per-
spective there is no real issue. You break the law and
then you have your picture taken. If you drive respon-
sibly then no picture is taken. So, that’s all fine then.

In Norway, and most likely other countries, the traffic
safety authorities have carried out a pilot project mea-
suring the average speed between speed control cam-
eras. Technically, this is becoming a relatively easy
exercise. One needs high-quality pictures and accom-
panying software to identify the car (colour, size,
type etc) and the licence plate. The rest is just a mat-
ter of processing.

From a personal privacy point of view this approach
to traffic safety is utterly wrong. The problem is that
they take your picture even when you are driving
within the speed limit in the event that you might
break the speed limit (on average) later on. So, the
speed control cameras will then need to take a picture
of every passing car. You are then truly guilty until
proven guilty.

In this particular case personal privacy seems to
have won. The Norwegian Datatilsynet37) (The Data
Inspectorate), which gave permission to the pilot pro-
ject, was in the end less enthusiastic about the project.
So, it seems we will not see the proposed sign, shown
in Figure 3, on Norwegian roads anytime soon.

4  User Consent is no Silver Bullet

User consent is often seen as an acceptable approach
to gathering and using privacy sensitive data. For
the data collector’s point of view user consent is an
effective solution. However, it is questionable how
effective the user consent option is with respect to
protecting people and whether users are able to
understand what they are agreeing to [20].

User consent comes in different forms and flavors.
One very basic characteristic of user consent that
must be in place is that there should be informed con-
sent. That is, the average user must be able to under-

stand what they are agreeing to. This means that the
often highly technical or legalese texts that often are
presented as ‘information’ to the users is missing the
point. This problem is of course also exacerbated by
the fact that a relatively large part of the population,
including kids, will lack the literacy skill and the
mental maturity to understand the ramifications of
their decisions. So, while informed consent is a pre-
requisite for the acceptance of user consent, it is
a very hard target to meet in many circumstances.

The acceptance criteria for user consent should also
normally be based on so-called positive user consent.
That is, the default action should be that the user does
not give up any privacy rights. Only when the user
takes unambiguous action is permission given. How-
ever, in the real world this can be a bit restrictive and
it is common to allow the default choice to include
acceptance of use of private data.

The implied/associated consent can also have practi-
cal benefits to the user. They will then not have to be
bothered with additional ‘please provide your con-
sent’ dialogues. And, for associated services or for
services within the same domain that may be consid-
ered a benefit for the user provided the associated
consent is within the intentions and scope of the orig-
inal consent.

One must be realistic here. Bothering the user with
a large set of consent questions does not really serve
any purpose. It simply wears down the respect for the
consent question, and the users then tend to answer
YES almost on auto-pilot38).

Figure 3  The proposed sign for the average
speed automatic speed control cameras

37) http://www.datatilsynet.no/.
38) The authors have a suspicion that this is learned behavior from the personal computer environment. During installation of programs

or features the users are commonly asked a whole series of “Will you permit/accept this-or-that: YES/NO” questions. From experi-
ence the users then tend to learn that answering NO means that the program/service will not install. Thus, one learns to disregard
the question and simply answer YES to any such question.
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Another problem with user consent mentioned above
is that many users seem not to understand what they
are agreeing to. Furthermore, most users seem quite
willing to give away rather sensitive data for flattery
(or recognition) or some other minor benefit.

For instance, when Infosecurity Europe in London
conducted a survey on users’ willingness to reveal
their passwords almost 2/3 gave away their password
for a “chocolate and a smile”39). Now, most people
realize that the password is not something you should
reveal, yet a stunning 64 % actually did just that

(assuming they were telling the truth, that is). Many
web sites provide other incentives to the user to have
their personal data; the most common being free
access to the web pages or to software etc. Figures 4,
5 and 6 give a few examples of the amount of per-
sonal data some sites require, ranging from a lot of
detail to nothing, as in Figure 6 (though you may sub-
mit contact information if you want to be contacted).
The amount of data that some sites want to register is
surprising, particularly when considering how poor
the data quality assurance generally is40). Many sites
lack even the most rudimentary sanity check on the

Figure 4  YouTube account registration (http://www.youtube.com/signup). The Sign-me-up for the “Broadcast
Yourself” email was ticked off as default. YouTube requires that you enter date of birth and gender

39) The press release from Infosecurity Europe is available at http://www.infosec.co.uk/page.cfm/Action=Press/PressID=640.
40) It is very easy to register erroneous data. However, to correct the data later on is often much more difficult, let alone of you want to

discontinue the service and want to erase the data.
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input or does not accept perfectly valid input (usually
because the site is US centric and unaware of all valid
formats).

5  Where Personal Privacy Ends

– Legal Aspects

Personal privacy is important, but it does not take
precedence over state security. Therefore there exist
laws and regulations that govern when and how the
national state is permitted to violate your personal
privacy. This is captured in what is known as Lawful

Interception (LI). For more information on lawful
interception the reader is directed to the article Law-
ful Interception [21] on page 33. The LI measures are
targeted and only applied when there is reasonable
cause for suspicion. One also has the so-called data
retention type of surveillance. The data retention
approach is focused on data mining of call data (not
the content per se, but where, when and to/from type
of data), but is applied indiscriminately and your call
data are collected even when there is no suspicion
against you. In the article The EU Directive on Data
Retention – An End to Justify the Means [22] on page

Figure 5  BT Counterpane registration for access to a whitepaper. Ironically the access is to a
whitepaper named “Data Privacy & Protection”. The BT Counterpane homepage is hosted at
http://www.counterpane.com/index.html
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31 the author takes a critical look at the EU Data
Retention Directive.

In your home country you may trust the authorities
to respect your personal privacy. But what happens
when you move abroad? Then you will certainly be
under a foreign jurisdiction. This, literally, goes with
the territory. So far so good, but what happens when
some virtual service is located in another jurisdiction?
And how will you know where the service is hosted?
Where are the Google servers located? Where are the
Facebook servers located? Your privacy may there-
fore by subject to rules and regulations that you know
nothing about. Harmonizing of privacy protection
rules would have been nice, but there is a consider-
able difference of opinion about this subject and peo-
ple’s tolerance for privacy violations vary consider-
able.

6  Summary

This article has attempted to give an overview of
some real-world personal privacy problem areas.

There are many challenges, and new technology can
be our biggest problem but ultimately also the only
viable path to a reasonable and well-balanced solu-
tion. Many initiatives are being taken to solve the
various personal privacy problems, and for several of
the problem areas one now finds that the privacy
enhancing technologies are reaching a relatively
mature status. Still, much more work is needed in this
area if one wants to address the problems in a reason-
ably uniform manner. Many large companies have
appointed a Privacy Ombudsman, which then is
responsible for protecting the privacy of the cus-
tomers and clients (see the article Privacy and Pro-
tection of Personal Data [23] on page 27 by the
Telenor Privacy Ombudsman for an example).

It is reassuring that various regulatory authorities now
are beginning to press for development of more effec-
tive privacy enhancement technologies. A point in
case is the recent initiative from the EU Commission
[24] to encourage the use of privacy enhancing tech-
nologies to provide credible data privacy.

Figure 6  User Consent at ActiveState (www.activestate.com). You need only provide registration data if you
want to receive information from ActiveState. To get the free software without registering the user would just
click on Continue without filling in the Contact Details form
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Introduction

People use telecommunication-based applications
daily and the system collects a large amount of infor-
mation related to their activities. Such telecom net-
works create opportunities for joint cooperative tasks
based on computations with inputs supplied by sepa-
rate users. Moreover, such computations could be
performed even among mutually untrusting parties.
Since many user inputs are private information
reflecting users’ daily activities (for example travel
routes, buying habits, and so on), secure multi-party
computations (SMC) become a relevant and practical
approach for dealing with such applications. Many
applications can utilize available private data to
improve the quality and security of every day life.
For example, private data have been used to develop
such important applications as traffic jam monitoring,
monitoring of elderly people, anti-terror related moni-
toring of suspects, etc. Meanwhile, with an increased
amount of private data collected in telecommunica-
tion networks, the privacy concerns become a critical
issue. Some questions that should be addressed
include how exactly the private data will be used;
can the data be misused to invade people’s privacy;
and “who is watching the watchers”.

Many techniques have been adopted for privacy
preservation such as k-anonymity [Sw02], data trans-
formation/randomization (for more details see the
paper on Privacy Preserving Data Mining in
Telecommunication Services in this issue [GO07]),
etc. In this paper, we focus on techniques based on
secure multiparty computations. Secure multiparty
computation is a cryptographic technique that enables
computations on data received from different parties
in such a way that each party knows only its own
input and the result of the computations.

Secure Multi-party Computations

and Privacy

Many SMC-based solutions can be used to ensure
privacy preservation and protection. Informally, they
can be described as a computational process where

two or more parties compute a function based on pri-
vate inputs. Privacy in this context means that none
of the parties wants to disclose its own input to any
other party.

Formally, a secure multi-party computation problem
can be formulated as follows: Assume that there are
n parties (n > 1) that want to perform some computa-
tions jointly. It means that each party is willing to
contribute some data to these computations. How-
ever, each party wants to contribute its input pri-
vately; that is, without disclosing their inputs to the
other participating parties or to any third party. Gen-
erally, this problem can be seen as a computation of
a function f(x1, x2, ..., xn) on private inputs x1, x2, ...,
xn in a distributed network with n participants where
each participant i knows only its input xi and no more
information except output f(x1, x2, ..., xn) is revealed
to any participant in the computation [Goldw97]. His-
torically, the secure multi-party computation problem
was introduced by Yao [Yao82] where a solution to
the so-called Yao’s Millionaire problem was pro-
posed. (The problem that was formulated is about
how two millionaires can learn who is richer without
revealing any information about their net worth.)

According to theoretical studies, the general SMC
problem is solvable based on the circuit evaluation
protocol [Goldr04]. At the same time, it was observed
that such solutions are not practical from the efficiency
point of view. Therefore, finding efficient problem-
specific solutions was recognized as an important
direction for future research. For that reason, many
specific solutions were proposed in the literature
recently. Authors considered several problems from
different research areas such as information retrieval,
computational geometry, statistical analysis, etc.

Initial research on such problem-specific solutions
was performed under the assumption of the ideal
security model assuming zero information disclosing.
However, despite the fact that the specific solutions
for problems mentioned above are more efficient than
general solutions, they are still expensive and not
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always very usable in practical applications with
constrained resources (for instance energy, computa-
tional power, or communication broadband). At the
same time, many authors started to notice that in
some applications users would be willing to accept a
reduced level of security if they could achieve suffi-
cient efficiency, especially in the cases where ideal
security solutions are not applicable because of unac-
ceptable performance. It has been shown that in this
case, the main goal is to achieve efficiency with a
sufficient level of security, but not security itself.

This is the main reason why recent research is
focused on a new practical paradigm utilizing a
security model with some information disclosure.
By relaxing the security imposed restrictions, more
practical solutions with better performance may
be achieved. In the following section, we briefly
describe some of such solutions.

A simple example of efficient SMC that illustrates
the idea of privacy preserving computations is the
secure sum protocol [Clifton02]. Assume that there
are n parties P0, P1, ..., Pn-1 such that each Pi has a
private data item di, i = 0, 1, ..., n - 1. The parties want
to compute Σn-1

i=0di privately, without revealing their
private data di to each other. The following method
was presented in [Clifton02] and solves the problem
described above, which is also known as a secure
sum problem. We assume that Σn-1

i=0di is in the range
[0, m - 1] and Pt is the protocol initiator. At the begin-
ning Pt chooses a uniform random number r within
[0, m - 1]. Then Pt sends the sum dt + r(modm) to the
party Pt+1(modn). Each remaining party Pi does the
following: upon receiving a value x the party Pi sends
the sum di + x(modm) to the party Pi+1(modn). Finally,
when party Pt receives a value from the party Pt-

1(modn), it will be equal to the total sum r + Σn-1
i=0di.

Since r is only known to Pt it can find the sum Σn-1
i=0di

and distribute to other parties. Figure 1 depicts how
the secure sum algorithm operates for the case of four
parties P0, P1, P2 and P3 when P1 is the protocol ini-
tiator.

Some Building Blocks

Almost all solutions reviewed later in this paper are
designed as a combination of some basic building
blocks or cryptographic techniques. Below we give
a brief overview of some of the most popular tech-
niques together with recommendations for further
reading.

Yao’s Millionaire Problem

This problem is important in the context of data min-
ing and e-commerce, for instance in such applications
as online bidding and auctions. It was considered by

Yao in [Yao82] and contains a scheme for secure
comparison. The scheme assumes that there are two
parties, Alice and Bob, where Alice has a number a
and Bob has a number b. Both Alice and Bob want to
verify whether or not a < b without revealing infor-
mation about a and b to each other.

Homomorphic Encryption

Homomorphic encryption is a form of encryption that
permits performance of a specific algebraic operation
(denoted by ⊗) on the plain text by performing a
(possibly different) algebraic operation (denoted by
⊕) on the ciphertext. The homomorphic crypto-
systems are used as a basic building block in many
secure multiparty protocols. Several such crypto-
systems have been proposed in the literature [Ben94,
Pai99, NS98]. More formally, let us consider a pub-
lic-key cryptosystem with the homomorphic property
where encryption and decryption are denoted as E(.)
and D(.) respectively. It means that there is an opera-
tion on encrypted data, denoted as ⊕, that can be used
to perform summation on the encrypted data without
decrypting. Thus, we can find the encrypted sum of
encrypted x and y; that is, E(x) ⊕ E(y) = E(x ⊗ y).
Consequently, since

we are able to multiply encrypted data if only one of
the multipliers is unencrypted. Homomorphic crypto-
systems proposed in the literature define operation ⊕
as modular multiplication while ⊗ is defined as mod-
ular summation, XOR or modular multiplication. As
a simple example of a homomorphic cryptosystem,
we can consider the RSA cryptosystem. It is easy to

E(yx) = E

⎛
⎝x ⊗ x ⊗ · · · ⊗ x︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

⎞
⎠ =

E(x) ⊕ E(x) ⊕ · · · ⊕ E(x)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

S=S+d1

+r=12+6=18

P2

d2=7

S=S+d2=

18+7=25

P1

d1=12, r=6, S=0

S=50-6=44

P3

d3=15

P0

d0=10
S=S+d0=

40+10=50

S=S+d3=

25+15=40

Figure 1  How the secure sum algorithm operates for
the case of four parties P0, P1, P2 and P3 when P1 is
the protocol initiator
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see that E(x1) ⊕ E(x2) = (x e
1

modn)(x e
2

modn) = 
x e

1
x e

2
modn = (x1 x2)e modn = E(x1 x2), where (e, n)

is a public key. In this case, both ⊕ and ⊗ are modu-
lar multiplications. However, in the context of secure
multi-party computations, the most used crypto-
systems define ⊗ as a modular summation [Ben94,
Pai99, NS98].

Oblivious Transfer

Oblivious transfer describes communication between
two parties, sender and receiver, where the sender
transmits part of the data to the receiver. The receiver
chooses a part of the received data in a privacy pro-
tecting manner: the sender is assured that the receiver
gets no more information to which it is entitled. The
sender knows nothing about which part of the data
has been received. The 1-out-of-n oblivious transfer
is a method that allows a party to access one of the
n secrets, without getting any information about
remaining n - 1 secrets and without disclosing which
of n secrets was accessed. The first such protocol was
presented by Rabin [Rab81] and since then several
variants of different types of oblivious transfer proto-
cols were proposed [EGL85, NP01]. They all serve
as important building blocks for many cryptographic
applications such as in protocols for signing con-
tracts, certified email or flipping a coin over phone
[EGL85]. Theoretically, it was shown by Kilian
[Kil88] that by using only oblivious transfer, it is
possible to construct any secure protocol. However,
oblivious transfer computational requirements are
quite demanding in terms of resources and they are
often the bottleneck in many applications that invoke
them. Therefore, finding efficient solutions is an
important research area and many such solutions have
been proposed [NP01]. The slightly modified Private
Matching example presented in the next subsection
can be seen as a 1-out-of-N oblivious transfer proto-
col.

Private Matching

The objective of the following simple examples is
just to give a flavor of how privacy can be achieved.
More advanced examples can be found in references.

We assume that Alice has a private set of information
{a1, a2, ..., an} and Bob has a private set of informa-
tion {b1, b2, ..., bm}. The protocol that follows is a
two-party protocol between Alice and Bob that finds
the private intersection on their inputs. Alice defines
a polynomial P(x) whose roots are her private set A as
follows: P(x) = (a1 - x)(a2 - x) ... (an - x) = Σ n

i=0 αix
i.

Alice sends E(α0), E(α1), ..., E(αn) where E(αi) is a
homomorphic encryption of αi. Bob evaluates poly-
nomial P(bi) by finding E(P(bk)) = Σ n

i=0 E(αi) . bi
k

(without knowing the real values of coefficients αi).
After that Bob selects a random number r and calcu-

lates E(r . P(bk) + bk). If bk is in A then P(bk) = 0 and
E(r . P(bk) + bk) = E(bk). Therefore, Alice can find
whether bk is in intersection A ∩ B by decrypting
E(bk) with her private key and checking that D(E(bk))
= bk is in A. If bk is not in A then P(bk) 0 and the
result of D(E(r . P(bk) + bk)) is random. Thus, Alice
learns whether bk is in A without revealing A to Bob
and without knowing bk when bk is not in A.

Review of SMC-based Privacy

Preserving Solutions

The main purpose of this section is to illustrate broad
applicability of secure multi-party computations to
privacy preservation and to stimulate research on new
application areas and problems.

Private Information Retrieval

The problem of private information retrieval (PIR)
can be formulated as follows. Assume that a user
wants to query a database in a private way, where the
database receives no information about the query.
Formally, we consider the database as an n-bit string,
x = x1 x2

... xn and the query is the bit i. Privacy pre-
serving information retrieval means that the user can
retrieve the bit xi by sending the query i such that the
database learns no information about i. The problem
was introduced in [CGKS95] and since then studied
intensively in literature (see for example [BI01,
CG97]). Since the straightforward solution to PIR
would be to send the whole database to the user, the
main goal of this research was to minimize sublinear
communication complexity. However PIR, as it was
introduced in [CGKS95], is not concerned with pri-
vacy of the database. The extension of the problem
introduced in [GIKM98] and called symmetrically
private information retrieval (SPIR) protects privacy
of the database (in addition to user privacy) where
database privacy means that the user cannot obtain
more information about the database except con-
tained in the result of her query. SPIR can also be
seen as very similar to oblivious transfer discussed
above.

Selective Private Function Evaluation

This problem was introduced in [CIKRRW01] where
several solutions were presented. The problem is for-
mulated as follows: We assume that several servers
hold copies of a database x = x1 x2

... xn. A client
chooses a function f and indices i1, i2, ..., ik, and
interacts with servers (one or more) in order to
compute f(xi1, xi2, ..., xik) privately in the sense
that servers know nothing about chosen indices.
An example of problem setting that illustrates the
usability of selective function evaluation can be
described in the following way. Consider a scenario
where there is a database containing both public

�=
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information about users (for instance their addresses
and phone numbers) and private information (for
instance age, salary and mobile phone use habits
of each user). Public information is freely accessible,
but private information is sensitive and should not be
accessible. For example, a company wants to perform
some statistical analysis on a selected subset of pri-
vate data without revealing selection criteria while
the database owner wants to reveal only data which
will be used for analysis.

Privacy Preserving Scientific Computations

Many industries, including the telecommunication
industry, have to solve problems related to planning,
routing, scheduling or optimization. These problems
are often modelled as systems of linear equations or
linear least squares problems. However, in the sce-
nario in which two or more untrusted parties want
to solve the problems without revealing private data,
traditional well-studied approaches are not applica-
ble. Consider for example a scenario in which two
telecommunication companies want to optimize joint
use of their networks without revealing proprietary
information about internal structure, constraints, etc.
In many cases, such problems involve solving sys-
tems of linear equations where none of the parties has
knowledge about every equation. The privacy-pre-
serving case of the problems that have been consid-
ered in the literature [DA01] can be formalized in
the following way. Assume that Alice has m private
equations and Bob has n - m private linear equations
represented by MAx = cA and MBx = cB respectively,
where x is an n-dimensional vector. The authors show
how Alice and Bob can jointly find a vector x that
satisfies all equations without revealing to each other
any information about the equations.

Computational Geometry Problems

Several computational geometry problems in the pri-
vacy preserving setting have been considered in the
literature [AD01]. They include point inclusion in
polygons, polygon intersections, finding the closest
pair of points, etc. Many of those problems can be
easily interpreted in the context of telecom applica-
tions [KOle].

The simplest of the computational geometry prob-
lems is the so-called Privacy-Preserving Point-Inclu-
sion Problem. The problem can be formulated as fol-
lows: Assuming that Alice has a point x and Bob has
a polygon P, determine whether x is inside P without
revealing to each other any information about the rel-
ative position of x with respect to P.

A privacy preserving polygon intersection problem
can be formulated as follows. Assume that Alice has
a polygon PA and Bob has a polygon PB. Both Alice

and Bob want to find out whether PA ∩ PB is empty
without revealing any information about the polygons
to each other.

Finally, assume that Alice has a set SA of points in the
plane and Bob has a set SB of points in the plane. The
privacy-preserving closest pair problem is about find-
ing (by both Alice and Bob) pairs of closest points
among points in SA ∪ SB without revealing to each
other any information about SA and SB.

Some Potential Real-life

Applications

Secure multi-party computations have a very wide
variety of potential applications. As we have already
illustrated, many classical computational problems
can be reformulated in a privacy preserving manner.
In this section, we give examples of some real-life
applications that have been considered in the litera-
ture.

Privacy Preserving Location

Preserving the privacy of a user is an important
challenge for mobile and wireless applications.
Informally, it is possible to utilize user location with-
out actually disclosing it either to a service provider
or to any third party. In this context we can use the
privacy preserving solutions for computational geo-
metry problems [AD01]. In the context of telecom-
munication systems, the location and identity privacy
of the current 2G/3G systems have been analyzed in
[KO03a, KO03b, KO05]. Authors argue that using
Identity-Based Encryption is ideal for fast set-up in
new roaming areas. They proposed solutions for spa-
tial control and location privacy using secure multi-
party computations and describe the protocol for pri-
vacy preserving based on 3-way authentication and
key agreement.

Privacy Preserving Dating System

As a simple example of online collaboration where
privacy could be seen as a natural property of the
system, we can consider a privacy preserving dating
system. In such systems, participants should be able
to describe their interests and preferences weighting
them by importance. We can look at such a system as
a matchmaking process that matches participants by
their interests and preferences. Privacy preserving in
this context means that the data describing partici-
pants will remain private from other participants
or the system running the application. A possible
approach to implementing such a system is to use
private matching and base the private set intersection
on it as it is described in [FNP04].
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Privacy Preserving Monitoring in Wireless

Sensor Network

Consider a wireless sensor network for monitoring
vital sign parameters from patients in a metropolitan
area. Such a network includes body sensors commu-
nicating with a receiver unit carried by a patient,
which in turn can use another wireless hop (for exam-
ple GPRS telecommunication solution) to transfer
data to a central base station. Sensor networks trans-
mit monitoring data via a wireless medium and are
thus vulnerable in terms of privacy and security. Sen-
sor measurements represent private information about
monitored objects, which requires that data transmis-
sions and data flow within and out of the sensor net-
work should be protected. We assume that sensor net-
works support distributed interaction with the physi-
cal environment through measuring and aggregation
of data in order to create a dynamic global view. Var-
ious streams of measured data can be used to monitor
and detect events of interest. Each event is repre-
sented as a set of values of monitored parameters.

One approach to protect privacy in such sensor net-
works would be based on the idea that each sensor
node delivers a part of the sensed data, called a share
[ZOK07]. Each sensor share is a subset of monitored
parameters assigned to that sensor. For example, we
can define a function Share that maps individual sen-
sors to a power set of monitored parameters. Thus, in
order to obtain complete information about the moni-
tored environment (status information), a base station
should collect shares from all sensors in the network.
The shares should be selected in such a way that
individual sensor outputs are not sufficient for re-
constructing complete status information. Intelligible
reconstruction of the status information is only possi-
ble when a certain number N of distinct shares is
available, where N is called an intelligibility thresh-
old. For example, assuming that each share is associ-
ated with one monitored parameter for each sensor
in a sensor network, complete status information
includes knowledge of all sensor parameters. The
complete status information is associated with the
lowest security and privacy requirements, since it
reveals all the data delivered by sensors.

Privacy Preserving Electronic Surveillance

In [FA03] the authors consider how to collect data
about conditionally dependent individuals whose
surveillance is authorized. The authors consider how
to monitor activities of only those individuals whose
surveillance is authorized without disclosing the iden-
tities of monitored individuals to the data collecting
entity, while ignoring individuals whose monitoring
is not authorized. The authors assume that the set of
all identities U is a subset of the set S of identities
for which monitoring is authorized. Let Alice be the

monitoring agency that knows S, and Bob be a data-
collecting entity that can collect data about activities
of elements from U that he observes. The privacy
preservation in this setting means that Alice can learn
about activity of identity p from U if and only if p is
also in S, but collecting entity Bob cannot learn any-
thing about the membership of p in S. In [FA03], the
authors propose protocols to solve this problem.

Privacy Preserving Credit Checking

A privacy preserving credit checking problem was
considered in [FAZ05]. It deals with the process of
applying for a loan that can be described as follows:
Assume that Bob wants to borrow money from a
lender, Linda. Before giving a loan to Bob, Linda
checks Bob’s credit history to find out whether Bob
is trustworthy and capable of paying the loan. To do
a credit check on Bob, Linda requests a credit report
about Bob from a Credit Report Agency. Linda deter-
mines if Bob qualifies for the requested loan based
on her qualification conditions. As we see from this
description, some private information will have to
be revealed during this process. For example, Bob’s
financial information such as borrowing history,
spending habits, etc., are commonly described in the
credit report. Meanwhile, Linda does not need to
know all information from the credit report. What
she really needs is to check whether her qualification
conditions are satisfied. However, in many cases these
conditions are also private and Linda will not reveal
them to anybody including a Credit Report Agency.
Thus, the privacy-preserving solution of credit check-
ing would involve approving a loan application as it is
described above where both the borrower’s (Bob) pri-
vate information from the credit report and the
lender’s (Linda) qualification criteria remain private.
Formally, the problem is defined as follows. We
assume that a credit report is presented as a set of
attributes a1, a2, ..., am where ai is either Boolean or
an integer, and the qualification criteria c1, c2, ..., cn
where each criterion ci is a function on a subset of the
attributes. The lender’s qualification policy that deter-
mines whether a borrower qualifies for a specific loan
is defined based on what combination of criteria c1,
c2, ..., cn are satisfied on a1, a2, ..., am. The proposed
solution utilizes secure multi-party computations that
solve this problem efficiently. It requires communica-
tion and computation resources proportional to the
size of the credit report and lender’s policy.

Conclusion

In this brief review of the existing research, we
considered the main idea behind secure multi-party
computations and how they can be used to develop
distributed applications that preserve the privacy of
participating parties. By using simple examples, we
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demonstrated how SMC techniques have been used to
develop novel applications with privacy preservation
as an essential property. However the most common
drawback of SMC protocols, which substantially
impacts their applicability, is their inefficiency. They
require both considerable computational and commu-
nicational resources. Not many, if any, of such appli-
cations are implemented. However, as both the avail-
ability of such resources and privacy concerns are
continuously growing, one would expect that many
such applications may be implemented in the near
future. An important problem is whether practical
solutions exist that are based on an ideal security
model. Therefore, future research should seek other
security models that can provide low-cost practical
solutions with acceptable security level for given type
of applications [DZ02]. Finding such practical solu-
tions that balance security and efficiency is an impor-
tant research area.
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The European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental freedoms states that
“Everyone has the right to respect for his private and
family life, his home and his correspondence” [1].

If you ask people around you, I guess most of them
also would agree to the ‘definition’ in the Personal
Data Act [2] which answers: “To protect natural per-
sons from violation of their right to privacy through
the processing of personal data” and to “... ensure that
personal data are processed in accordance with funda-
mental respect for the right to privacy, including the
need to protect personal integrity and private life and
ensure that personal data are of adequate quality”.

The borderlines for what constitutes “adequate qual-
ity” and “fundamental respect” of private life will,
however, vary quite a lot depending on customs,
nationality, political preferences and economic
incentives.

Privacy has for decades been a subject in Telenor. The
‘ladies at the telephone exchange’ could be fired if they
listened in on a conversation. Today, all employees
have signed the “Codes of conduct”, where paramount
requirements for protection of personal data are stated.
Furthermore, all employees have signed the declaration
of confidentiality where we are reminded of our duty
not to give out any information regarding our customers
we might have obtained at work. It is considered a
severe offence if an employee violates that rule.

Telenor has furthermore secured the access to data
and to systems containing personal data, and as part
of the Norwegian total defence we even made the
security around our systems much higher than one
would normally expect from a telecom company.

Over the years Telenor has handled various products
to even further secure customers’ extra need for pri-
vacy, with unlisted numbers and reservation services,
according to both legislation and good customer care.

The new Personal Data Act from April 2000 came
into force 1 January 2001. Rules of transition allowed

companies to continue as before until 1 January 2003.
At the beginning of 2002, Telenor escalated the work
on mapping how we handle personal data. A larger
project on Telenor group level followed several
smaller projects in Telenor companies where we tried
to sort out which requirements should be adapted and
how, and if there was any derogation between the
ways the companies handled data and the interpreted
legislative acts.

As a continuation of these projects, Telenor Privacy
Office was established as a network organisation in
October 2004, with a mandate to establish routines
ensuring that Telenor complies with the relevant
demands on this subject. The Privacy Office covers
all units and employees who handle personal data in
Norway and in the Nordic countries.

I will now try to give my view on some aspects
related to privacy and our business.

Privacy in Telecom Services and 

Our IT Solutions

One of my personal favourite stories when it comes
to showing the importance of safeguarding the cus-
tomers’ privacy in secure telecom services is the poor
guy who used the camera on his mobile to photo-
graph his ‘private parts’. The picture was only
intended for his girlfriend, but due to an error in the
telecom systems, the MMS with the picture was sent
to several hundred mobile subscribers. Just minutes
after he sent the message, furious people started to
answer him back.

As Privacy Ombudsman in Telenor, I have also
received anxious phone calls from customers who
wonder who has access to the content of their MMS,
SMS and e-mails.

Two years ago, Telenor was in the media for violat-
ing our customer’s privacy: “Anyone may check any
customers’ bill”, was the headline. The criticisms
were mainly that an automated service made it pos-
sible to check the outstanding amount on the bills,
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without any precautionary measures whatsoever.
Telenor immediately changed the service so the caller
also had to input his birth date – this was not sensi-
tive data at all, and the security level therefore could
be set quite low.

At about the same time, we had another challenge
with our routines for unlisted numbers: According
to the Electronic Communications Regulation [3],
we have to provide unlisted phone numbers for cus-
tomers who require such. A person with an unlisted
number updated her home address – we need that for
billing purposes. Unfortunately, the address con-
nected to an older subscription of hers with another
number was updated as well. This subscription had
not been used for quite some time, and the owner had
therefore no thought of marking this as an unlisted
number, too. It was simply not used. The result was
that the address of this customer was displayed on the
older number at the information services and in the
public directory.

This incident led to changes in our routines and also
shows how important it is to think of data security
and privacy when we develop routines and systems
to support the routines.

Securing privacy is not only about IT solutions! No
matter how secure the IT system itself is, the routines
for the people handling the systems may very well be
the weak link. Security does not give you privacy,
even though you depend on security to have privacy.

Our Vast Amount of 

Personal Information

Information used for marketing and sales activities
are mainly fresh data, that is not more than 3-6
months old, and for some usage up to one year.

In Norway, we are furthermore allowed to keep data
about a former customer for up to two years after he
has left us, but we are not allowed to use the data dur-
ing that time for marketing purposes. Still, when we
performed a review of all our IT systems and data-
bases two years ago, we discovered that very few of
the systems had good routines for deletion of old
data. Sad to say we found that a common deletion
‘routine’ was “... the hard disk is almost full; we have
to get rid of something here ...”. No wonder that over
the last years we have spent quite some resources
to automate new routines.

Traffic data on ‘invoice level’ is kept for 10-11 years
due to legislation. For the same reason detailed level
traffic data so far is kept only for 3-5 months for
fixed, mobile and IP telephony. For Internet traffic

we have kept information from some days up to some
weeks.

Now the new EU directive on data retention [4] will
change this dramatically – not only will the retention
period increase, but also the amount of different kinds
of data to be stored will be magnified. In order to
fight organized crime and terrorism, service providers
of telecom- and other electronic communication ser-
vices have to store data for a period of between six
and 24 months, according to the national implementa-
tion of the directive.

The vast quantity of detailed personal data we pos-
sess will of course be regarded as a possibility for
some, and a threat for others. And the threat is cer-
tainly not only for the criminals! The various levels
of quality of the data from the different service
providers represent a risk for all citizens in Europe.
I know that small errors may cause wrong use of data,
like sending out wrong data or replicating wrong data
from one system to another. I know that Telenor put
up quite a lot of resources to achieve sufficient data
quality in order to use the data for various purposes.

And I wonder: Will an office outside of the service
providers have enough skill about the information to
know each and every weakness in data quality from
the different service providers? And when we – as a
service provider with very good knowledge of our
own customer data, data quality and routines – still
makes mistakes, what are the chances that an office
far away from the business, possibly with data from
between 200 – 300 service providers for Norway
alone will make less mistakes? And which conse-
quences would an error from such an office have?
You might not be convicted of a crime – but what
about the consequences of being suspected of a crime?

For Telenor and other e-com service providers I
see no advantages at all in expanding the retention
period. When it comes to advantages for the Euro-
pean society as a whole, the answer depends on
who you ask.

If I were to fight terrorism and organized crime and
were to spend billions of Euros on the attempt, I for
sure wouldn’t put all the money on data retention in
the European e-com industries. For well-organized
crime there still seem to be quite a few ways to com-
municate without leaving traces, and the billions of
Euro would be better spent on other activities. But
obviously, it is easier to introduce longer retention
periods which the service providers and end-users of
the services will have to pay, rather than increasing
government spending on for example police, investi-
gations and prosecution.
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Privacy Versus Marketing

“Hi, would you like to save thousands on your mobile
phone bill?” Even I, as a Telenor employee, have
received calls trying to convince me that I would be
far better off if I moved my subscription to them ... In
that case, they obviously had very poor data quality
in their call lists ...

But marketing and sales people have and should of
course have a strong focus on their goals to succeed.
The goals may be customer acquisition, subscriptions
sold, increased use of a service etc. Without the
proper incentives, guidelines and requirements, it will
be tempting to use ‘any’ means to reach the goals.

We, like many other companies, have experienced
employees and consultants who, in order to reach
their goals, sometimes went a bit over the standards
we try to live by. Telenor continuously works to
ensure that we follow our guidelines and follow up
when someone cross our ethical, and sometimes even
legal borders. This is extremely important when you
think of the vast quantity of personal data we possess.

When the ministry of transportation distributed a
questionnaire during the spring 2005, the sad result
showed that the telecom companies were the least
trusted group when it came to handling personal data.
The groups which followed were the toll-road com-
panies, and non-profit organisations. My thought –
and hope – is that the result was partly due to bad
behaviour and aggressive marketing from some of the
new companies which were established around 2004
– companies that are luckily no longer in the market.

The data we have could furthermore very well be
used to build really detailed profiles of a person, so
we then could send out very adapted messages, prob-
ably with a very good return on investment. To a
certain extent Telenor and other companies do adapt
messages to certain groups, namely based on age,
type of product and service, and to a certain extent
whether a customer uses a service or not.

But most of us do not want our vendor of telecom
services to be too nosy about where we are located,
whom we are talking to or which Internet sites we are
visiting. This is our private sphere, and even though I
know that my vendor has these data, I would be more
than disappointed if I discovered that they really dug
into my private life just to sell me more bandwidth!

It is however considered good customer care to
present relevant information, instead of bombarding
people with junk-mail. Actually this was the very
background for the establishment about ten years ago
of the Data Quality Manager role in marketing in

Telenor Mobil. At that time the then CEO had been
declared the king of junk-mail in Norwegian newspa-
pers, a title he really disapproved of.

The other day a marketing consultant told me that he
saw that I had ADSL, and “wouldn’t I like to have
IP-telephony?” How could he know, and what else
does he know about me? In this case he didn’t know
anything at all; he guessed, but our average customers
start wondering where the data flow. They are afraid
that information they give away will result in more
spam in their mailboxes, or that their privacy is
disturbed by more calls from people selling services.
Many people do realize that personal data is big
business.

Consent and Reservations

As indicated above, the hard competition is continu-
ously driving the companies to set out even more cre-
ative ways to reach their sales goals. There has been
focus on aggressive telemarketing in the press several
times over the last years, where people have ques-
tioned where the marketers have got their information
from, and why the various reservations and need for
consent are not respected.

In Norway, we have for some years now had an offi-
cial reservation register in Brønnøysund [5] for direct
marketing by mail or telephone. In spite of this regis-
ter people still receive unsolicited marketing. One of
the explanations is simply that they do not know that
as long as you have a customer relationship with a
company, the company is allowed to do direct mar-
keting towards you without checking the register in
Brønnøysund. However, the company itself has to
have a reservation register where their own customers
can make their reservations.

Another explanation is different spelling of names
in customer registers and in the register in Brønnøy-
sund, since comparison of names and birth dates so
far is the only way to filter out persons who have
reservations – we are not allowed to use common
customer identification like the social security
number.

At Telenor, own reservation register was also a chal-
lenge due to our history: We were initially divided
into three separate companies for the fixed line,
mobile and Internet services; each of them with their
own reservation registers. Early last year we intro-
duced one single reservation register for the con-
sumer market, giving us and the customers far better
control of the reservations.
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I am happy to say that we have received positive
response for our various efforts to handle personal
information in a better way, also from the Norwegian
Data Inspectorate (Datatilsynet) [6].

Privacy for Employees

As an employer of several thousand persons, Telenor
also have more data on most employees than many
other companies. And because of the focus on data
security and privacy in Telenor, many employees do
have a special concern for their own privacy as well.

Several cases in the news during the last years have
given employees an understanding of the possibilities
for misuse of data. It more or less started with the
scandal in the former Finnish telecom operator Son-
era, where people in the top management were
arrested and later got a suspended sentence to prison
for having tapped conversations to find out whom
were to blame for leakage of information. The police
do have that possibility under strict regulation [7],
but tapping a conversation is not for everybody!

In Norway we have had various cases regarding the
employers looking into employees’ e-mails, also here
with a very strong presentation of the stories in the
media.

Even though Telenor still have, and probably always
will have improvements to do when it comes to rou-
tines and guidelines for handling employee data, I’m
glad to see that the press in this matter have used us
as an example of a company with sufficient and good
documentation and handling.

Finally, one of the most important things to remem-
ber, both as an employer, and as a service provider,
is the rule of always informing the registered person
about what kind of data you register, and what you
are going to do with the data. You are obliged to have
a valid cause for handling personal information, and
if you can’t find such a cause in the privacy act, you
simply cannot handle the data in that way! 
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After the Madrid bombings in 2004, a meeting of EU
Member States led to the publication of the European
Council’s Declaration on Combating Terrorism1).
This document specifies Member States’ intention
to draft proposals for rules relating to the retention of
communications traffic data by service providers. The
rules and regulations ensuring that national authori-
ties have legal access to such traffic data vary greatly
between Member States, and the EU therefore con-
sidered it urgent to establish harmonised regulations
throughout the Union, as a means to ensure that
efforts to combat the increasing terrorism in Europe
are effective. Following discussions of the proposals
and the legislative process, a new Directive on Data
Retention was finally adopted by the EU in February
20062).

The EU Directive on Privacy3) contains harmonised
rules relating to the protection of personal data when-
ever traffic data are processed in relation to the use of
electronic communications services. Such traffic data
should be deleted or made anonymous when they are
no longer needed for the effectuation of communica-
tion, or for invoicing purposes. But access to such
traffic data is important to ensure proper identifica-
tion of subscribers and users of services whenever
this is needed for purposes relating to law enforce-
ment and security, such as prevention and prosecu-
tion of serious crime and terrorism. This is recognised
in the Directive on Privacy and Electronic Communi-
cations, which opens for a softening of the restric-
tions relating to data protection whenever this is
required to ensure appropriate safeguarding of
national and public security and the prevention of
crime. To ensure that harmonisation of provisions
against terrorism is actually achieved, the Directive

on Privacy has been amended. Requirements relating
to the protection of personal data may thus be over-
ruled whenever this is deemed necessary to combat
crime and terrorism.

The EU Member States are obliged to incorporate the
new Data Retention Directive in their national legis-
lation. In accordance with the EEA agreement, this
obligation is also applicable to Norway.

The directive applies to providers of publicly avail-
able electronic communications services and public
communications networks. This covers a large num-
ber of companies, such as fixed-line and mobile
telecommunications operators, satellite operators,
cable operators, Internet service providers and com-
panies that provide electronic communications ser-
vices such as web mail, instant messaging or voice
over IP.

The directive harmonises the obligations to retain
traffic, location and identification data that operators
generate or process when supplying communications
services. The data to be retained include both suc-
cessful calls and unsuccessful call attempts, to allow
the tracing and identification of the source and desti-
nation of a communication, the date, time and dura-
tion of communication, the type of communication
and the equipment used for the communication and
its location. For fixed-line telephony, retained data
will include the telephone numbers of callers and
those receiving the calls, but also numbers involved
in rerouting, names and addresses of subscribers or
registered users, and the type of telephone service
used. For Internet services, data revealing users’ iden-
tities (ID) and IP addresses must be retained. Data
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related to mobile services must also include the inter-
national mobile subscriber identity of callers and
those receiving the calls (IMSI) and the international
mobile equipment identity of both parties (IMEI).

All categories of data covered by the directive must
be retained for a minimum of six months and a maxi-
mum of two years. Member States are free to set this
period within these limits. In exceptional circum-
stances, Member States can allow retention periods of
more than two years for a limited time, subject to the
Commission’s approval.

Member States must incorporate the directive in
national law within 18 months of its adoption; that
means until August 2007. However, another 18
months can be admitted for the implementation of
the provisions on Internet access, Internet telephony
and Internet e-mail. Before this becomes effective in
Norway, both the obligations and the implementation
must formally be approved by the EEA Committee.
However, a public commission has been appointed
by the Norwegian government to consider the obliga-
tions and likely national options.

Telecoms operators in Europe, including Telenor, are
sceptical to the retention of such huge data and the
individual registering of any customer’s use of elec-
tronic communication, fixed-line telephone services,
mobile services and the Internet. The new require-
ments are considerably more comprehensive than the
measures which are practised in Norway and most
European countries, and represent huge challenges
relating to the protection of personal data and secu-
rity. There is a need for new data storage systems and
for systems which can give legal authorities access to
the required data. Furthermore, the EU has left it to
the Member States to decide how to cover the consid-
erable costs that the retention requirements involve
for the operators. History shows that governments,
at least the Norwegian authorities, prefer to impose
costs relating to the implementation of requirements
from governmental authorities on the operators. This
will necessarily result in increased prices on telecoms

services. Much could be gained from European stan-
dardisation of technology and procedures in this area,
but so far the EU has not taken any initiatives to
encourage such standardisation.

If the EU’s purposes are to be fully achieved, the
obligation for data retention must also embrace com-
panies and institutions which are not normally con-
sidered to be providers of public electronic communi-
cations. Such companies include hotels, Internet
cafes, universities and companies which allow a num-
ber of people to use their communications services.
Hotels offering such services to guests would be
obliged to register and store data relating to each
guest room, together with identification data on the
guests. Similar obligations would be put to Internet
cafes, academic institutions and public institutions
which offer the public access to their communications
facilities. So much storage of personal data, with so
many players, also means an increased risk of com-
promising sensitive personal data.

Telecommunications is one of the most dynamic
industries in the world today. New global players like
Google, Yahoo, Skype and Microsoft offer communi-
cations services based on the Internet. Skype offers
opportunities to make telephone calls via the Internet
from PCs, and 130 million customers all over the
world are now using this option. The new Internet
message service, Instant Messaging, has grown
tremendously during the last 2-3 years, and the ser-
vice is currently used by several hundred million
people. It is not likely that the EU requirements on
data retention will encompass any of these global
providers.

If global providers and national players, which for
some reason are not considered to be first-hand
providers of public electronic communications ser-
vices, are not required to retain traffic data, it is likely
that dangerous criminals will be among the first to
detect the gaps in the system and make use of them.
If that were to happen, the EU measures will have a
minimal effect on combating terrorism.
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What is Lawful Interception?

Lawful interception (LI) is the legally authorised pro-
cess by which a network operator or service provider
gives law enforcement officials access to the commu-
nications (telephone calls, e-mail messages etc) of
private individuals or organisations. Lawful intercep-
tion is becoming crucial to preserve national security,
to combat terrorism and to investigate serious crimi-
nal activities.

The work in Lawful Interception has its foundation
in the European Council Resolution of January 1995
[29] which outlined the International Requirements
for the Lawful Interception of Telecommunications
now known widely as the IUR. This was the result of
several years of work by the European governments
in cooperation with Australia, New Zealand, Canada
and the USA.

The standardisation of lawful interception is vital
to provide an economically and technically feasible
solution that complies with national and international
conventions and legislation. ETSI has played a lead-
ing role in the standardisation of lawful interception
since 1991; today work is concentrated in Technical
Committee Lawful Interception (TC LI), which
enjoys the active participation of the major telecom
manufacturers, network operators, Law Enforcement
Agencies and regulatory authorities of Europe and
from around the world.

ETSI’s LI work covers the whole spectrum of inter-
ception aspects, from a logical overview of the entire
architecture and the generic intercepted data flow, to
the service-specific details for e-mail and Internet.

Achievements

A major achievement of ETSI’s work in this area has
been publication of the specifications for the hand-
over procedure: TS 101 671 [6] and ES 201 671 [1].
These specifications illustrate the flow that the inter-
cepted data should follow in telecommunication net-
works or services. In this context, they specify the

network or service protocols necessary to provide
lawful interception, as well as the physical or logical
point at which the interception has to take place
(the handover interface) both for packet data and
switched-circuit communications. Other relevant
specifications cover LI network functions [2] and
various technical specifications relating LI services
in ISDN networks and IP-based services etc [7-12].

ETSI has also produced other important specifications
on lawful interception in other Technical Committees.
For this reason, TC LI is working in close collabora-
tion with TC TISPAN, the Committee in charge of
creating the specifications for Next Generation Net-
work (NGN) in ETSI as well as with other relevant
committees (TC TETRA, 3GPP and TC Access and
Terminals (TC AT) [13-28].

The LI handover specifications are already widely
used. They were first adopted in 2003 by the Nether-
lands regulation authority (Directorate General for
Telecommunication and Post of the Ministry of Eco-
nomic Affairs). Meanwhile a number of other coun-
tries are in the process of implementation or have
expressed an interest in adopting the specifications.

The specifications are subject to constant review
and updating within ETSI to accommodate emerging
needs, and are being used as the basis for specifying
the procedures for lawful interception. The increasing
trend in the use of packet-switched technologies has
necessitated a standard for the delivery of IP-based
interception: TS 102 232-1 [3] specifies the approach,
the protocols and headers needed to perform lawful
interception on an IP-based platform.

In addition, lawful interception has to be possible on
specific services (Service-Specific Details, SSD) that
make use of the IP framework: TS 102 232-2 [4]
covers the service-specific details for e-mail services,
describing the handover to the law enforcement
authorities, whilst TS 102 233 [5] covers the service-
specific details for Internet access.
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A simple architecture for LI is shown in Figure 1; ETSI
specifies the Interception and Handover interface.

ETSI has also standardised the general requirements
of network operators, service providers and access
providers who are obliged to make available results
of interception to the law enforcement agencies.
Complementing this, a Technical Specification (TS)
relating to handover interfaces for the interception
provides guidance for law enforcement agencies on
the co-operation required by network operators/ser-

vice providers with the lawful interception of tele-
communications (Figure 2).

Recent publications include a specification on ser-
vice-specific details for layer 2 lawful interception.
This specification applies to access providers having
access to information on layer 2 session information.
This TS is particularly important because, in many
situations, information on higher layers is either not
accessible or not stored.

Figure 3 summarises the deliverables produced and
their placement in the overall architecture for lawful
interception in relation to the ISO-OSI protocol stack.

Ongoing Activities

A specification on the lawful interception of public
Internet access by means of wireless LAN technology
is being produced. This is a critical issue for lawful
interception because the user cannot always be identi-
fied.

IP Multimedia subsystem (IMS), the system created
in 3GPP to enable the provision of multimedia ser-
vices, and TISPAN specifications are being devel-
oped in tandem to allow the convergence of fixed and
mobile networks over this common IP-based plat-
form. The handover interface for lawful interception
is being developed in TC LI to align with the latest
TISPAN and 3GPP specifications for NGN.

Figure 1  Generalised interfaces for LI specifications

Figure 2  Showing the interfaces between Operators and Service Providers and the Handover (HI) interface
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TC LI is also addressing Data Retention. European
governments are becoming increasingly interested
in preserving communications related information.
The European Parliament’s civil liberties committee
recently voted in favour of new rules, whereby details
on telephone calls and Internet use would be kept
for six to 12 months. TC LI is producing a specifica-
tion (DTS/LI-00033) which will provide a handover
interface for the request and delivery of retained data
between government Agencies and providers of com-
munication services or their agents, based on com-
mon global capability needs.

Conclusions

The ETSI specifications provide a building block for
present and future architectures of communications
standards, which are supported by many manufactur-
ers and providers of services. The main challenge is
to continue to evolve the specifications to support
new services and technologies!
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The Justification for Regulatory

Control

Lawful Interception (LI), as a measure against orga-
nized crime and terrorist activities, is largely seen as
a just measure and most people would agree that law-
ful interception is a necessary tool in the fight against
organized crime etc. The threats against society from
organized crime and terrorist activity are real and in
the post 9/11 era most people will recognize that the
law enforcement agencies must be given the proper
tools to protect society against serious criminal activi-
ties. As described by Thorogood and Brookson in the
article Lawful Interception [2], the European Lawful
Interception regime has its foundation in the Euro-
pean Council Resolution of January 1995 [3], which
outlined the requirements for lawful interception.

Many people will no doubt also defend the ‘anti-ter-
rorist’ measures like the EU Data Retention Directive
(DRD) [4]. Others are not equally convinced that
wholesale surveillance of all communication can be
justified on the off-chance that some of us may be
terrorists. There are however quite a few practical
problems with the approach in addition to the larger
moral and ethical issues with this type of surveillance
of the population. See also the articles by Svendsen
[5] and Rognsvåg [6].

It is noted that the networks are able to determine the
identity and position of a caller. This is not a problem
per se as there are many useful services that require
this information (so-called location-based services).
Providing that one have positive user consent this is
perfectly acceptable. There is one exception to the
explicit ‘user consent’ rule and this is the emergency
call (E112/E911) service. However, the E112/E911
service is a special case and the justification is a
convincing one. Given the circumstances for an
emergency call most people would agree that the
emergency services should be granted access to sub-
scriber identity and subscriber position information.
An excellent starting point for information on emer-
gency services is the ETSI EMTEL homepage [7].

The Dangers of Introducing

‘Security Holes’ in the Networks

Irrespective of the justification for lawful interception
etc there are architectural problems with the introduc-
tion of ‘security holes’ in the system architecture.

One problem with designing interception points in
the system architecture is obviously that it makes it
easy for the law enforcement agencies to intercept
communication. It has of course always been possible
to intercept telecommunication, but with a fully digi-
talized system architecture the problem is that inter-
ception will scale. The interception methods that
were used for old POTS1) systems did not scale very
well at all as they required manual intervention.
Technically, LI in a digital system can be made to
scale well and there may be a temptation to broaden
the scope. Particularly, one may fear that in repres-
sive regimes the temptation to intercept communica-
tion from (non-criminal) political opponents may be
too great to resist. Other uses would be state endorsed
surveillance of foreigners and foreign businesses.
There are regimes which are happy to participate in
industrial espionage to protect local companies. There
are of course gray areas here, but particularly in areas
of state security and in military affairs there is a ten-
dency to permit practices that is tangent to industrial
espionage.

Too liberal use of LI for otherwise legitimate reasons
is also problematic. LI represents a very serious pri-
vacy violation and even suspected criminals have
rights. Most people would therefore agree that LI
should only be used for serious crime and that use of
LI for petty crime is not generally justified. There is
of course also the issue of plausible case. How much
circumstantial evidence of a serious crime is neces-
sary before use of LI can be authorized? It can be
hard to draw that line and what is generally deemed
acceptable may differ substantially from the actual
practice.  The acceptance may vary over time and it is
influenced by factors such as perceived threat level,
media coverage and the general political climate.

Privacy and the Regulatory Big Brothers
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Needless to say, acceptance of LI usage will very
from country to country too.

Of course, people working for telecom operators
aren’t necessarily all law abiding citizens either.
There have been reports of corrupt telecom employ-
ees that have sold sensitive information about indi-
viduals and companies. Tellingly, the publicized
cases have been about selling information about the
location of celebrities to paparazzi photographers,
etc. Obviously, information about the conversations
of a CEO or a minister of state could be valuable to
other parties too.

The justification for LI is nevertheless a solid one.
Furthermore, it is a targeted and subscriber specific
surveillance service. The DRD and similar schemes,
on the other hand, are much more broad in scope and
aim at the whole subscriber population. This is a
‘guilty till proven guilty’ approach. The amount of
data that is being collected varies, but generally what
is collected is control data and not the conversation as
such. Still, this is a massive invasion of people’s pri-
vacy and it takes place irrespective of whether you
are a suspected criminal/terrorist or not. Now, terror-
ist activity is certainly a very serious crime and it rep-
resents a threat not only to individual safety, but to
society itself so equally drastic measures may be nec-
essary. The DRD is surely a draconian measure, but
there is nevertheless quite a lot of popular support for
these types of measures. The argument goes along the
lines of ‘if you are innocent then you have nothing to
fear’. This is all fine, but again there are powerful
counter arguments along the lines that innocent peo-
ple have a right to privacy. The famous Franklin
quote [1] illustrates that this problem has existed for
some time. There is a real fear that powerful tools
like the DRD, used with data mining tools and in
combination with other databases etc, permit scenar-
ios reminiscent of Orwell’s 1984 [8] totalitarian
surveillance state.

So the question remains; should we trust Big
Brother? And, realistically, what is the alternative?
How much privacy must we be ready to give up to
obtain a minimum level of safety? The jury is still
out, and of course there is no definitive answer, just
difficult questions.
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I  Introduction

Motivation

In this article we analyze the standard 3G access
security architecture. We then propose new require-
ments that strengthen the security and improve the
subscriber privacy. To achieve enhanced subscriber
privacy the subscriber identity presentation scheme
has been modified. Satisfactory performance is a
decisive factor in any real-world system, and the
design of the new protocol combines selected Mobil-
ity Management signaling sequences with the
Authentication and Key Agreement (AKA) protocol
to achieve a fast setup. The PE3WAKA protocol
presented here belongs to a family of protocols. The
other family members are presented and discussed
in [1-3].

The paper is structured as follows: Section II covers
the security requirements, section III covers elements
of the cellular environment, section IV is on the need
for a security context hierarchy, section V is sub-
scriber privacy, section VI is on the cryptographic
basis for the PE3WAKA protocol and VII describes
the PE3WAKA protocol. Section VIII contains an
analysis of the protocol, and IX is the conclusion.

The reader is assumed to be reasonably acquainted
with cellular system architectures.

Cellular Access Security

The Principal Entities

Access security is mainly concerned with a) authenti-
cation and key agreement between the User Entity
(UE), the Home Entity (HE) and the Serving Network
(SN), and b) link-layer access protection between the
UE and the SN. The cellular model has three princi-
pal entity types. In a typical access signaling scenario
exactly one instance of each entity type is involved.

• User Entity (UE)1)

This is the mobile device, including a security
module (typically a smartcard). The UE has a sub-
scription with a Home Entity. The mobile device
may be able to access multiple network types,
including GSM/GPRS, UMTS and IEEE 802.11
based WLANs.

• Home Entity (HE)2)

The HE manages the UE subscription data, the
UE location data and UE service charging. The HE
has security jurisdiction over the UE, and the HE
assigns both the permanent UE identity and the
corresponding security credentials.

• Serving Network (SN)

The SN is the physical network that provides
access for the UE. An SN will permit a UE to roam
onto its network provided the HE and the SN have
a roaming agreement. The SN handles local mobil-
ity management (i.e. handover and location updat-
ing). The SN entity is operated by an SN operator.

A cellular service provider commonly owns both
SN and HE entities, but we assume that HE and SN
in general are operated by separate administrative
entities.

The Industry Standard

The 3G systems are the current industry standard for
cellular systems. The main access security services
provided are [4-7]:

• Mutual entity authentication

The entity authentication is between the UE and the
network(s). At the UE the actual entity is the
USIM, which is the security- and subscription
application running on the smartcard (UICC). At
the network side the SN will execute the challenge-
response mechanism after having received the
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security credentials (called the Authentication
Vector (AV) in 3G) from the HE. The HE is offline
with respect to the challenge-response part of the
3G AKA procedure.

• Data Integrity and Data Confidentiality on the

access link

The 3G systems provide data confidentiality on
(almost) all subscriber related data between the UE
and the RNC node in the SN network. The 3G net-
work also provides data integrity3) protection for
the control plane messages. This is provided using
symmetric-key encryption techniques.

• Location/Identity Privacy

The 3GPP security architecture specification does
include requirements for subscriber identity pri-
vacy and subscriber location privacy [4], but the
actual subscriber privacy offered falls short of the
requirements and must be considered inadequate
[5,8].

There are important limits to both subscriber privacy
and the access security in the 3G systems. A number
of these shortcomings are directly related to the his-
tory behind the development of the 3G systems and
the 2G legacy4). In the PE3WAKA protocol example
we address many of these weaknesses and provide
enhanced subscriber privacy and effective and effi-
cient key agreement between the principals.

II  Security and Privacy Requirements

Location/Identity Privacy

In the 2G/3G systems the subscriber identity presen-
tation is permitted to be in cleartext over the radio
interface. In fact, the permanent identity (IMSI) is
routinely exposed over the radio interface. Subse-
quent to the initial presentation the system (the SN)
will assign a temporary identity (TMSI) to the UE.

The TMSI is assigned subsequent to starting the secu-
rity services. Thus, the TMSI is provided to the UE in
ciphertext form. The TMSI is then to be used in clear-
text in paging and access request procedures. This
provides a measure of subscriber identity privacy
against a passive intruder (plain eavesdropping), but
the scheme does not provide protection against active
attacks and it does not prevent the IMSI from expo-
sures.

Furthermore, the 3G standards entirely fail to recog-
nize the need for privacy protection from the cellular
network entities. As documented in [8-10], the UE
should not need to expose both its location and iden-
tity to the SN and the HE. We have identified a set
of high-level requirements relating to subscriber pri-
vacy. The requirements are described below in terms
of the actors in the environment.

• Intruder

An intruder should never be allowed to learn the
identity or the location of a UE. The protection
must be effective against both passive and active
attacks. One cannot entirely prevent an intruder
from detecting the presence of a UE in an area
and the intruder cannot entirely be prevented from
tracking the physical (radio) presence of a UE.
Short of that, the intruder should not be allowed to
gain information from layer 2 and 3 that permits
the intruder to infer the identity of the UE or to
derive a tentative identification which may be used
for tracking the un-identified user.

• HE

The HE issues the permanent UE identity (UEID).
The HE will also know the public SN identity and
it may (for routing purposes) know the SN server
area where the UE is located.

However, we postulate that the HE does not need
to know the precise UE location. That is, the UE

Figure 1  Overview of the 3G Authentication and Key Agreement Procedure

User entity A-interface Serving network B-interface Home entity
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3) The data integrity protection includes message origin authentication and data integrity.
4) The 2G control model is very much oriented towards provision of circuit-switched services. Of course, the 2G systems, like GSM,

were originally designed to be cellular equivalent to the ISDN system.
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should be permitted to retain a certain measure of
location privacy from the HE.

• SN

The SN will, due to radio signal measurements etc,
necessarily know approximately where the UE is
located whenever there is contact between the UE
and the SN. Since there is no practical way for the
subscriber to know when there is lower layer radio
contact between the UE and the SN, the subscriber
must assume that the SN will know its location.
However, there is no compelling system architec-
ture argument that requires the SN to know the per-
manent UE identity. The primary SN requirement
is that the HE recognizes the UE and accepts liabil-
ity (charging/billing) for the UE. Consequently, an
anonymous UE alias identity will suffice to cater
for the identification needs of the SN.

• Lawful Interception (LI)

LI capabilities are a mandatory requirement for
public cellular service operators. The LI require-
ments include mandatory provision of subscriber
location information. It is additionally noted that
other regulatory requirements may also apply, like
the EU Data Retention Directive etc. The practical
consequence of this is that the provided subscriber
privacy must be revocable (this also applies to
emergency calls).

Home Control, Online Authentication and

Spatial Binding

Home Control

The 2G/3G AKA protocols are off-line with respect
to the HE. Authentication is effectively delegated to
the SN. In the early 2G days this could be defended,
but today it is hard to justify the amount of trust
required. From a HE perspective one therefore needs
to improve the HE control. One of the most obvious
ways to improve the situation is to require the AKA
protocol to be an online protocol. The HE would then
be in direct contact with the UE at each authentica-
tion event.

3-Way Security Context

There are three principal entities in the cellular
model. The standard off-line 3G AKA does not cap-
ture this and there is no clear distinction between the
HE and the SN [4,5] as seen from the UE point of
view. The UE therefore only knows that it is in con-
tact with an SN who has obtained a valid Authentica-
tion Vector (AV). The AV was obtained at some point
in time, but there is no 100 % certain way to deter-
mine if the HE still acknowledges the AV. That is,
there is no true AV freshness guarantee or credible
revocation mechanism in place.

In 3GPP one has developed a variant of the UMTS
AKA protocol. This AKA protocol is used for the
3GPP-WLAN interworking case. The modified pro-
tocol is effectively an online protocol, and the prob-
lem seems to have been solved. However, this proto-
col also has its problem and in particular it leaves the
SN with almost no authority [11]. The SN, which
after all is the party that provides the access service,
also has a legitimate need for control. To improve
home control while retaining SN control, an online
3-way AKA protocol is required.

Spatial Context Binding

The security context should have limited validity.
Protocols like IPsec [12] have exposure restrictions
with respect to protection usage (KByte/packets) and
lifetime (seconds). For a mobile user one can extend
the exposure control to a spatial dimension. The spa-
tial resolution should be of ‘reasonable’ granularity.
The meaning of ‘reasonable’ is system dependent,
and would be a trade-off between signaling perfor-
mance/workload and privacy aspects. A useful com-
promise between exposure control and performance
seems to be to assign the spatial binding to the SN
server area (this is analogous to binding the context to
an SGSN/VLR area in 3G). We note that Home Con-
trol requirements may be at odds with UE privacy
requirements.

Performance

The security procedures must be designed to meet the
overall system performance requirements. We are
particularly concerned about the accumulated delays
during initial registration and user session establish-
ment. The 3G systems were developed as evolutions
from an existing 2G base. The 2G system limitations
that determined and justified the sequential 2G call
set-up no longer exists. In our revised beyond-3G set-
up scheme we therefore propose to combine selected
mobility management procedures with the security
setup. The net effect is that the total number of round-
trips can be reduced, even when deploying an online
privacy enhanced 3-way AKA protocol.

III  The Cellular Environment

Principals and Trust

We have the following security trust-relationships:

• UE – HE

This is a subscription based relationship. The sub-
scription contract forms a legal basis for the trust
relationship. Regulatory and legal requirements
apply to the subscription contract. The HE assigns
the permanent UE identity and the long-term secu-
rity credentials. From a security perspective we
have that the HE has jurisdiction over the UE.
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• HE – SN

This relationship is based on legally binding roam-
ing agreements. We assume these relationships to
be long-term and we assume limited mutual trust.

• SN – UE

There exists no a priori SN – UE relationship5).
We assume transitive trust-relationships, and this
permits (on-demand) establishment of the SN – UE
relationship. The SN – UE trust relationship is lim-
ited in scope and time.

Trust with regard to privacy is a different matter.
From the UE perspective, the HE and SN should by
default only be semi-trusted and the PE3WAKA pro-
tocol should therefore aim at concealing UE privacy
sensitive data from the HE and SN. The UE may later
choose to reveal its location and/or identity to obtain
(location) context specific services etc, but this would
be another matter entirely.

Intruder Model

Dolev-Yao Intruder

We assume that the Dolev-Yao (DY) [13] intruder
model applies. That is, we assume an intruder that
can read all data on all channels and can delete, sub-
stitute, add, replay or modify any message at will.
Only proper application of the cryptographic protec-
tion in the PE3WAKA protocol will prevent the DY
intruder from breaking the protocol. It is noted that
since we want the PE3WAKA protocol to provide
enhanced subscriber privacy then correspondingly
we must consider the DY Intruder to be successful if
subscriber privacy sensitive data is revealed by the
protocol. Thus, our DY Intruder is ‘aware’ of the
privacy issues.

The Main Mobility Procedures

To simplify matters we only consider the most basic
procedures. We have four main mobility procedures
in the classic cellular control plane models (which
apply to GSM, UMTS etc).

Registration

The cells broadcast the network identity and area
code. The UE is responsible for registering with the
network, and this is done when entering a new area.
The UE must identify itself during the registration
procedure.

Data to UE

The UE in idle state will listen for paging on the pag-
ing broadcast channel. The paging is in cleartext and

the paged identity will be visible to all entities within
the paging area (the location area). The UE will
respond to the paging and access the system. It must
then identity itself (possibly in cleartext).

Data from UE

This procedure is in principle identical to the Data to
UE procedure except from the paging part.

Handover

This procedure consists of seamless switching
between radio-channels during active transfer. This
procedure is local and performed by the UE and SN.
The SN has global knowledge of availability of
neighbor access point capacity etc, and we assume
SN controlled handover.

Identity in Clear

In 2G/3G systems the permanent subscriber identity
can, depending on circumstances, be presented in
clear for three of the four procedures. In our beyond-
3G scheme we will ensure that the permanent identity
is never exposed over-the-air or indeed transferred in
cleartext over any other interface.

Interfaces

In a real-world cellular scenario there would be a
number of system interfaces. In our model we only
attempt to capture the direct interfaces between the
security principals (Figure 2). The A-interface is the
over-the-air interface between the UE and the SN. It
covers common channels and dedicated channels (to
be protected). The common channels are public and
unprotected, and are used during access setup. During
the setup phase the A-interface may be severely
band-width restricted. The B-interface is a high
capacity (fixed line) interface. We assume that the
HE and SN have pre-established a secure connection
over the B-interface.

Protocol Integration and Round-trip

Efficiency

The 3G AKA protocol is a one-pass protocol for
the successful case. This is achieved at the cost of
a sequence number replay-protection mechanism [4].
However, the apparent efficiency is an illusion when
the whole set-up signaling is studied [8]. The 3G sys-
tems inherited a circuit-switched ISDN based service
model designed for the 2G systems. The 2G control
model had to take into account the limitations of the
2G radio-systems and SS7-based fixed-network sig-
naling. Taken together this has led to a highly
sequential set-up. One first completes the Radio-
Resource Management (RRM) signaling to establish

5) This is true for the generic case, but of course the HE operator may also have a home SN network. This home SN network may have
a special standing, but with respect to execution of the control protocols there is nothing inherently special with a home SN network.
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the physical link. Then the Mobility Management
(MM) procedures are run and finally the Cellular
Access Security (CAS) services are run. The number
of signaling round-trips to complete a set-up is there-
fore quite high in 2G/3G systems. This is not satisfac-
tory for a beyond-3G system with a service model
dominated by connectionless packet-switched services.

To remedy the situation one must re-design the con-
trol signaling. As pointed out in [14] there are lower
bounds on the necessary number of round-trips for
security protocols, but if one combines logically con-
nected sequences one may be able to reduce the total
number of round-trips. We shall not propose a new
control model here, but will argue that several of the
RRM, MM and CAS procedures will/can be triggered
by the same physical/external events. Dependencies
not withstanding, one can integrate some of the pro-
cedures and reduce the total number of round-trips.
We shall focus on the MM Initial Registration proce-
dure and the Authentication and Key Agreement pro-
cedures. In order to get access the UE must register
with the SN (this includes identity presentation) and
authenticate itself. The combined procedure must
therefore provide identity presentation, registration,
and establishment of the security context. It is noted
that re-keying events may coincide with RRM events,
but we will not investigate this topic further here.

IV  Security Context Hierarchy

We classify the security context relations according
to spatial or temporal coverage. In practice the two
views yield similar structures. The three basic levels
are outlined in Figure 3.

The Long-Term Context

There are two long-term contexts.

• HE-SN

This context is based on roaming agreements
and will be long-lived. The spatial validity of the
HE-SN long-term context will generally be for the
full coverage of the SN network.

• HE-UE

This context is defined by the UE subscription.
The context contains long-term security credentials.
Spatially, the context is valid for all HE provided
areas, which in principle is the sum of all HE roam-
ing agreement areas.

The HE will have a set of HE-SN contexts (typically
>100). The SN may likewise have agreements with
a large number of HE operators. The HE may serve
millions of subscribers (UEs). The UE will have
exactly one HE association.

Medium-Term Context

The medium-term context is dynamically established
on the basis of the long-term contexts, and it is
defined by the (UE,SN,HE)-tuple. The context is
established in conjunction with the UE registration.
The validity of the context is confined by the spatial
validity (an Area Code (AC), related to registration
area), a validity period (VP) and possibly a usage
count (Kbytes/packets). The geographical coverage
of AC would depend on the network topology. In our
scheme, establishment of the medium-term security
context is aligned with the initial registration proce-
dure. We advocate that the area should be aligned
with an aggregate server area (analogous to
VLR/SGSN areas in 3G). The AC may consist of a
set of location/paging areas. Subsequent MM location
updating procedures may then be executed without
re-establishing the medium-term context. The AC
should be published on an SN broadcast channel. The
validity period, VP, should be long enough to avoid
excessive context invalidations yet not be substan-
tially longer than normal UE presence in an area.
The actual mobility patterns may vary over time and
it should be possible to configure the VP parameter.
We advocate that the SN determines the validity
period parameter (VPSN) and publishes it on a broad-
cast channel. The UE should additionally have a HE
determined maximum (VPHE) value, and the context
should be canceled when the validity period expires
(VP = Min(VPHE ,VPSN )).

Short-Term Context

The short-term context only applies to the A-inter-
face. It consists of symmetric-key key material for
protection of user related communication (including

Figure 2  Interfaces
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user related control signaling) and an identity bind-
ing. The short-term context credentials are derived
from the medium-term context. The life-time of this
context may exceed the scope of atomic transactions,
but it should nevertheless be short lived. The spatial
scope should also be limited. Network topology con-
siderations suggest that the geographical scope may
be limited to an access point controller area, but the
scope could also be aligned directly with the
medium-term context.

V  Privacy Matters

Privacy and Identity Presentation

Integration of the MM Initial Registration and
Authentication and Key Agreement procedures will
allow us to save round-trips compared to the 3G case.
Given that the registration is the sole responsibility of
the UE, we have that the combined procedure must
be initiated by the UE. The UE must therefore be the
initiator of the PE3WAKA protocol. This is in con-
trast to the 2G/3G AKA protocols, where the UE is
always the responder.

The Medium-Term Context Identity

To avoid having the UE presenting itself with the
permanent identity (UEID), we propose to let the
UE identify itself with an anonymous and temporary
Context Identity (CID). The CID value should be
constructed using a pseudo-random function (prf),
and for a given UE a particular CID value should
only be used once. The CID will therefore only be
used for exactly one (UE,SN,HE) medium-term con-
text. To let the UE choose the CID means that the SN
may experience CID collisions. The CID collision
frequency experienced by a SN server should be very
low.

The CID value space must therefore be correspond-
ingly large. With no bias to the CID choices, we can
use the approximation p = k/m, where p is collision
probability, k the maximum number of subscribers
within the SN server area and m is the space of the
CID value. To be on the safe side, we assume that an
SN server can serve one billion simultaneous users
(k = 109). We do not anticipate frequent 3-way
authentications, but even with the extremely unlikely
rate of one AKA event every second and a system
lifetime of 30 years there will less than one billion
events (109)6). So if we require a collision to occur
at most once in the lifetime of a subscriber we have
p = 1/109. To be on the safe side the CID must then
have a range of m = 109 . 109. Given this, the CID
information element (IE) can be stored in a variable

with a minimum of 60 bits (260 1018). To allow
some safety margin and to align with byte boundaries
one may in practice decide on 64 bit as the minimum
size for the CID IE.

prf(.) → CID (1)

Privacy and the Context Identity

We want to conceal the permanent UE identity
(UEID) from both the SN and external intruders. The
UE must therefore be able to provide the (UEID,CID)
association to HE while preventing the UEID from
being exposed. Additionally, the CID should not be
exposed over the interfaces. To solve the problems
the UE must be able to privately communicate UEID
and CID to the HE. The SN must be informed about
the CID, and furthermore the HE must corroborate
to the SN that CID is a valid UE identity.

Anonymous Tracking

If an identity is used for a prolonged period an
intruder may be able to track the user. The use of
pseudo-anonymous identities will prevent the exter-
nal intruder from knowing the permanent UE iden-
tity, but the intruder may still find reason to track the
anonymous user. To protect the UE against anony-
mous tracking we require that the UE and SN use a
temporary alias identity (AID) for cleartext presenta-
tion. The SN assigns the AID in confidentiality pro-
tected form. The AID will be used, in cleartext, for
paging- and access request purposes. The AID should
ideally be assigned for one-time use, but it may be
used a limited number of times before being replaced
by a new AID. There should be no apparent correla-
tion between the (UEID,CID)-tuple and the (sequence
of) AID(s), and there should be no apparent correla-
tion between any AID in the sequence of AIDs.

Temporary Alias Identity (AID):

prf(.) → AID (2)

VI  Cryptographic Basis

Use of Public-key Cryptography

In order for the UE to privately communicate its per-
manent identity (UEID) to the HE the UE must con-
struct a message with UEID in ciphertext. This repre-
sents a problem in the sense that the HE must be able
to decipher the message without knowing who the
message originator is. The problem can be solved
with symmetric group keys or with asymmetric
cryptography.

≥

6) Assuming a year with 365.25 days, the number of seconds is: 60 . 60 . 24 . 365.25 . 30 ≈ 947 million (seconds).
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Symmetric-key group keys are messy in terms of
management etc. It also means that all UEs must
share the same key. This is clearly contrary to our
privacy requirements since it would allow all group-
key holders to decipher the message.

The proposed solution is therefore to let the UE use
(asymmetric) public-key encryption. The encryption
will be with the public part of the public-key (HEpub)
belonging to the HE. Only the HE has access to the
corresponding private key (HEpri). Thus, only the
HE is able to decipher the message. Observe that any
entity knowing the HE public key (HEpub) will able
to construct an encrypted message. The HE cannot
therefore assume that the encrypted message comes
from the claimed UE. The message contents must
therefore additionally have independent data integrity
protection. This can be achieved by application of a
Message Authentication Code (MAC) function. The
MAC function computes a cryptographic checksum
under the control of a secret key. The secret key is
then a shared key between the UE and the HE.

Key Agreement

The Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange

It is suggested to use a Diffie-Hellman (DH) key
exchange to produce the shared secret that is the basis
for the medium-term security context. The DH proce-
dure [15] is based on public-key cryptography.

The DH public keys needed to produce a shared
secret can become large. We want to use the DH-
shared secret (dhs) as the basis for producing session
key material (data confidentiality key and data
integrity key). We do not require perfect-forward
secrecy (PFS) for the short-term contexts within the
scope of a medium-term security context. We there-
fore allow re-use of the dhs for generation of short-
term contexts between the UE and the SN during the
lifetime of the medium-term context. To permit this
we require that the dhs have at least 256 significant
bits. This will amount to exchange of DH public keys
of approximately 15K bit in size.

Unconventional Use of the DH Exchange

The common channels available during the early
setup phase are likely to be severely bandwidth
restricted. We therefore cannot expect to be able to
carry out the DH exchange with 15K bit public keys
over the A-interface. It is possible to save bandwidth
by using ECC-DH (which requires only approxi-
mately 600 bits per key [16]), but we still need to
conserve bandwidth over the A-interface. Given that
HE has security jurisdiction over the UE, we may
allow the HE to carry out the DH exchange on behalf
of the UE. The HE must then communicate the dhs,

in confidentiality protected form, to the UE after the
DH exchange has taken place. We denote the public-
key HE parameter DHHE and the SN parameter
DHSN. DH group agreement etc should be part of
the HE-SN long-term security context.

Symmetric Key Agreement

The symmetric key agreement scheme will use the
DH secret (dhs), an identity and an area code as the
basis. For the medium-term context the area code is
the AC. For the short-term context a local area code
(LAC) is used. This area code may be the location/
paging area code.

Derivation of medium-term context and short-term
(session) context symmetric keys:

UE,SN: KeyDerivedhs(CID,AC) → mtk (3)

UE,SN: KeyDerivedhs(CID,AID,LAC) → stk (4)

The function KeyDerive is a one-way key derivation
function. The mtk (medium-term key) is only used
between the UE and SN during the execution of
PE3WAKA. The stk keyset and the AID are valid for
the duration of the short-term context. For sake of
simplicity we have presented stk and mtk as single
keys, but in reality it would denote a key-set includ-
ing both confidentiality- and integrity keys; the keys
may additionally be directional (UE → SN and
SN → UE).

Authentication

Challenge-Response

To avoid excessive use of the asymmetric methods
we let the UE and HE share a secret, KA, to be used
as the basis for the two-way checksum-based chal-
lenge-response mechanism. The shared secret KA is
also used for computing cryptographic checksums.
Another HE-UE shared keyset, KC, is used for data
confidentiality.

Construction of challenge data (CHUE,CHHE):

UE: prf(.) → CHUE (5)

HE: prf(.) → CHHE (6)

The output of the pseudo-random function must be
unpredictable and never repeat for the HE-UE con-
text. The response is computed under the control of
the authentication key (KA) and includes the CID in
the input. The inclusion of CID is necessary to ensure
proper binding between the medium-term context and
entity authentication.
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Computation of response data (RESUE ,RESHE):

UE,HE: RespKA(CID,CHUB) → RESUB (7)

UE,HE: RespKA(CID,CHHB ) → RESHB (8)

The function Resp() is a keyed one-way function. The
key KA is included in the long-term security context
between the UE and HE.

HE-SN Authentication

We assume that secure communication over the B-
interface has been established prior to PE3WAKA
execution and that the SN and HE are mutually
authenticated.

SN-UE Authentication

To protect its interests the SN must insist that the UE
be authenticated. We shall allow this to mean that the
SN has assurance that the HE accepts the CID iden-
tity as a valid UE identity. The SN already knows that
HE has jurisdiction over the UE, and if the HE has
corroboration of the UE identity then SN shall accept
CID as a valid UE identity. This information is con-
veyed to the SN over the B-interface. The SN and HE
have mutually created the DH secret dhs online, and
they both believe that dhs is a fresh shared-secret for
the CID medium-term context. If the UE, which
claims the CID identity, can show proof of possession
of dhs, then the SN shall be compelled to believe that
the UE is the principal entity that HE has assigned the
CID identity to.

Likewise, the UE knows that the CID is fresh. Given
that the UE has received the dhs from the HE in en-
crypted form, the UE also believes that dhs is a valid
shared secret for the CID context. Given the trust
relationships and the HE jurisdiction over the UE, the
UE will accept the SN (SNID) as an authenticated
entity provided it can show proof of possession of the
dhs and knowledge of CID. Proof of possession of
dhs will be demonstrated indirectly by the use of
symmetric keys (mtk) derived under control of dhs.

VII  An Example PE3WAKA Protocol

Main Objectives

The main objectives of the PE3WAKA protocol are
as follows:

• Entity Authentication

The protocol must provide (direct or indirect)
mutual entity authentication between the (UE-HE)
and (UE-SN).

• Key Agreement 

The protocol must be able to produce session key
material for the protection of communication over
the A-interface.

• External-party Subscriber Privacy

The protocol must prevent an external intruder
from learning the permanent UE identity and/or
location and from tracking an anonymous UE.

• Internal-party Subscriber Privacy

The protocol must prevent the SN from learning
the permanent UE identity. (The SN will necessar-
ily know the approximate UE position.)

The protocol must not allow the HE to learn the
precise UE position. (The HE will know the perma-
nent UE identity.)

We assume that the HE and the SN do not collaborate
to deceive the UE (although this may be a realistic
scenario for the ‘home network’ case; then the SN
and HE will be controlled by the same administrative
entity).

Compliance with Lawful Interception (LI)

Requirements

We assume that future public cellular systems must
comply with LI requirements. It must therefore be
possible to correlate the HE and SN information to
permit a Law Enforcing Agency (LEA) to determine
both the identity and position of any given UE. The
PE3WAKA protocol permits the UEID and position
data to be revealed given authorized HE and SN
cooperation.

Outline of PE3WAKA protocol

Protocol Message Exchange

We now examine the PE3WAKA protocol in more
detail. An overview is given in Figure 4.

The PE3WAKA protocol

1. Message M1

UE computes the validity period (VP), retrieves the HE

public key (HEpub) and constructs the context identity

(CID). UE then generates the challenge-response

data, CHUE and RESUE. The checksum, CKM1, is com-

puted over the cleartext contents of A, the HE and SN

public identities (HEID and SNID), validity period VP

and the HE public-key keyset identifier, PKID.

A := {UEID,CID,CHUE} HEpub

CKM1 := MACKA(UEID,SNID,HEID,CID,CHUE,VP,PKID)

UE → SN: M1(A,HEID,PKID,VP,CKM1)
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2. Message M2

The VP is checked for validity. HE address is derived

from HEID. SN constructs DH key (DHSN). The area

codes (AC and LAC) are retrieved from the radio

system.

SN → HE: M2{A,PKID,VP,CKM1,DHSN}bkey

3. Message M3

HE retrieves the HEpri key identified by PKID. HE then

decrypts A. HE now sees the claimed UE identity

(UEID) and the associated context identity (CID). HE

verifies the checksum CKM1, before proceeding to

compute the response, RESUE , to the challenge, CHUE .

HE also computes a challenge to UE, CHHE and a cor-

responding response, RESHE. HE generates DH key

(DHHE) and computes the shared secret (dhs). The

checksum CKM3 is used to provide CID binding and

message origin authentication.

CKM3 := MACKA(RESUE,CHHE,dhs,CID)

B := {RESUE,CHHE,dhs,CKM3}KC

HE → SN: M3{B,DHHE,CID}bkey

4. Message M4

SN decrypts M3 to get B, DHHE and CID. SN computes

dhs and generates the alias identity, AID. SN derives

medium-term key mtk and short-term key stk.

SN → UE: M4(B,{CID,AID}mtk)

5. Message M5

UE decrypts B and verifies that HE has confirmed CID

as the context identity. UE verifies the response,

RESUE, and computes the response, RESHE, to the

challenge, CHHE. Based on dhs, CID and AC the UE

generates mtk, which it uses to decrypt the reminder

of message M4. The UE now sees the AID and verifies

that it is bound to CID. With dhs, AID and LAC, the UE

generates session keys, stk.

UE → SN: M5{AID,{RESHE,CID}KC}mtk

6. Message M6

SN decrypts M5 and verifies AID assignment. By now

the UE-SN short-term context is available. The SN

still needs the final confirmation from HE that CID is

authenticated, but the SN itself essentially has this

confirmation given that UE has demonstrated posses-

sion of dhs (which the SN knows to be fresh). The

short-term context can therefore tentatively be

activated.

SN → HE: M6{{RESHE,CID}KC,CID}bkey

7. Message M7

HE decrypts M6 and decrypts the UE response.

HE then verifies the response, RESHE.

HE → SN: M7{CID,”CID ack”}bkey

8. Message 8

SN verifies the HE acknowledge. Message M8 need not

be a standalone message, but may be piggybacked on

other messages.

It is noted that proof-of-possession for the stk keyset

is not included. This is however achieved as soon as

the session keys are used.

SN → UE: M8{CID,”CID ack”}mtk

Figure 4  Outline of the PE3WAKA protocol

UE A-interface

(unprotected)
SN B-interface

(authenticated and protected)

HE

M1({UEID,CID,CHUE}HEpub, HEID,PKID,VP,CKM1)

M4({RESUE,CHHE,dhs,CKM3}KC,{CID,AID}mtk)

M5{AID,{RESHE,CID}KC}mtk

M8{CID,”CID ack”}mtk

M2{{UEID,CID,CHUE}HEpub,PKID,VP,CKm1,DHSN}bkey

M3{{RESUE,CHHE,dhs,CKM3}KC,DHHE,CID}bkey

M6{{RESHE,CID}KC,CID}bkey

M7{CID,”CID ack”}bkey
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VIII  Analysis of the PE3WAKA

protocol

Authentication and Identity Handling

The 3G AKA protocol is a one round-trip protocol.
This apparent efficiency is possible since identity
presentation and the acknowledge messages are not
directly part of the protocol. Furthermore, the 3G
AKA protocol must rely on a sequence number
scheme for replay protection. The use of a sequence
number scheme is not unproblematic. It adds com-
plexity and provides weaker replay protection [15].
We therefore decided to avoid the use of sequence
numbers and related schemes. The mutual entity
authentication taking place between the UE and the
HE is based on standard double challenge-response
methods. The construct used is straightforward and
we expect the method to be sound. The challenge-
response method is based on keyed checksums,
where the (UE-HE) shares an authentication key
(KA). The inclusion of CID provides context binding
and assists in assurance of freshness. The HE and UE
are therefore compelled to believe in the authentica-
tion and to accept CID as a valid context identity.

The authentication between the UE and SN is novel
and complex. The identity corroboration is indirect and
relies on the transitivity of the SN-HE trust relation-
ship and the fact that HE has jurisdiction over the UE.
Inspired by the BAN notation [17] we informally have:
SN participates in generation of the DH shared secret
(dhs). The dhs is directly associated with the context
identity CID. The PE3WAKA protocol is an online
protocol and the B-interface is authenticated and pro-
tected. The SN therefore has reason to believe that the
dhs is a fresh shared secret. The SN believes that HE
has jurisdiction over the UE. This includes a belief that
HE can communicate securely and privately with the
UE. When the SN receives message M5 it has proof
that (the presence of alias identity AID) UE possess the
dhs. The SN therefore accepts that CID is an authenti-
cated identity and it believes that the HE will accept
liability for the entity presenting itself with CID.

Key Derivation

Although we require a three way authentication
scheme, we only really need PE3WAKA derived
keys between two of the principals. The use of a suit-
able one-way function, taking the shared secret (dhs)
as the key basis, and using the context identity (CID)
and an area code as inputs should provide a good
basis for a key derivation scheme. We are therefore
confident that the method used for the production of
session key material is sound. Subsequent local key
exchanges would use the same mechanism as shown
in the PE3WAKA protocol (mtk and dhs are available
for this purpose).

Spatio-Temporal Context Binding

The medium-term security context is confined
spatially by the area code (AC) and temporally by the
validity period (VP). Both the SN and UE must verify
that the context binding is valid before using the con-
text. The short-term context is tied to the alias iden-
tity (AID) and to a local area code (LAC). A session
may exceed the validity (spatially and/or temporally)
of a short-term context. Re-keying is then necessary,
and in our scheme this is connected to assignment of
the alias identity (AID). Local re-keying would then
commence as a consequence of AID assignment.
A session may also extend beyond the validity of a
medium-term context. The PE3WAKA protocol must
then be re-run to reestablish the context or one may
allow the session to conclude (using a suitable grace
extension) before terminating the context. The
medium-term temporal context expiry is also ob-
served by the HE. Subsequent to a VP expiry, the
HE will no longer route data towards the UE unless
it re-registers.

Location/Identity Privacy

The stated goal was to prevent an outsider (intruder)
from learning the UEID through eavesdropping or
manipulation of over-the-air data. The UEID is never
transmitted in clear. Provided that the crypto-primi-
tives are safe and secure, and that the intruder cannot
gain access to the HE private key (HEpri), we shall
consider this requirement to be fulfilled. We also
required that the SN never learn the permanent UE
identity. We observe that the UEID is confidentiality
protected and that the private key is not available to
the SN. The SN will therefore never learn the UEID.

Furthermore, the HE should not learn the UE loca-
tion. The HE will necessarily know in which roaming
network the UE is located. The spatial binding of the
area code (AC) to the medium-term context could
have been problematic, but it is only the keysets used
for the A-interface that have a spatial binding. It is
also noted that the spatial binding to the keysets are
one-way; that is, knowledge of the keys does not
reveal the area codes.

Prevention of subscriber tracking was also a privacy
goal. We observe that from an information theoretic
perspective one must prove the absence of any kind
of correlation between each access (including usage
patterns etc) to provide full prevention against track-
ing. This is outside the scope of the PE3WAKA
protocol. Instead, we consider this goal to be satisfied
provided that the short-term sessions are sufficiently
short, i.e. that new alias identities (AID) are used for
separate paging/access requests. Strictly speaking, the
lifetime of active sessions must also be contained to
completely fulfill this goal.
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Communication Aspects

The A-Interface

A concern for the PE3WAKA protocol has been the
capacity of the (radio) common channels of the A-
interface. The information element bit-sizes given
below are only an estimate:

• M1: The M1 message contains one public-key
encrypted block (A) and the HEID, VP, PKID and
CKM1 bit-fields. The size of the public-key cipher
output may vary, but we shall assume it to be at
least 1 kilobit. The identity HEID is expected to
be 128 bit wide, the validity period VP may also
consume 128 bit. The PKID can be quite short and
we assume that it is encoded in a 32 bit-field. The
checksum may be quite large, but in line with
[18,19] we contend that 64-128 bit is sufficient for
the intended purpose.

• M4: The M4 message consists of return data from
HE (B), encrypted with symmetric methods (we
assume 128 bit blocksize. The secret dhs would
require 256 bit of storage and the checksum should
require no more than 128 bit. If we assume that
RESHE and CID each require 64 bit storage, we
have less than 600 bit for block B. The remaining
data from SN should fit in 256 bits of storage.

• M5: This message contains response data to the
HE and the AID. It should require no more than
512 bits of storage space.

As indicated above, the messages all require less
than 2 kilobit. Even systems with severe bandwidth
restrictions during the set-up phase should be able
to accommodate the modest requirements of the
PE3WAKA protocol.

The B-Interface

The B-interface is presumed to be a fixed line inter-
face. We do not foresee any capacity problems here.

Computational Aspects

Instantaneous Demand

We assume that the DH group parameters are agreed
a priori between HE and SN (the HE and SN may of
course occasionally change the parameters). The SN
and HE may therefore precompute the DH public
keys and store them for usage when a registration
event happens. We expect that the use of symmetric
methods (encryption/decryption, key derivation) does
not impose a high workload. Consequently, we do not
worry about the load generated by symmetric meth-
ods during PE3WAKA execution. The instantaneous
demand can therefore be reduced to:

1 UE

One public-key encrypt operations (M1).
The UE initiates M1, and the real-time requirements
here are tied to radio environment conditions and
user perceived performance.

2 SN

The SN must compute one DH parameter (M2).
The SN must compute the DH shared secret (M3)
before it can progress with M4.

3 HE

The HE must execute one public-key decrypt oper-
ation (M2) before it can progress with M3. HE must
also compute a DH parameter and the DH shared
secret before transmitting M3.

The HE node is a powerful entity and it can easily
carry out the required computations. The SN node
computations are relatively modest and should be
unproblematic. Still, the HE and SN nodes must
support a high number of UEs. It may therefore be
beneficial to have specialized hardware to execute the
public-key computations. Overall, we do not see that
the HE and/or SN should have any problems with the
computational burden imposed by the PE3WAKA
protocol. The UE is a relatively powerful computa-
tional platform these days. The UE, moreover, can
also dedicate almost all of its resources to the setup
procedure. Today, smartcards [16] are able to execute
asymmetric primitives with relative ease. We there-
fore do not foresee any problems with having the UE
carry out public-key operations.

Denial-of-Service (DoS)

The PE3WAKA protocol does not provide explicit
DoS protection. The PE3WAKA protocol operates
in an environment where it is easy for an intruder to
carry out access-denial attacks simply by disrupting
the radio transmission. Access-denial attacks are local
in nature and since they typically do not scale we
have deliberately not tried to avert this type of attack
in the PE3WAKA protocol. To limit computational
DoS attacks we suggest that the SN restricts the
arrival rate of PE3WAKA invocations per access
point. The HE, likewise, may limit the number of
simultaneous PE3WAKA sessions from any given
SN. Together, these measures should effectively
prevent a computational DoS attack from scaling.

Initiator-Responder Resilience

The PE3WAKA protocol does not specifically aim
at providing initiator or responder resilience [20], but
informal analysis suggests that it is difficult for the
principals to gain any advantage here. The UE does
not influence the dhs, but it selects the CID. The CID
is used for key derivation and thus the UE has an
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influence on (all) the session keys. The SN does not
know the CID when it generates the DHSN parameter,
so its influence is limited. The HE will know both
CID and DHSN, and it may potentially tailor a DHHE
to create a specific dhs. However, to control the ses-
sion keys (stk) one must also know AID, and HE does
not know AID. So the HE cannot control the session
keys stk.

Round-trips

Our claim was that the PE3WAKA protocol be at
least as efficient as the 3G scheme. This amounts to
assessing the cost of a 3G location updating sequence
including 3G AKA and comparing it to the
PE3WAKA round-trip cost (ref. 3G TS 23.108
(ch.7.3.1) [21]):

• UE → SN: Location Updating Request

• SN → UE: Authentication Request

• UE → SN: Authentication Response

• SN → UE: Location Updating Accept

The 3GPP TS 23.108 specification only covers the
UE-SN communication. The SN-HE part can be
found in 3G TS 29.002 [22], and it constitutes two
separate request-reply sequences where the SN first
fetches the subscriber information and then the secu-
rity credentials. In PE3WAKA, the subscriber infor-
mation can be forwarded in parallel with message M3.

The PE3WAKA protocol performs slightly better
than the 3GPP scheme on the UE-SN interface. Note
that message M4 serves as location registration con-
firmation. On the SN-HE interface, the PE3WAKA
protocol requires two passes. The 3GPP scheme also
requires two passes, but they may be executed in par-
allel. We note that the UE-SN context is potentially
operative after SN reception of message M5. The SN
still wants HE confirmation, but it now has indirect
CID confirmation. It is therefore safe for the SN to
activate the short-term context. Consequently, we can
defend the claim that PE3WAKA is at least as effi-
cient as the comparable 3GPP sequences.

Related Research

An alternative scheme using group pseudonyms is
investigated in [23]. This scheme is GSM specific
and we do not consider it to be relevant for a beyond-
3G protocol. In [24] the authors investigate the use
of MIXes. However, MIXes typically have indeter-
ministic delays and one would need a set of MIXes
to achieve sufficient privacy.

Most of our privacy requirements are also captured in
[9,25]. However, the solutions presented do not offer
sufficient home control. When we compare with our
scheme we find that our security context hierarchy

is more flexible and will afford better home control.
Our scheme is also very different from [9] when it
comes to identity management. Another paper that
deals with user privacy and wireless authentication is
[26]. Again, we find that many of the requirements
are similar to our requirements. The solutions pro-
posed are quite different from our approach. A direct
comparison between our PE3WAKA and the sug-
gested protocols in [26] would be unfair since they
deliberately only considered low-cost solutions while
we aim at a complete solution with a redesigned iden-
tity scheme.

Finally, many of the requirements we have arrived at
are also found in [10]. The solution suggested in [10]
does not take into account the possibility of integrat-
ing security setup with MM procedures, and it has a
very different approach to identity management.

IX  Summary and Conclusion

We have presented and analyzed the requirements for
a privacy enhanced authentication and key agreement
protocol for use in beyond-3G public cellular systems.
The proposed PE3WAKA protocol is capable of sub-
stantially improved user location/identity privacy
compared to the 3G scheme.

The PE3WAKA protocol provides enhanced privacy
from eavesdropping and manipulation by an outsider
adversary and it provides a measure of user location/
identity privacy with respect to the serving network
and the home operator. To achieve this, the user iden-
tity presentation scheme and the initial registration
procedures had to be modified from the scheme used
in 2G/3G systems. However, this change also allowed
performance improvements by integration of signal-
ing procedures that is anyway triggered by the same
physical events.
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1  Introduction

Location hidden services are built to achieve high
availability, making the service harder to attack both
physically and logically. We have used Tor as the
anonymizing network exemplifying the issues found
in the current design of hidden services. These ser-
vices are not specific to the Tor [9] network, but Tor
have since 2004 been an anonymizing network imple-
menting these hidden services.

Lately hidden services have increasingly been given
more attention as a means to resisting denial-of-ser-
vice (DoS) attacks, but most often the focus is on the
challenge of locating (finding the IP address) of a
specific service. The media have started using loca-
tion hidden services as an example of how to circum-
vent censorship, for example by using tor-casting1),
and to preserve freedom of speech. These may be
issues both where dissidents suffer under a high
degree of censorship, and in other arenas where for
instance companies fire bloggers for having the
‘wrong’ opinion.

We have previously addressed [17] the vulnerabilities
of locating these hidden services and methods to
improve the service by being less vulnerable to loca-
tion attacks like statistical attacks [7, 15]. But in [18]
we address another important issue, resistance against
DoS attacks and an improved flexibility in the ser-
vice. The current hidden service design uses publicly
known introduction points for being accessed, and
this opens up for attacks simply on the basis of know-
ing these nodes. We will here give an overview of the
improvements that can be made by using valet nodes
to hide these introduction points, and the methods
used to add quality of service (QoS) to a hidden ser-
vice connection. A more detailed look at the protocol
can be found in [18].

In Section 2 we present previous work on hidden ser-
vices with a brief look into how Tor’s hidden services
work. In Section 3 we describe the introduction of the
valet node into the protocol. In Section 4 we discuss
the security of the design, and in Section 5 we present
our conclusions.

2  Previous Work

The Eternity service [1] by Ross Anderson was the
first system to hide the location of a service. It stored
files at multiple locations for a certain period of time.
GNUnet [2] communication builds upon mix-net [5]
technology for sending messages to other nodes and
is vulnerable in the way that it trusts the availability
of the underlying network. Other systems with focus
on publishing information are Freenet [6] – using a
peer-to-peer network, Publius [14] – focus on persis-
tence of stored files, Tangler [22] – making newly
published files dependent on previous ones, and Free
Haven [8] – using a reputation system between nodes
for trust.

Location hidden services in the current design are
made possible in low-latency anonymizing networks
like Tor [9], a newer version of the earlier onion rout-
ing [11] communication protocol. Other low-latency
systems are the Freedom Network [4] and JAP [3].
JAP is based on mix cascades with common entry
and exit points, and will not be usable for the current
hidden services design. Tor uses public-key cryptog-
raphy to distribute session keys establishing circuits
with perfect forward secrecy along a route through
the network. Each session key is shared between the
circuit initiator and each of the nodes along the path.
When data is transported through the circuit a layer of
encryption is added/removed for each hop making the
data appear different at every node.
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Location hidden services are constructed to hide the physical location of a server carrying a publicly

accessible service. This is of increasing importance nowadays with the ongoing discussions of privacy

vs. surveillance. We will here briefly describe how these location hidden services work, how they are

vulnerable and how we have reduced these vulnerabilities. We introduce so-called valet nodes to

assist in protecting the contact points of the service. Our new protocol extension also enables the

hidden service to exist without its presence being known to unauthorized users. In addition we will

present how to add quality of service as a service option.

1) Web/podcasting over Tor.
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Single node proxies like the Anonymizer [12] hide
their client’s connections through high amounts of
traffic mixed in a single relay, and do not support hid-
den services at all. Single node proxies also suffer
from the vulnerability of being a single point of fail-
ure, a single point of compromise, and a single point
of attack.

Hidden services as described in [9] is not a publishing
service in itself, but enables a service provider to run
any TCP-based service, for example a web server or
login server, through the anonymizing network so the
location of the server is hidden from both the network
and from the users of the service. This section de-
scribes the functionality of hidden services in Tor,
and is taken from the articles [17] and [18].

2.1  Location-hidden Services in Tor

In the current implementation of Tor, a connection
to a hidden service involves five important nodes in
addition to the nodes used for basic anonymous com-
munication over Tor:

• HS, the hidden server offering some kind of (hid-
den) service to the users of the Tor network, for ex-
ample web pages, mail accounts, login service,
etc.;

• C, the client connecting to the hidden server;

• DS, a directory server containing information about
the Tor network nodes and used as the point of
contact for information on where to contact hidden
services;

• RP, the rendezvous point is the only node in the
data tunnel that is known to both sides;

• IPo, the introduction point where the hidden server
is listening for connections to the hidden service.

A normal setup of communication between a client
and a hidden service is done as shown in Figure 1.
All the displayed connections are anonymized; that
is, they are routed through several anonymizing
nodes on their path towards the other end. Every
arrow and connection in the figure represents an
anonymous channel consisting of at least two inter-
mediate nodes. (Hereafter, we use ‘node’ to refer
exclusively to nodes of the underlying anonymization
network, sometimes also called ‘server nodes’.
Although we are considering the Tor network speci-
fically, the setup would apply as well if some other
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Figure 1  Normal use of hidden services and rendezvous points

2) In Tor any node in a circuit can initiate a circuit tear down.
3) Optionally, this could also include authentication information for the service to determine from whom to accept connections.

anonymizing network were used to underlie the
hidden service protocol. Unlike the other principals
above, C and HS may be anonymization nodes or
they may be merely clients external to the anonym-
ization network.)

First the hidden server connects (1) to a node in the
Tor network and asks if it is OK for the node to act
as an introduction point for his service. If the node
accepts, we keep the circuit open and continue; other-
wise HS tries another node until successful. These
connections are kept open forever; that is, until one of
the nodes restarts or decides to pull it down.2) Next,
the hidden server contacts (2) the directory server and
asks it to publish the contact information of its hidden
service. The hidden service is now ready to receive
connection requests from clients.

In order to communicate with the service the client
obtains a special URL, a .onion address, that it can
understand and that has been posted to a public site or
otherwise given to the client out-of-band. The client
then connects (3) to DS and uses the .onion address
to ask for the contact information of the identified
service and retrieves it if it exists (including the
addresses of introduction points). There can be multi-
ple introduction points per service. The client then
selects a node in the network to act as a rendezvous
point, connects (4) to it and asks it to listen for con-
nections from a hidden service on C’s behalf. The
client repeats this until a rendezvous point has
accepted, and then contacts (5) the introduction point
and asks it to forward the information about the
selected RP.3) The introduction point forwards (6)
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this message to the hidden server, which determines
whether to connect to the rendezvous point or not. If
OK, the hidden server connects (7) to RP and asks to
be connected to the waiting rendezvous circuit, and
RP then forwards (8) this connection request to the
client.

Now RP can start passing data between the two con-
nections and the result is an anonymous data tunnel
(9) from C to HS through RP.

2.2  Threats to Hidden Services

Most papers addressing the security of anonymizing
networks have focused on the threats of locating the
services and their clients using attacks like intersec-
tion attacks [20, 24] and traffic analysis [19, 13, 25].
All low-latency networks are vulnerable to correlation
of traffic between two suspected communicators,
which means that the network is also vulnerable to an
adversary controlling large portions of the network. In
[21] Serjantov and Sewell show how a smaller adver-
sary can match timing to and from nodes in the net-
work. Murdoch and Danezis [16] attacked location
through setting up communication with all nodes of
the network and detected which nodes were affected
when they pushed large amounts of traffic through the
network. In [17], we demonstrated how to implement
intersection attacks in a live anonymizing network and
demonstrated that it was possible to locate a hidden
service within minutes using only a single malicious
node inside the network. We also described how to
use other attacks to enhance the previously known
intersection attack by using two nodes or (ab)using
information publicly available in the network.

In this paper we focus on availability and flexibility,
not location, as this is likely to be a next step for an
attacker. If the attacker cannot locate the service, he
might still be able to stop the service from being
used.

One of the most vulnerable parts of the hidden ser-
vice design is the publication and aggregation of
information about all the hidden services available
in the directory service. This information contains the
name of the hidden service, the .onion address, and
all contact information – including the list of intro-
duction points, enabling an attacker to launch a DoS
attack on these specific servers and effectively stop
any access to the service itself. Censoring authorities
may also use this list to stop the nodes listed as intro-
duction points for one or more specific services. A
node may also itself refuse to be used as an introduc-
tion point for any service it disapproves of and can
therefore assist in reducing the service’s availability
either by the node’s own decision or by being forced
to do so.

And since all hidden services are listed at the direc-
tory service, they are not hidden from the directory
server nodes. Even if these nodes are trusted not to
abuse this information, they are still a single point of
failure and attack. Just knowing about a service’s
existence is a potential for abuse.

3  Valet Service

A valet service is a helper service using valet nodes
implementing so-called reply onions [11] to hide the
introduction points from the users of the service. By
introducing these valet nodes we also make it simple
to hide the service and its very existence from the
directory servers, and we include QoS that could be
tailored for each individual user of the service.

The valet nodes are random nodes of the network,
selected to be able to contact one or more of the intro-
duction points of the hidden service. These nodes will
of course have selection criteria like uptime, stability,
etc. In order to contact an introduction point the valet
node needs contact information that we have put
inside a valet token. This valet token is encrypted
with the valet node’s public key, so it may be read by
that node only. The valet token and the identity of the
valet node is put inside a contact information ticket
that is given to the client. This contact information
ticket will enable the client to talk to the introduction
point without knowing which node this is, and will
not contain information revealing to the valet node
which service the client is accessing.

In short, the valet node enables the client to contact
the introduction point without knowing the the intro-
duction point’s identity, and without revealing to the
introduction point who the client is nor what service
the client is accessing.

3.1  Using Valet Nodes

When using valet nodes to contact a hidden service
we will have additional levels of security to protect
the introduction points. The full details of the valet
nodes protocol can be found in [18] and include mes-
sage descriptions, timestamps, use of multiple valet
nodes, key exchange information and optional autho-
rization information.

Figure 2 shows how the use of valet nodes protects
access to the introduction point, while keeping the
protocol close to the original hidden service design.

As before, the hidden service first contacts (1) an
introduction point and asks this to listen for specific
connections. In addition the hidden service gives the
introduction point a private service key to use to
identify itself when this service is being accessed.
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The public part4) of this key is put inside the contact
information ticket and is used by the client to verify
the introduction point’s authenticity. In this way the
client will be unable to identify the introduction point
as it is now not using its own private/public key pair.

Instead of publishing the introduction points directly,
the hidden service now selects a valet node with per-
mission to contact this introduction point. The iden-
tity of the introduction point is included inside the
valet token together with an identifier that is en-
crypted with the public key of the introduction point.
This identifier will allow the introduction point to
associate the client connections with the correct con-
nection to a hidden server and to confirm that the cor-
rect valet point is forwarding the connection request.
These parameters and a timestamp are encrypted
using the valet node’s private key to form the valet
token. The identifier and the identity of the valet node
are given to the introduction point during its setup
ensuring5) that both factors must be in place to allow
a connection. The identity of the valet node and the
valet token is then put inside a contact information
ticket that is given to the client. This could be done
offline or through the directory service (cf. Section
3.2).

When the client then wants to connect to the hidden
service, it must have access to a contact information
ticket. As before the client starts by contacting (2) a
rendezvous point and asks this to await a connection
request. The client unpacks the contact information
ticket, identifies the valet node and makes a tunnel
(3) to the valet node, sending over the valet token and
asking the valet node to extend the tunnel (4) to the
introduction point. By using the public part of the ser-
vice key pair located inside the contact information
ticket, the client authenticates (5) the introduction
point without knowing its real identity. Now, the
client is able to forward encrypted information (6) to
the hidden service as before, including which ren-
dezvous point to use and optional information autho-
rizing access to the hidden service.

The hidden service then determines whether to con-
tact (7) the rendezvous point and complete the tunnel
setup (8,9) or to drop the request.

3.2  Distributing tickets and QoS

One important aspect of using contact information
tickets is the similarity to the use of HTTP-cookies
[10]. If the client is given a contact information ticket

directly and this ticket is, for example, updated dur-
ing the communication, the hidden service is able to
keep track of users and build a table of trust for a sin-
gle user, or a group of users. If the client is authenti-
cated through its use of the anonymized service this is
similar to personalization of any type of service. But
we are now able to build quality of service into the
access of all users, both authenticated and anony-
mous. The hidden service could, for example, give
more valet nodes and introduction points to the
authorized users, decrease bandwidth for anonymous
users, or even build reputation on an anonymous user
giving her better (or worse) quality of service based
on her previous behavior.

3.3  Hiding the Hidden Service

In the current design, all hidden services with all their
respective introduction points are listed at the direc-
tory service. This means that all users of the network
may find the introduction points to any service where
they know the service’s identifier, the .onion address.
These identifiers are also known to the directory ser-
vice which also is a potential threat as they will be
able to contact and identify every hidden service run-
ning within the network; although by itself this does
not allow either the directory service or arbitrary
users to thereby locate the hidden server.

In order to contact the service the client must either
have the service’s public key, for example, identified
in a contact information ticket, or the .onion address

4) The terms private and public are used only to simplify the description as the introduction point holds its part of the key pair secret,
while the other part is more accessible inside a ticket.

5) This verification can be done both by the introduction point and by the hidden service itself when the connection request arrives
there, as the valet node has no reason to be kept anonymous from either the introduction point or the hidden service itself.
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Figure 2  Use of Valet Service
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to make a service lookup. In the first case the client
does not need to make a service query as ticket con-
trol is maintained through the connections. If the
client only has the identifying .onion address it must
be able to make the lookup without revealing the ser-
vice to others, including the directory service. We
achieve this by using a simple scheme that rewrites
the lookup identifier and encrypts the service infor-
mation.

The client has (somehow) retrieved the q.onion iden-
tifier of the service to contact, where q is derived
from the public key of the service, for example q =
hash(PK + value). We use this address, q, to create
the service descriptor index, for instance hash(q
+‘1’), for retrieving the contact information ticket
from the directory service. The downloaded value, Q,
is the contact information ticket encrypted with a
symmetric encryption scheme using a key derived
from the public key, for example hash(q + ‘2’). So
both the descriptor index and the descriptor content
are hidden from the directory service, but available to
any client that knows the q.onion address of the ser-
vice. And finally, the verification of q may be com-
pleted using the public key and the signature of the
contact information ticket as described above. There
is no way to derive hash(q + ‘2’) from hash(q + ‘1’)
without having q. Thus, the directory service cannot
simply use the directory information it holds to con-
tact the hidden service.

In order to create full flexibility for individual users,
or groups of users, we may add a cookie inside the
contact information ticket to be used during lookup
and decryption, for instance use hash(q + ‘1’ +
cookie) for lookup, and hash(q + ‘2’ + cookie) for
decryption. Now we are also making it impossible for
the directory service to count how many services it
has listed because a service may have multiple
entries. In addition, the cookies can be based on the
client’s authentication data, enabling only that spe-
cific client to download and decrypt the associated
contact information ticket.

The scheme could also be expanded by using a date/
time value inside the hash calculation to include a
time period, for example current date/week, so a list-
ing can exist anonymously without revealing when
the service started to exist. Combining this with a
time stamp could have the directory service store
the entry for a longer (or shorter) period of time than
default. And of course, for authenticated users we
only need to give the client several contact informa-
tion tickets with varying lifetimes. Typically any

client should always have a longterm ticket and one
or more short-term tickets.

3.4  Updating Contact Information Ticket

In order to verify an update of information inside the
directory service during the entry’s lifetime, we pro-
pose a simple reverse hash chain scheme where the
initial contact to the directory service is followed by
an iterated hash value, vn = hashn(v), known only to
the hidden service itself. For each update of this
index (for example of hash(q+ ‘1’ + date)) the new
encrypted ticket is accompanied by the value, vk-1,
enabling the directory service to verify the update
using vk = hash(vk-1).

To adapt to the current and future improvements
in hash collision techniques it is probably wise to
increase the number of bits used in the .onion address
from today’s 80-bit (16 * base32(5-bit) characters)
address to, for example, 256-bit (using 44 *
base646)(6-bit) characters, including an eight-bit
version and extension value as the first byte of the
address). An evaluation of hash algorithms will not
be discussed here.

We now have a framework enabling the hidden ser-
vice to be completely private and unavailable even to
the directory service, able to track individual users, or
groups of users, and give them different quality of
service based on their local preferences.

4  Valet Node Security

Here we give a brief introduction to the different
threats towards security in the old hidden service pro-
tocol, and how we have addressed these in our new
design [18]. The most important threats are availabil-
ity, man-in-the-middle attacks, denial-of-service
attacks, and colluding nodes. We also look at the new
threats introduced by the contact information tickets,
and optional quality of service added to the connec-
tions.

4.1  Availability

By using valet nodes we have removed knowledge of
the identity of the introduction points from the other
nodes of the system: there is no way for a node
knowing the q.onion address to locate the introduc-
tion points of this service. The node may get informa-
tion about a valet node or two, but there may be many
valet nodes, and many introduction points, so the
problem of how to locate all introduction points is
probably the most critical availability improvement in
the new design. If the number of valet nodes is huge,
we make it easier for an adversary controlling a part

6) Use a modified base64, for example ‘/’ → ‘-’, ‘+’ → ‘_’.
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of the network to identify the introduction points, as
it is more likely to have control over one of the valet
nodes in every introduction point’s associated ‘group’
of valet nodes.

Using n as the number of nodes in the network, c as
the number of compromised nodes, i as the number
of introduction points, and v as the number of valet
nodes per introduction point, we can get an expres-
sion for the probability of revealing all the introduc-
tion points to the adversary. The probability Ps for a
specific combination of c compromised nodes in i + 1
groups is given by Equation 1.

(1)

Here 0 is the index for being outside all the valet
node groups; that is, G0 = n - i · v, x0 = c - x1 - x2 - ...
- xi , and all other Gj are given to be v. The number of
compromised nodes c must be larger than or equal to
the number of introduction points i, otherwise the
probability will be zero.

(2)

The probability of the adversary having concurrent
presence in all groups is given by Equation 2 where
c ≥ i and we sum over the values: x1 = 1, ..., min(v,
c - i + 1); x2 = 1, ..., min(v, c - i - x1 + 2); x3 = 1, ...,
min(v, c - i - x1 - x2 + 3); up to xi = 1, ..., min(v, c -
Σ i-1

j=1 xj), where the upper limit of the x-values is v as
indicated.

Figure 3 shows the probability that an adversary,
controlling c nodes of the network, is able to locate
all the i introduction points when using valet nodes,
each using v valet nodes. Recalling from Section 2.2
that in the current design all nodes are known to
everyone, this is a significant improvement to avail-
ability.

The more valet nodes added per introduction point,
the higher the probability of locating all (via presence
in all groups), and if we add more introduction points
keeping the number of valet nodes constant, the prob-
ability decreases. We observe that the number of
valet nodes is a more significant factor than the num-
ber of introduction points. For example, the strongest
protection occurs in the case of using only a single
valet node per introduction point, but this will, as pre-
viously mentioned, affect the service’s availability.
We also observe that when using nine introduction
points and only one valet node per introduction point,
the adversary will have to control around 400 nodes
in order to have the same 10 % probability of locating
them all.

In Figure 4 we compare the relative distributions of
a network of 100 and 1000 nodes and observe only
tiny variations in the probability distribution caused
by the changing relative sizes of i and v compared to
c and n.

Based on this we estimate that good protection of the
service should consist of at least three introduction
points combined with at least two valet nodes per
introduction point, and should be combined with
the possibility of differentiated quality of service as
described in Section 4.4.

4.2  Man-in-the-Middle Attack

We have already addressed how the valet node is
unable to perform a man-in-the-middle attack as the
client authenticates and performs a key exchange
directly with the introduction point based on a public
key given in the contact information ticket. In addi-
tion the current design is also resistant towards a
man-in-the-middle attack because of the key ex-
change between the client and the hidden service
itself, a key exchange that takes place also in our
valet node’s extension.

4.3  Denial-of-Service Attacks

Contacting a valet node multiple times with the same
token in order to deplete resources by forcing multi-
ple decryption of tickets can be countered by having
the token cached and thus only decrypted once. The
valet node can also act only once per circuit on re-
quest to extend to an introduction point, forcing the
attacker to build a new tunnel for each attempt. And
the introduction point could also close every attempt
and force the client to build a completely new tunnel
through the valet node for each connection request.
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In addition the underlying TLS7) connection from the
valet node to the introduction point could stay open
for a longer period of time than regular inter-server
connections, making this attack quite useless. This
counters hostile denial-of-service attacks but
increases overhead for both the client and the net-
work in the event of benign errors.

If the valet node is unavailable, the client must
choose another valet node from the ticket. If they are
all unavailable, this will affect all clients using the
same ticket, and the client must find a way to retrieve
another ticket. This vulnerability may be reduced by
letting the clients have one or more long term tickets,
or anonymous access tickets. The same problem
occurs if the introduction points are unavailable, but
this problem has not changed significantly from the
current design.

4.4  Quality of Service

If a user wants to stay anonymous and untraceable,
he must start with a public ticket every time (the
paranoid variant), or trust the service to supply semi-
public tickets for every connection, which, for exam-
ple, the user can check by connecting multiple times
using the public ticket(s). As these are open public
services connected to by anonymous clients, this is an
easy and simple verification.

When it comes to authorized users, a service may
access the rendezvous point through different nodes
giving a specific (‘deserved’) bandwidth to the user.
This might reduce the set of nodes the service is
selecting from when setting up the tunnel.

4.5  Colluding Connection Nodes

Alice may collude with the valet node and/or the
introduction point. If she controls both, we have the
same scenario as in the current design when Alice
owns an introduction point. If Alice controls only the
valet node, she will be able to find one of the intro-
duction points, but the others will maintain availabil-
ity for the service. If Alice controls an introduction
point, she will not be able to verify this without either
controlling the valet node or having access to the
service’s contact information ticket. Even when such
a match is done this will give Alice no advantage
compared to the existing system.

4.6  Contact Information Ticket Security

By using tickets we also introduce new challenges
into the protocol.

Lost tickets, ticket expiration and valet node unavail-
ability could be addressed by having longterm tickets.
After authentication of the user (or user group) is
completed, the quality of service may be upgraded
(or downgraded) to the correct level for the user.

When a service has a secret hidden key (.onion
address) to hide its existence, there is the problem of
what happens when the address becomes public (or
lost). Of course, if the service uses an authentication
protocol for access, the problem is only confirmation
of the service’s existence and the possibility to target
the service with attacks like the ones described above.
This problem may be solved if we add the option of
redistributing new public keys with the ticket update
for authenticated users, or the service redistributes
new tickets and service identifiers outside the direc-
tory service.

We also introduce the problem of ‘free storage’ into
the directory service. For known services this is easy
to counter by signing, but for hidden services with
encrypted tickets this is an issue. We proposed a
reverse hash chain scheme (Section 3.2) to counter
false updates, but this does not stop the storage prob-
lem. We therefore propose that the insertion of data
into the directory service is ‘paid for’, for instance
by solving a computational puzzle of some kind.

5  Conclusion

We have presented an extension of the current hidden
service design that improves availability and resis-
tance to denial-of-service attacks through the intro-
duction of valet nodes – nodes that hide the service’s
introduction points. The new design also facilitates
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Figure 4  Comparing n = 1000 to an up-scaled n = 100 for a service
using three Introduction Points with varying number of Valet nodes

7) TLS (Transport Layer Security) is the technology used for encrypting secure web connections.
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the use of ‘completely hidden services’: only clients
that know a hidden service’s .onion address or its
public key will be able to connect to it or even verify
the service’s existence. The new protocol also allows
differentiation of the quality of service given to
clients, regardless of whether they are anonymous or
authenticated.
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1  Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) naturally apply
to a broad range of applications that involve system
monitoring and information tracking (for example
airport security infrastructure, monitoring of children
in metropolitan areas, product transition in warehouse
networks, fine-grained weather/environmental mea-
surements, medical purposes etc.). Meanwhile, there
are many open research issues in applying existing
WSNs when the applications have high bandwidth
needs for data transmission and stringent delay con-
straints against the network communication. Such
requirements are common for Data Intensive Appli-
cations (DIAs) that utilize wireless sensor networks
for managing critical assets. For an example of such
DIA consider the task of Structural Health Monitor-
ing (SHM) concerned with monitoring the integrity
of civil and military structures, or a wireless sensor
network for monitoring vital signs parameters from
patients in a metropolitan environment, where situa-
tions of data loss, corrupted or delayed data can have
implications for life and death. Another example of
a DIA is the near-continuous monitoring (every two
seconds) of heat exchangers in a nuclear power plant.
Because the location of the wireless sensor nodes can
be inaccessible per nuclear plant regulations, chang-
ing batteries frequently is not an option.

Managing critical assets requires high security guar-
antees which are difficult to achieve in wireless sen-
sor nets. For example, secure methods for data inter-
rogation in wireless sensor networks are required to
avoid open transmitting of the critical structural, or
patient health information. Meanwhile, most security
protocols and architectures have been primarily
designed for wired networks and in comparison only
a little work is available on addressing security effi-
ciently in wireless sensor networks.

Security in sensor networks encompasses several
different aspects as outlined below.

• Privacy of data: Only authorized parties should be
able to recover and understand data delivered by
sensors.

• Privacy of location/activity of sensors: Only autho-
rized parties should be able to discover the location
and activity of sensors.

• Secure data aggregation: When data from several
sensors are delivered to a sink, false, spoofed, or
malicious data must not affect the data quality.

• Denial-of-service: Malicious actions may hinder
delivery of data in a timely manner to the sink or
destination. Alternatively, the lifetimes of sensors
may be reduced by battery exhaustion attacks.

Measures undertaken to secure sensor networks
should include (a) prevention mechanisms, (b) detec-
tion mechanisms, (c) response, and (d) assessment.
Traditional prevention mechanisms apply cryptog-
raphy as a tool to ensure privacy of data and/or elimi-
nate spoofed or malicious data. Cryptography how-
ever is computationally extensive and affects the bat-
tery life of sensors [Djen05] as well as creating
latency in transmitting data. Previous work by the
authors [Pras04] has shown that the size of transmit-
ted packets, the encryption/authentication algorithms,
key sizes can impact the latency and energy con-
sumption in wireless networks. Moreover, asymmet-
ric or public key schemes can consume as much or
more battery power as the transmission of a packet
requiring complex key management schemes that can
increase congestion in sensor networks. Detection
mechanisms employ monitoring of traffic, relaying
of alarms, and cryptography, which again impacts the
battery life of sensors. Response mechanisms in gen-
eral are reactive and have strong dependence on the
detection schemes. Finally, very little assessment of
security is performed in sensor networks. In sum-
mary, there is a need for interaction between security
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and privacy policies, security protocols and low-level
security primitives to achieve the highest efficiency
for a desired degree of security.

In this paper we consider a general framework for
handling security and privacy solutions in Data Inten-
sive Sensor Networks (DISNs). Our framework is
based on observing and reasoning about data integrity
constraints using application-driven data dependen-
cies. The proposed approach provides a systematic
and efficient way for privacy preserving data man-
agement, secure data distribution, integration and
searching that compliment existing methods and tech-
niques implemented on lower network layers. The
paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
overview existing privacy and security solutions in
wireless sensor networks. Section 3 elaborates on the
proposed approach for security and privacy preserva-
tion based on semantic data dependencies. Section 4
describes how our data semantic approach can be
combined with lower level wireless sensor network
features such as collision handling. Section 5 con-
cludes and outlines further research directions.

2  Overview of Existing Privacy and

Security Solutions in Wireless

Sensor Networks

Security in wireless sensor networks is unique in
that the threats that need to be considered are quite
different from those in other kinds of networks or
distributed systems. Sensor networks comprise of
perhaps thousands of low cost, battery-operated units
with limited computational power and memory that
need to communicate potentially with one another
and some sink or base station using wireless links.
Consequently, scalability (because of the sheer num-
ber of nodes), energy efficiency, necessity of light-
weight cryptographic protocols, and methods to over-
come wireless vulnerabilities are important. More-
over, it is not possible to assume that sensor units will
not be compromised or tampered with for the same
reasons. Hence, it is important to consider both out-

sider and insider threats in sensor networks. In the
following sections, we describe security threats to
wireless sensor networks and security measures pro-
posed in the research literature. The interested reader
is referred to [Djen05] for a survey of security issues
in the superset of ad hoc networks, to [Zhe06] for
security in low rate wireless networks, and to [Shi04]
for a discussion of design issues for security in sensor
networks.

2.1  Threats in Wireless Sensor Networks

There are numerous security threats in wireless sen-
sor networks making it difficult to consider them all
together. Instead it is easier to group the threats into
categories. While there are overlaps between them,
we can classify these threats into the following cate-
gories (see Figure 1).

Physical layer threats: At the physical layer of the
communications protocol stack, common threats
against sensor networks are disruptions to commu-
nications through jamming [Woo02] and node dis-
abling. By jamming, an attacker may disrupt reliable
communications by transmitting signals that interfere
with the radio signals of sensor nodes. This may
result in partitioning of the network, lower reliability
of the sensed data because of the lack of availability
of data from certain sensed regions, and ultimately
result in the battery exhaustion of nodes repeatedly
transmitting data till they are acknowledged or
receiving bogus data. [Xu06] classifies jammers as
those that may be outsiders employing a constant
radio signal, deceptive jammers that inject regular
packets into the network, random jammers that
alternate between sleep and awake states, and reac-
tive jammers that cleverly disrupt communications
upon sensing channel activity. Experimental work
by [Xu06] indicates that packet delivery ratios are
adversely impacted by all of these types of jammers.

Eavesdropping threats: One of the most common
threats in wireless sensor networks is information
leakage [Shi05] where an adversary may obtain the

Figure 1  Security threats in sensor networks
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sensed information by simply passively eavesdrop-
ping on the radio signals being transmitted by sensor
nodes. Traditionally, cryptography has been used for
protecting the confidentiality of information in net-
works. Cryptography can be computationally inten-
sive, may require additional memory and needs scal-
able key management, which are all issues in wireless
sensor networks. Eavesdropping is especially prob-
lematic even with encryption because of the potential
for sensor nodes possessing keys to be compromised
or captured by adversaries. In [Ana05], a model for
computing the eavesdropping vulnerability is pre-
sented where the adversary is interested in predicting
the behavior or aggregate output of the sensor net-
work. In addition to information leakage, radio trans-
missions may reveal the location of sensors and the
sink node and allow other kinds of analyses on the
traffic patterns. An adversary may also be able to
actively poll sensor nodes for information if there
is no authentication of queries in the network.

Threats impacting routing: In networks, it is impor-
tant for nodes to know where to send data packets
so that they reach the destination in an efficient way.
Such routing protocols in sensor networks are still
evolving since attempts to directly use routing proto-
cols designed for mobile ad hoc networks in sensor
networks have faced challenges due to the scalability
and energy requirements of sensor networks. Geo-
graphical and geometric routing that makes use of
the knowledge of the Euclidean coordinates of sen-
sors is proposed as an efficient means of routing data
to the destination (see for example [Bru05]). How-
ever, it is likely that in general, routing in sensor net-
works faces the same threats as those in mobile ad
hoc networks. Such threats include location disclo-
sure, replay of old routing information, disruption by
fabricating routing information, and route table poi-
soning [Arg05]. In addition, wormhole, blackhole,
and Sybil attacks are possible.

In blackhole attacks, malicious nodes advertise them-
selves as closer to the destination thereby making
themselves part of most routes. They can then disrupt
network operation by dropping packets or get infor-
mation by eavesdropping. In Sybil attacks [New04],
a single malicious node claims to be more than one
node. This way, it could claim a disproportionate
amount of resources and also perform blackhole
attacks. If there are collaborating nodes, they may
create a wormhole (a tunnel) between them and cre-
ate the impression of a false network topology.

Threats impacting position information: The position
of a sensor node has importance in several applica-
tions. For example, temperature variations over a
given area may have to be accurately characterized,

in which case the position location of the sensor
reporting the temperature reading needs to be known
to a certain accuracy. Such position information may
be used for routing or even in security measures (see
for example [Dem06]). Further, the location of a sen-
sor monitoring a critical quantity may itself need to
be kept secure (location privacy). Malicious nodes
can interfere with the reporting of position location
information in many ways. They can fabricate the
position information or interfere with the support
infrastructure using which sensors can determine
their positions. In the latter case, there are many dif-
ferent approaches for determining the position of sen-
sor nodes such as using beacons from nodes at known
positions, determining the number of hops a node is
away from a reference node, and so on. Malicious
nodes can interfere with such position determining
activity.

Threats impacting data aggregation and in-network
processing: An important part of many sensor net-
works is data aggregation and in-network processing.
Because sensor nodes collect a huge amount of data
and sometimes only aggregate information is neces-
sary at the sink (for example, average value or the
sum of the sensed quantity), intermediate nodes can
process the received data (in-network processing) or
fuse data and forward those values. This reduces the
communication costs and delays in the network.
However, such functionality makes it extremely easy
for malicious nodes to introduce false values that
corrupt the processed or fused values. If a malicious
node is responsible for fusing or aggregating data, the
problem could be worse. If a Sybil attack is launched,
a node can claim multiple identities and further skew
the aggregated data by creating multiple false reports.

Threats against time synchronization: Sensor net-
works often require nodes in the network to be time
synchronized for many reasons such as data fusion,
scheduled transmissions for saving power, tracking
duplicate sensed data and so on [Siv04]. Time syn-
chronization can be achieved using reference broad-
casts or sender-receiver synchronization. It is possible
to disrupt the sensor network operation by misleading
different nodes about the time at which they have to
perform operations like sensing or transmissions of
packets.

Miscellaneous threats: If sensor nodes are compro-
mised, they can disrupt a sensor network in many
ways. For instance, a compromised node may not fol-
low the medium access protocol and hog the medium.
If a node assumes several identities (Sybil attack), it
can access the medium more often than usual. It is
common for each node to have fair and equal access
to the medium. By pretending to be many nodes, such
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an attacking node gets unfair access to the medium.
These may both deny access to radio resources by
legitimate sensor nodes. In many types of sensor net-
works, a sink node is used to collect data after a
query to many sensor nodes in the networks and for
other types of network maintenance. In some cases,
mobile sink nodes are employed to poll sensors or
collect data from a set of static sinks. Compromise of
sink nodes can lead to damages or disruption of a
sensor network.

2.2  Security Measures in Wireless Sensor

Networks

Security measures undertaken to secure sensor net-
works should include (a) prevention mechanisms,
(b) detection mechanisms, (c) response, and (d)
assessment. Below we discuss some of the app-
roaches reported in the literature. A summary of
the discussion is illustrated in Figure 2.

Prevention mechanisms: Prevention mechanisms
proactively try to eliminate potential threats to secu-
rity. We can classify prevention schemes into those
based on cryptographic protocols and those based on
protocol measures intended for security.

Encryption is a well-known technique for concealing
information from passive eavesdroppers thereby
ensuring its privacy. If nodes in a sensor network are
not compromised and they share secret keys appropri-
ately, the sensed information can be kept secure.
Even data aggregation and transmission to a central
sink node can be kept secure by locally sharing keys
within a subgroup of nodes (see for example
[Wes06]). Sending spurious data, that is separable by
the sink node but not by eavesdroppers, once again
using encrypted IDs, is another way of concealing
information [Ana05].

Much of the threats in sensor networks emanate from
fabricated data or control signals. These include fab-
ricated routing data, falsified position or reference
position information or timing information intended

for synchronization. Using cryptography for authenti-
cating data is a well-known technique. Authentication
makes use of either shared secret keys between par-
ties for message authentication codes (MACs) or dig-
ital signatures of the sender. There are several crypto-
graphic protocols making use of authentication to
secure routing such as authenticated routing for ad
hoc networks (ARAN), Ariadne, and secure ad hoc
on demand distance vector routing (SAODV)
[ARG05]. Authentication is also used for securing
time synchronization messages – for example, the
fault tolerant cluster-wise clock synchronization pro-
tocol in [Sun05] assumes that each pair of sensor
nodes shares a unique secret key. Position informa-
tion can also be kept secure by authenticating [Laz05]
the reference information (beacons, node identities or
positions, hop counts etc.).

Cryptography is computationally intensive and
affects the battery life of sensors [Djen05] as well
as creating latency in transmitting data. For example,
[Pras04] has shown that the size of transmitted pack-
ets, the encryption/authentication algorithms, key
sizes can impact the latency and energy consumption
in wireless networks. The encryption overhead of
many secret key schemes and hash functions in sen-
sor nodes is reported in [Gan03]. Data and memory
requirements of many block ciphers in a microcon-
troller have been reported in [Law06].

Key management [Heg06] is a problem when there
are hundreds or thousands of nodes. If all nodes share
the same key, the compromise of one node can render
the cryptographic mechanism useless. If each node
shares a pair of keys (unique pairwise keys), the num-
ber of keys to be installed, stored, and managed can
become formidable. Asymmetric or public key
schemes, typically used in wired networks to address
such problems, can consume as much or more battery
power as the transmission of a packet requiring com-
plex key management schemes. Randomly distribut-
ing [Esc02, Cha03] a subset of keys in each sensor
node has been proposed as one solution to this prob-

Figure 2  Security measures in sensor networks
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lem. However, all nodes may not share keys with one
another in this case. This can increase communica-
tions in the sensor network till nodes figure out with
whom they share keys and how to reach a destination.
There are also key management schemes that allow
up to k nodes in the network to be compromised with-
out rendering the whole network insecure [Du03].

Protocols can be used for prevention against security
threats. Multipath routing has been suggested as a
means of overcoming blackhole attacks. The informa-
tion is routed along multiple paths to the sink so that
even if malicious nodes are part of one route, trans-
port through other routes is successful. A technique
has been suggested for source location privacy that
makes use of random walks to create phantom
sources followed by delivery of messages to the sink
[Zha06]. The idea here is that the data will appear to
be delivered to the sink from geographical locations
different from the point where the data has been
sensed. Thereby, eavesdroppers cannot be sure of
where the data was sensed. Careful consideration has
to be given to protocols designed to prevent attacks as
they may be exploited by adversaries to launch other
types of attacks.

Detection mechanisms: Detection of active attacks is
important in sensor networks especially because of
the threat of compromised nodes. Detection of attacks
requires active monitoring of activities of sensor
nodes. Intrusion detection in sensor networks is dif-
ferent from that in wired networks as the correspond-
ing threats and attacks are different. For instance,
sensor nodes or other entities need to monitor packet
forwarding to discover blackhole attacks. This is typi-
cally done by adding a reputation to each node based
on its behavior (see for example [Mar00] and
[Buc02]). If the reputation of a node drops below a
threshold, it is marked as malicious.

Packet leashes (that estimate the distance a packet has
traveled in a given amount of time) have been pro-
posed as a mechanism to detect wormhole attacks
[Arg05]. Using the location information and signal
strength information to detect Sybil attacks has been
proposed in [Dem06]. In [Xu06], the problem of dis-
tinguishing between adversarial jamming and envi-
ronmental effects has been mentioned. The authors
propose the use of basic statistics (signal strength,
carrier sensing time and packet delivery ratio) and
advanced detection strategies (combining these statis-
tics) to detect jamming attacks.

A simulation of a decentralized intrusion detection
system for sensor networks has been presented in
[Sil05] where attacks such as jamming, delaying mes-
sages, selective forwarding, message alteration and

wormhole attacks were considered and the detection
effectiveness determined. The detection was based on
previous data and application of rules. Using small
amounts of data to detect attacks was found to yield
false positives.

Response and assessment: It is common to have a
standard set of responses when attacks are detected
in wired networks depending on policies and proce-
dures. This is usually followed by an assessment of
reasons why attacks were successful. In sensor net-
works, we will consider as response to detected
attacks, the mechanisms employed in the wake of
successful detection of specific attacks. Very little
work has been reported on assessment of the security
of wireless sensor networks.

It is common to blacklist a node when its reputation
has fallen below a threshold. For example, in [Mar00]
a Pathrater is used to determine routes with the best
reputation thereby eliminating routes that include
nodes with bad reputation. If a node is marked as
malicious, it is also possible to eliminate it from rout-
ing tables, disregard data sensed by such a node, or
not use the information supplied by it for time syn-
chronization or positioning purposes. The keys used
by compromised nodes, when such nodes are
detected, need to be revoked. This can be an expen-
sive operation considering the number of nodes in the
network and the total number of keys that need to be
changed. An efficient key revocation protocol is pre-
sented in [Din06]. At the physical layer, many steps
can be taken in response to jamming attacks. [Xu06]
presents evasive defensive strategies where sensor
nodes change channels. The entire network may
change channels in response to a jamming attack.
If nodes are mobile, they may leave the jammed area
(spatial retreat). The nodes may also change their
transmit power, reduce their code rate or modulation
levels to improve the reliability of packets under jam-
ming.

Code attestation has been suggested in [Shi04] as a
method for assessing the validity of the code running
on sensor nodes to ensure that nodes have not been
compromised. If such assessment can be performed
efficiently by a remote party using trusted hardware,
the security of sensor networks may be further
improved.

3  Security and Privacy Preservation

Using Data Dependencies

In this section we consider an approach that utilizes
application driven data integrity constraints for secu-
rity and privacy preservation in wireless sensor net-
works. The integrity constraints are represented as
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dependencies between sensed parameters extracted
from application semantics. We start the explanation
of our approach by considering a motivating example
of a wireless sensor network for large-scale patient
health monitoring. We will use this example to illus-
trate dependency-based reasoning for security preser-
vation.

3.1  Motivating Example: 

Wireless Health Monitoring

As a motivating example we consider a wireless
sensor network for monitoring vital signs parameters
from patients in a metropolitan area. Such a network
includes body sensors communicating with a receiver
unit, for example a Hand Held Device (HHD) carried
by a patient, which in turn can use another wireless
hoop (for example GPRS telecommunication solu-
tion) in order to transfer data to a central base station.
The HHDs can be bypassed when a patient is at home
and the body sensors can transmit directly to a home-
installed stationary wireless sensor HUB instead of
using a wearable HHD. Depending on the actual situ-
ation the sensors should be provided with extra band-
width. For example, when patient condition is normal
body sensors can report their parameters infrequently.
In case of an abnormal situation the sensors should
automatically increase the data transmission rate and
report health parameters more frequently. Under criti-
cal health conditions the sensor will need maximum
bandwidth for near-to-continuous transmission of
monitored parameters.

Privacy protection is critical in a wearable sensor net-
work. Security precautions must be taken to ensure
correct operation. For example, a body sensor will
have to transmit an individual unique number
(Sensor_ID) which has to be associated with the
correct patient (Patient_ID). Both Patient_ID and
Sensor_ID are required to assess patient condition
with respect to the measured vital signs. Sensor read-
ings associated with HHD or HUB can also reveal
geographic location of the patient. Meanwhile,
patient location should not be exposed under normal
circumstances, while in critical situations both sensor
location and the accurate values of the monitored
parameters must be provided. For example, consider
a patient monitored for his heart condition by a wire-
less ECG (Electro cardiography) sensor detecting
abnormal heart beats and life threatening cardiac
activities. If the sensor detects a sudden heart attack
(ventricular fibrillation) it is time-critical to start a
rescuing procedure. Thus, the sensor should be able
to trigger an automatic escalation of the WSN, where
this sensor is given a higher priority to ensure reliable
data transmission. At the same time, this situation
should open protected data to give the rescuing per-

sonnel more information about time, place and other
relevant data transmitted from the area of accident.

To sum up, sensor networks transmit monitoring data
via a wireless medium and are thus vulnerable with
respect to privacy and security. Sensor measurements
represent private information about monitored objects
which implies that data transmissions and data flow
within and out of the sensor network should be pro-
tected. At the same time, WSNs should provide effi-
cient authorized access to measured data in order to
perform monitoring and event detection. Since sensors
have limited battery life-time, low data transmission
rates and computational power, traditional privacy
protection approaches based on strong encryption can-
not be applied directly. On the other hand, in many
cases application of cryptography is not necessary to
archive monitoring goals. For example, the different
degree of information leakage can be accepted as a
result of a trade-off between requirements to privacy
and performance. In order to reason about such trade-
offs the WSN should utilize application semantics to
decide what parameters should be transmitted and
what levels of refinement in parameter values (e.g.
actual data readings, or an aggregated estimate)
should be provided. Automatic escalation algorithms
should take this application semantics to choose an
appropriate transmission mode, which can be imple-
mented by either transmitting more parameters, or
transmitting more refined values of some parameters.

In the next section we introduce a formalism that
captures the relevant application semantics in order to
provide above functionality. The proposed formalism
supports efficient reasoning about the application sem-
antics using parameter dependencies. We will demon-
strate that our approach can be combined with a lower-
level mechanism to ensure comprehensive privacy
and security preservation in wireless sensor networks.

3.2  System Model

Generally speaking, sensor networks support dis-
tributed interaction with the physical environment
through measuring and aggregation of data in order
to create a dynamic global view. Various streams
of measured data can be used to monitor and detect
events of interest. Each event is represented as a set
of values of monitored parameters. Consider a sensor
network of n sensors s1, s2, ..., sn connected to a base
station, where xi

(t) denotes a measured sensor value of
a monitored parameter xi received at a time slot t
from sensor si. Then, n-tuple                                is an
event et that represents states of monitored sensors at
a time slot t. The sensor monitoring system analyzes
sequences of events e1, e2, …, en, … with the main
goal to detect subsequences of events that may indi-
cate some predefine activities of interest. Examples

〈x
(t)
i

, x
(t)
2 , ..., x

(t)
n
〉
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of such activities include fire development in some
areas of the monitored building or patient arrhythmias
detected by a wireless health monitoring system. 

3.3  Decomposing Status Information:

Individual Shares and Parameter

Dependencies

Our approach is based on secure multi-party compu-
tation where each sensor node delivers a part of the
sensed data, called a share. Each sensor share is a
subset of monitored parameters assigned to that sen-
sor, for example can define a function Share that
maps individual sensors in a power set of monitored
parameters:

Share: Sensors → P(Parameters)

Thus, in order to obtain complete information about
the monitored environment (status information) a
base station should collect shares from all sensors in
the network. The shares should be selected in such a
way that individual sensor outputs are unintelligible
for reconstructing complete status information. Intel-
ligible reconstruction of the status information is only
possible when a certain number N of distinct shares is
available. We will call N intelligibility threshold. In
the following consideration we will associate each
share with a monitored parameter. Thus for a sensor
network with k nodes a complete status information
includes knowledge of all sensor parameters. The
complete status information is associated with the
lowest security and privacy requirements, since it
reveals all the data delivered by sensors.

In addition, we specify a set of parameter dependen-
cies xi, …, xj → xm, …, xn reflecting the fact that
from knowledge of parameters xi, …, xj we can
(uniquely) infer the knowledge of parameters
xm, …, xn. The basic set of parameter dependencies
comes from application semantics2). In addition to
the basic set, we can infer derived dependencies using
the following Armstrong axioms [SKS05]:

• Reflexivity: X → Y iff Y X;
• Transitivity: X → Y, Y → Z implies X → Z;
• Augmentation: X → Z implies XY → ZY for any Y.

We define a closure of a parameter X, denoted X+, as
a set of all parameters Y such that parameter depen-
dency X → Y can be inferred from a basic set of
parameter dependencies using Armstrong axioms. If
at least n < k distinct shares (parameters) are required
that allow base station to reconstruct complete status,
then we say that the intelligibility threshold for this
security level is n.

Example 1. Consider the following complete set of
patient parameters: patient_walking_speed,
patient_pulse, patient_age. The complete status in-
formation will include knowledge of all above para-
meters, thus k = 3. Consider also the following basic
parameter dependency:

patient_walking_speed, patient_pulse →
patient_age

Using Armstrong axioms we can infer all parameters
from patient_walking_speed and patient_pulse. Thus,
in this case the intelligibility threshold n = 2. Note
that here we do not have a parameter dependency
patient_id → patient_age, which would be natural to
assume in the relational databases. The reason is that
our dependencies reflect domain constraints, which
are not necessarily stated explicitly as tuples in rela-
tional tables. Instead, they specify that there is an
insecure way to use the knowledge of the left side of
the dependency to infer the knowledge of the right
side. Although in general it is natural to assume
patient_id → patient_age, the association between
patients’ identities and ages can be stored in a highly
secured database within a medical facility. Thus,
there is no insecure way to receive patient_age from
patient_id. However, observing
patient_walking_speed, and patient_pulse an intruder
can figure out the patient age with high certainty.

Thus, a part of the complete status information that
can be received from information delivered by a
sensor si ∈ Sensors can be defined as a closure
Share(si)+ of the parameters assigned to si. A mea-
sure of certainty in the range 0-1 can be associated
with each dependency and integrated in the inference
process. Consideration of uncertain inference is out
of scope of this paper.

3.4  Hiding Status Information: 

Refinement Hierarchy

In general, the intelligibility threshold N differs with
changes in security and privacy requirements. For
higher security, where sensor networks are allowed to
reveal complete status information, the value of N is
lower. In addition to share decomposition, we suggest
ranking the security and privacy requirements using a
refinement hierarchy. The ranking is based on logical
specification of the data which is appropriate to
reveal under given security constraints. For example,
consider a body temperature sensor. The output of the
sensor can correspond to one of the statements P1-P3
shown in Table 1 together with corresponding refine-
ment levels. In this case statement P3 corresponds to
the lowest security requirements since it reveals the

⊆

2) In this sense parameter dependencies are similar to functional dependencies in relational databases.
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most accurate temperature value and thus refines both
P2 and P3, while P3 communicates the least amount
of data and so it corresponds to the highest security
requirements out of P1, P2 and P3.

In general the refinement hierarchy corresponds to
Information Hiding (IH) rules that define how more
refined sensor readings are mapped in less refined
ones. Table 2 illustrates IH rules for sensors reporting
patient’s speed and pulse. The IH rules maps actual
values of the speed and pulse into less refined ranges.

In the next subsection we will illustrate how refine-
ment and share decomposition can be combined using
dependency rules in a general framework.

3.5  Combining Share Decomposition and

Refinement Using Data Dependencies

In this section we will extend axioms for depen-
dency-based reasoning to capture both share decom-
position and refinement hierarchy in the concept of
node refinement. Informally, sensor node N1 refines
a node N2 if knowledge of information transmitted by
N1 can give us the knowledge of information trans-
mitted by N2. Thus, the more refined node N1 pro-
vides less information protection than less refined
node N2. The node refinement concept will be used
to characterize information routing paths in sensor

networks with respect to the information protection
characteristics.

We will represent the integrated framework as a for-
mal theory [EH90] consisting of the basic signature,
dependency-based inference rules, and formal defini-
tion of the node refinement concept. The specifica-
tion of a basic Dep signature is presented in Figure 3.
It includes a set of sorts together with operations
defined on them. The signature includes two user-
defined sorts Node and Parameter. Five operations
of the signature are as follows: share(N) associates a
node N with a set of parameters that constitute the
node’s share (P(Parameter) denotes the power set of
parameters); refLevel(N,P) specifies refinement level
of a parameter P associated with a node N;
dep(P1,P2) operation specifies that there is a seman-
tic dependency between parameters P1 and P2,
namely knowledge of P1 will provide us with knowl-
edge of P2; closure(N) associates node N with a set
of parameters that can be inferred from share(N)
using dependency inference axioms; refines(N1,N2)
is a predicate which is true if parameters in
closure(N1) refine parameters in closure(N1).

Dependency inference rules are presented in Figure 4.
An inference rule Premise → Conclusion reflects the
fact that there is a one step inference from Premise to
Conclusion. Rules 1-3 correspond to basic Armstrong
axioms.

Using the dependency axioms we define closure and
refines operations in Figure 5.

Axiom 2 in Figure 5 reflects the fact that refinement
introduces a special kind of parameter dependencies

Refinement Level Sensor Value

0 temp is high (P1)

1 temp > 38 (P2)

2 temp = 38.5 (P3)

Table 1  Refining sensor readings

Information Hiding (IH) rules Less refined sensor Refined sensor

readings confirming with readings

the IH rules

Speed: Speed Pulse Speed Pulse

Slow: S < 3 mph Slow Normal 2 64

Moderate: 3 mph ≥ S ≥ 10 mph Slow Normal 2 69

Fast: 10 mph ≥ S Slow Normal 3 78

Moderate Normal 10 84

Pulse: Fast High 12 137

Low: P > 55 bpm Fast High 12 146

Normal: 55 bpm ≥ P > 100 bpm Fast High 10 144

High: 100 bpm ≥ P > 180 bpm Moderate High 3 146

Very high: P ≥ 180 bpm … … … …

Table 2  Refinement and Information Hiding Rules
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on different refinement levels. A more refined ver-
sion of a parameter implies a less refined one.
Consider the example in Table 1 from the previous
subsection. Knowledge of a more refined version of
the temp parameter (e.g. temp = 38.5) gives us
knowledge of a less refined version (e.g. temp >
38.5). We will denote it temp2 → temp1, where
indices correspond to predefined refinement levels.

We will also use the concept of node refinement with
respect to a given parameter. The specification of the
corresponding operation is as follows:

par-refines: Node, Node, Parameter → Boolean
(∀N1,N2 ∈ Node, ∀X ∈ Parameter: X ∈ closure(N2)
∩ closure(N1)

∧ refLevel(N2,X) ≤ refLevel(N1,X)
par-refines(N1,N2,X))

Next, we will apply the introduced formalism to
define the concept of privacy-aware routing in WSNs.

3.6  Privacy-aware routing

In the previous sub-sections we explained how the
concepts of share decomposition, parameter depen-
dencies and node refinement can be used to control
information hiding. In this sub-section we will extend
the proposed formalism to perform privacy-aware
information routing in WSNs. In order to do that we
extend the basic specification with an extra sort
called Route. Intuitively, values of Route are legal
routes in a sensor network including sensor nodes
participating in the routing. We will introduce the
following operations to provide axiomatic character-
istics of the routing:

• src: Route → Node. This operation returns a source
node of a given route.

• dest: Route → Node. This operation returns a desti-
nation node of a given route.

• one_hop: Node, Node → Boolean. This operation
is a predicate that checks if there is a one-hop route
between the two nodes.

We leave above three operations underspecified
assuming that the relevant definitions should involve
lower level network topology concepts.

• route: Node, Node → Boolean. This operation is a
predicate that checks if there is a route between the
two nodes. This predicate is defined as follows:

(∀Src, Dest ∈ Node: route(Src, Dest) 
(one_hop(Src, Dest) ∨ ∃ Z ∈ Node
(one_hop(Src, Z) ∧ route(Z, Dest))))

Above operations allow us to specify nodes belong-
ing to a route:

Signature: Dep

Sorts: Node, Parameter

Operations:

share : Node → P(Parameter)

refLevel : Node, Parameter → Integer

dep : P(Parameter), P(Parameter) → Boolean

closure : Node → P(Parameter)

refines : Node, Node → Boolean

Figure 3  Basic dep signature

1. Dependency reflexivity (∀X,Y ∈ P(Parameter): Y X → dep(X,Y))

2. Dependency transitivity (∀X,Y ∈ P(Parameter): (∃Z ∈ P(Parameter): dep(X,Z), dep(Z,Y)) → dep(X,Y))

3. Dependency augmentation (∀X,Y,Z ∈ P(Parameter): dep(X,Y) → dep(X ∪ Z, Y ∪ Z))

Figure 4  Basic dependency inference rules

1. Parameter closure:

(∀N ∈ Node, ∀X,Y ∈ P(Parameter): X share(N) ∨ (X closure(N) ∧ dep(X,Y))       Y closure(N)

2. Node refinement:

(∀N1,N2 ∈ Node: closure(N2)     closure(N1) ∧
(∀X ∈ Parameter: X ∈ closure(N2) → refLevel(N2,X) ≤ refLevel(N1,X))      refines(N1,N2))

Figure 5  Definition of parameter closure and node refinement

⊆
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⊆
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(∀ R ∈ Route, ∀ N ∈ Node: N ∈ R
N = src(R) ∨ N = dest(R) ∨ (route(src(R), N) ∧
route(N, dest(R))

Next we introduce the concept of route refinement.
Intuitively, route R1 refines a route R2 with respect to
a parameter P if the least refined node of R1 refines
the least refined node of R2 with respect to P. A defi-
nition of the least refined node in the route with
respect to a parameter is as follows:

• least-refined: Route, Node, Parameter → Boolean
(∀ R ∈ Route, ∀ X ∈ Parameter, ∀ N ∈ Node:

N ∈ R → (∀ N1,N2 ∈ Node: N1 ∈ R →
par-refines(N1,N2,X))     least-refined(R, N, X))

Now we are ready to define a key concept of refine-
ment with respect to a given parameter. The definition
is as follows:

route_par_refine: Route, Route, Parameter →
Boolean
(∀ R1,R2 ∈ Route, ∀ N1,N2 ∈ Node, ∀ X ∈ Parameter:
(least_refined(R1, N1, X) ∧ least_refined(R2, N2, X)
→ par-refines(N1,N2,X)) 

route_par_refine(R1,R2,X))

Using the route refinement operation we can define
different privacy preserving routing alternatives. The
idea is to use alternative routes in order to tune pri-
vacy of the passing information. Consider two routes
R1 and R2 delivering some parameter X in a wireless
sensor network to a destination node (for example
base station). Let us assume that we consider R1 as
a main route and the system needs to evaluate privacy
preservation options while substituting R1 with an
alternative route R2. The alternative route can either
preserve the same privacy level, reveal some addi-
tional information, or hide some information compar-
ing to the data sent over the original route. We can
use the introduced formalism to express those options
as follows:

• Information-preserving alternative route selection:
route_par_refine(R1,R2,X) ∧
route_par_refine(R2,R1,X)

• Information-revealing alternative route selection:
route_par_refine(R2,R1,X)

• Information-hiding alternative route selection:
route_par_refine(R1,R2,X)

In the next section we will apply the introduced for-
malism for the task of secure selection of alternative
transmission schedules in WSNs. We will illustrate
how our formalism that reflects application level data

constraints in the form of data dependencies can be
combined with lower network layer characteristics,
such as collision handling.

4  Case Study: Integrating

Dependency Formalism 

with Collision-Aware 

Transmission Scheduling

As we already mentioned in the introduction, one
motivation for our research is to develop an inte-
grated framework that would facilitate interaction
between higher (logical) level security and privacy
policies, and low-level security primitives based on
physical characteristics of WSNs. Such an integrated
framework aims to achieve the highest efficiency for
a desired degree of security. Data dependency for-
malism presented in Section 3 allows us to character-
ize privacy and security requirements at application
semantics (logical) level. In this section we will illus-
trate how this formalism can be integrated with lower
level features of WSNs. As a case study we consider
the problem of collision-aware transmission schedul-
ing that takes into account information about colli-
sion domains of wireless transmissions.

4.1  Collision-Aware Transmission

Scheduling

In general, the transmissions between sensors are ad
hoc dependent on the query and require the use of a
medium access control (MAC) layer to handle trans-
missions on the same medium. If we assume that all
sensor nodes use the same frequency band for trans-
mission, two transmissions that overlap will get cor-
rupted (collide) if the sensor nodes involved in trans-
mission or reception are in the same collision domain
CD(ni,nj) defined as the union of the transmission
ranges of ni and nj. Figure 6 elaborates on the concept
of collision domains in a typical wireless network such
as IEEE 802.15.4 [ZL04] and illustrates how collisions
are handled in such a network. Consider two sensor
nodes n1 and n2 that wish to communicate. In Figure
6, sensor nodes n1, n2, n3, and n4, n5 and n6 are in the
collision domain CD(n1,n2). This implies that when n1
and n2 are communicating, n3, n4, n5 and n6 cannot
participate in any communication. A typical wireless
network handles collisions using carrier sense multi-
ple-access with collision avoidance (CSCMA-CA)
[Cro97]. In general, before starting a transmission,
nodes must sense the channel for a predetermined
amount of time (waiting time). If the channel is busy,
the nodes wait for the predetermined amount of time
after the channel becomes free. In addition, nodes back
off for a random time to avoid the possibility that two
or more nodes transmit at the same time after the wait-
ing period. For this entire period, the node must sense
the channel and this consumes energy. Each packet

↔
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↔
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also needs to be acknowledged by the receiver since
wireless channels are unreliable.

In related research [ZCK04, ZSKL05] we proposed
a cost based algebraic query optimization framework
for sensor networks. Using a Data Transmission
Algebra (DTA) our framework generates an algebraic
transmission schedule and assigns a time and energy
cost to this schedule. The DTA consists of a set of
operations that take transmissions between wireless
sensor nodes as input and produce a schedule of
transmissions as their result. A one-hop transmission

from a source sensor node ni to a destination node nj
is called elementary transmission (denoted ni~nj).
Each elementary transmission ni~nj is associated
with a collision domain CD(ni,nj) defined as a union
of transmission ranges of ni and nj. A transmission
schedule is either an elementary transmission, or a
composition of elementary transmissions using one of
the operations of the DTA. The basic DTA includes
three operations that combine two transmission
schedules A and B:

1 o(A,B). This is a strict order operation; that is, A
must be executed before B.

2 c(A,B). This is a non-strict order operation; that is,
either A executes before B, or vice versa. Thus,
c(A,B)    (o(A,B) or o(B,A)).

3 a(A,B). This is an overlap operation; that is, A and
B can be executed concurrently.

For an example of the DTA operations consider the
query tree in Figure 7 which was generated for some
query Q. It shows some DTA specifications that
reflect basic constraints of the query tree. For
instance, operation o(n4~n2, n2~n1) specifies that
transmission n2~n1 occurs after n4~n2 is completed.
This constraint reflects a part of the query tree topol-
ogy. Operation c(n2~n1, n3~n1) specifies that there

Figure 6  Collision domain of two communicating
sensors

Figure 7  Example of a query tree for some query Q and DTA
specification

≡

n2n1

n3

n4

n5

n6

Initial specification:
n4~n2
n2~n1
n5~n3
n3~n1

o(n4 ~ n2,n2~n1)
o(n5 ~ n3, n3~n1)

c(n2 ~ n1, n3~n1)

a(n4 ~ n2, n5~n3)
a(n4 ~ n2, n3~n1)
a(n5 ~ n3, n2~n1)

Elementary transmission:  n4 ~ n2
Strictly ordered transmissions: o(n4 ~ n2, n2~n1)
Non strictly ordered transmissions: c(n2 ~ n1, n3~n1)
Concurrent transmissions: a(n4 ~ n2, n5~n3)

Complete schedule: o(a(n4 ~ n2, n5~n3), c(n2 ~ n1, n3~n1))

n4
n2

n1

n3

 n5
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inference rules. After that we will merge the Dep and
DTA specifications in an integrated theory. Finally,
we will extend the DTA cost model to assess privacy
level for transmission schedules.

The DTA signature specification is presented in Fig-
ure 8. It includes a set of sorts together with opera-
tions defined on them. The DTA signature includes
two sorts Node and Schedule. DTA schedules are
explained informally in Section 4.1. Elementary
transmission (denoted ~) is a DTA operation that
takes two nodes as input and outputs a schedule. The
rest of the DTA operations (o, c, a) map two input
schedules to an output schedule.

In order to introduce DTA axioms that define the
above operations we extend the basic DTA signature
with a secondary operation subs, which for a given
DTA schedule returns all its sub-schedules. The subs
operation is specified as follows:

subs : Schedule → P(Schedule),

where P(Schedule) denotes the power set of sched-
ules. The following equations complete the specifica-
tion of subs:

subs(X~Y) = {X~Y}.
subs(comp(S1,S2)) = 

{comp(S1,S2)}      subs(S1)      subs(S2),

where comp denotes any of DTA operations o, c, or a.

DTA axioms are represented in Figure 9 in the form
of inference rules. For example, using rule 1 (order
introduction) we can infer a strict order of two ele-
mentary transmissions if the destination node of the
first transmission is also a source node of the second
transmission. Rule 5 generates a strict order of DTA
schedules X and S if there exists a sub-schedule Si of
the schedule S such that o(X,Si) can be generated by
the DTA rules. In order to infer a(X,S), we should be
able to infer a(X, Si) for all sub-schedules Si of the
schedule S.

We link together Dep and DTA specifications with
the following scheduled routes operations:

scheduledRoutes: Schedule → P(Route)

This operation associates a set of valid routes with
a DTA schedule. Note that a DTA schedule may
include one or more routes whose transmissions
can be scheduled either serially or concurrently.
The following equation provides specification of
scheduledRoutes for elementary DTA transmission:

is an order between transmissions n2~n1 and n3~n1
since they share the same destination. However this
order is not strict. Operation a(n4~n2, n5~n3) speci-
fies that n4~n2 can be executed concurrently with
n5~n3, since neither n3 nor n5 belong to CD(n4,n2),
and neither n4 nor n2 are in CD(n5,n3).

Each operation of the DTA specification defines a
transmission schedule. The DTA introduces a set of
transformation rules [ZCK04, ZSKL05] that can be
used to generate more complex schedules. Figure 7
shows an example of a complete schedule that
includes all elementary transmissions of the query
tree. Figure 7 also shows the initial DTA specifica-
tion reflecting basic constraints of the query tree. The
initial specification consists of a set of elementary
transmissions reflecting the tree topology imposed
by the query semantics, as well as order and overlap
operations over the elementary transmissions. Non-
strict order constraints can be derived from the initial
specification.

4.2  Security-Aware Transmission

Scheduling in WSNs

In this section we will integrate the dependency based
privacy preservation formalism with collision-aware
transmission scheduling. First we specify a DTA
theory consisting of the DTA signature and DTA

Signature: DTA

Sorts: Node, Schedule

Operations:

~ : Node, Node → Schedule

o : Schedule, Schedule → Schedule

c : Schedule, Schedule → Schedule

a : Schedule, Schedule → Schedule

Figure 8  DTA Signature

1. Order introduction N1 ~ N2, N2 ~ N3 → o(N1 ~ N2, N2 ~ N3)

2. Order transitivity o(X,Z), o(Z,Y) → o(X,Y)

3. Choice commutativity c(X,Y)       c(Y,X)

4. Overlap commutativity a(X,Y)       a(Y,X)

5. Left sub-schedule order (∃Si ∈ subs(S), o(X, Si)) → o(X,S)

6. Right sub-schedule order (∃Si ∈ subs(S), o(Si, X)) → o(S,X)

7. Sub-schedule choice (∃Si ∈ subs(S), c(X, Si)) → c(X,S)

8. Sub-schedule overlap (∀Si ∈ subs(S), a(X, Si)) → a(X,S)

↔

↔

Figure 9  Basic DTA Inference Rules
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scheduledRoutes(X~Y) = {R}     src(R) = X ∧
dest(R) = Y

Routes for more complex DTA schedules can be
generated by recursive application of the scheduled-
Routes over all elementary transmissions of complex
schedules.

We propose to extend the DTA cost model using the
decomposition measures of share-base data delivery.
In this case, in addition to time and energy, each
transmission schedule can be associated with certain
security requirements. The optimizer should choose
a schedule with the best response time, energy con-
sumption and acceptable security value. Below we
consider only the time cost measure that can be speci-
fied as the following operation:

TimeCost : Schedule → Real

Figure 10 shows time cost estimation expressions for
each of the DTA expressions. In this case, the cost
corresponds to the execution time associated with a
particular schedule. For clarity of presentation we
ignore energy consumption at this point. For exam-
ple, the execution time of elementary transmission
ni~nj consists of local processing times Tp at nodes ni
and nj plus the time Ttx required for transmitting data
from ni to nj. The execution time of strict order of
schedules A and B is the sum of execution times of
A and B. For overlapping schedules A and B, the
execution time would be the maximum of the execu-
tion times of A and B. Finally, execution time of the
choice between A and B is the same as the execution
time of the strict order minus a predefined time factor
Tf. Tf is a non-negative number indicating that in gen-
eral, the optimizer prefers the choice operation over
strict order, since the latter restricts flexibility of the
optimizer in query scheduling. We ignore propaga-
tion times as they are negligible in this case.

Next we define a numeric security metric associated
with each route. To do that we will introduce the fol-
lowing operations:

• weight: Parameter → Real. This operation assigns
an importance weight to each parameter delivered
by WSN.

• maxRefLevel: Parameter → Integer. This opera-
tion assigns the maximum refinement level to each
parameter delivered by WSN.

• refRatio: Parameter, Node → Real. This operation
evaluates a parameter refinement ratio associated
with wireless node. The definition of this operation
is as follows: 

(∀ X ∈ Parameter, ∀ N ∈ Node: refRatio(X,N) =
refLevel(X, N) / maxRefLevel(X,N).

• leastRfNode: Route, Parameter → Node. This
operation returns a least refined node for given
parameter refinement in a route. The definition
of this operation is as follows:

(∀ R ∈ Route, ∀ X ∈ Parameter, ∀ N ∈ Node:
least-refined(R,N,X)     N = leastRfNode(R,X))

Now we are ready to introduce the SecurityMeasure
operation that evaluates the measure of security for
a route in WSN. Informally, the measure of security
for a route R is computed as a weighted average of
refinement ratios of each parameter associated with a
least refined node for that parameter within the route
R. Here is a formal definition of SecurityMeasure
operation:

SecurityMeasure: Route → Real
(∀ R ∈ Route: SecurityMeasure(R) =

weight(Pi) × refRatio(Pi , leastRfNode(R,Pi)))

Consider an example of WSN delivering three para-
meters P1, P2 and P3 and two routes R1 and R2 with
the weights and refinement ratio distributions shown
in Figure 11. For each route Figure 11 shows para-
meter name, parameter weight and refinement ratio
for least refined nodes in corresponding routes with
respect to given parameter. The security costs of each
route will be evaluated as follows:

SecurityMeasure(R1) = 1 * 0.5 + 2 * 0.8 + 1 * 0 = 2.1;

SecurityMeasure(R2) = 1 * 0.7 + 2 * 0.5 + 1 * 0.1 = 1.8.

Thus, route R1 reveals more information and should
be considered as less secure compared to route R2.

Finally, we define an integrated time/security mea-
sure that combines both time cost and security mea-
sure. We specify the TimeSecurityMeasure operation
that for each DTA schedule returns a pair consisting

↔ Schedule TimeCost

ni~nj Tp(ni) + Ttx(ni~nj) + Tp(nj)

o(A,B) TimeCost(A) + TimeCost(B)

a(A,B) max(TimeCost(A), TimeCost(B))

c(A,B) TimeCost(A) + TimeCost(B) – Tf

Figure 10  Estimating time costs of transmission
schedules

↔

∑

Pi
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of the time cost of the schedule and the minimal secu-
rity measure out of all the routes associated with the
DTA schedule:

TimeSecurityMeasure: Schedule → Real × Real
(∀ S ∈ Schedule: TimeSecurityMeasure(S) =
(V1,V2) 

V1 = TimeCost(S) V2 = min({SMi | SMi = Security-
Measure(Ri) and Ri ∈ scheduledRoutes(S)}

Note that TimeSecurityMeasure estimates the least
secure route in the DTA schedule. We could also tune
the TimeSecurityMeasure definition for the most
secure route, or for an average security value. Simi-
larly, we can define a more aggregated measure that
in addition to time cost and security measure would
take into account other important characteristics of
WSN such as energy consumption and quality of
data. The optimizer will have to implement flexible
multiobjective optimization strategies [Miett99] using
utility functions assigning relative importance to each
of the above metrics. This subject is associated with
important and interesting research issues, which are
out of scope of this paper.

5  Conclusion

We have considered a logical framework that utilizes
taxonomy of the security and privacy solutions based
on share decomposition and parameter refinement.
The proposed approach provides a systematic and
efficient way for privacy preserving data manage-
ment, secure data distribution, integration and search-
ing that compliment existing methods and techniques
implemented on lower network layers. The proposed
approach can be considered as a step towards fulfill-
ing the need for infrastructures integrating security
and privacy policies, security protocols and low-level
security primitives to achieve the highest efficiency
for a desired degree of security. In particular, we
demonstrated how our approach can be integrated
with a lower level optimization framework that per-
forms collision aware transmission scheduling. Fur-
ther work should be focused on efficient implementa-
tion of the proposed framework. This includes imple-
menting flexible multiobjective optimization strate-
gies that would provide secure and efficient data
delivery in data intensive wireless sensor networks.
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What is RFID and What is it Used for?

An RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) device
consists of a small and inexpensive microchip
attached to an antenna. The device has very limited
capabilities, both in terms of memory and processing
capabilities. The chip can therefore be very small and
some RFID tags are thin enough to be embedded in
paper. Most RFID devices are only capable of trans-
mitting a unique serial number a short distance and
they do so in response to a request from a reading
device. The RFID devices/tags come in many flavors
and can broadly be divided into two main types: Pas-
sive (low cost) RFID tags and Active RFID devices.

The RFID technology is also being standardized. For
instance, the International Organization for Stan-
dardization (ISO) has published several standards for
RFID (including [1-4]). There are also industry con-
sortia standards like the Electronic Product Code
(EPC) standards [5].

Passive RFID Tags

Passive RFID tags have no internal power supply and
they rely solely on the electrical current induced in
the antenna by the incoming radio signal. This will
provide enough power to transmit a response.

Since the passive tags do not need to include a battery
the devices can be very small. One example is the
Hitachi µ-chip. The µ-chip uses the frequency in the
2.45 GHz area. It has a 128-bit memory for storing an
ID number. The physical size of the chip is a minute

0.4 mm2. The µ-chip is small enough to be embedded
in paper [6].

However, the size of the RFID chips is somewhat
misleading as a size indicator for passive tags since
the external antenna tends to be in the order of 100
times bigger than the chip itself.

Low cost EPC RFID tags only cost around 5 cents
(US) per tag. The EPC tags are a replacement for the
bar codes commonly in use for inventory tracking
today. When the antenna is included the tag will have
the size of a postage stamp and upwards. Passive tags
have practical read distances ranging from about 5-
10 cm and up to a few meters depending on the radio
frequency and size and design of the antenna.

Active RFID Devices

In contrast to passive RFID tags, the active RFID
devices have their own internal power source (bat-
tery) to generate the response signal. Active devices
are in general more reliable (fewer errors) than pas-
sive tags, but they also have a limited shelf life and
are normally much more expensive than passive tags.
The active devices can have much more memory and
can perform substantial active processing. Since the
active devices have their own power source they can
also transmit at higher power levels than passive tags.
This allows the active RFID devices to operate at
longer ranges, up to 100 meters is not uncommon,
and to operate in ‘difficult’ radio environments where
passive tags would not have worked at all. Battery
lifetimes between 5 and 10 years are not uncommon.
The batteries are typically physically embedded
(without any possibility of replacing it) in the device
and the lifetime is decided by the lifetime of the bat-
tery. Active RFID devices come in many shapes and
sizes, ranging from small and relatively inexpensive
devices (coin sized, cost as little as 1-2 Euro) to
expensive (>10-15 Euro) and relatively large devices.

RFID Usage Areas

RFID tags are already quite common in everyday life.
Examples include:
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Figure 1  A passive Wal-Mart Electronic Product
Code (EPC) RFID tag (Figure courtesy of Wikipedia)
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• Door key replacement
Physical proximity (5-50 cm) with the door is suffi-
cient to unlock it.

• Tickets
Tickets with embedded RFID chips are substan-
tially harder to counterfeit and potentially provide
much better admittance control.

• Tagging of luggage (air travel)
Improvements in the airport baggage handling can
only be a good thing. One thing not to worry about
anymore1).

• Books in libraries
The Bibliotheca2) BiblioChip® RFID library sys-
tem would be just one example. There has been a
fair amount of user privacy related controversy on
tagging library books. A through technical discus-
sion of the subject can be found in [7].

• Automated road toll payment devices
In Norway a system called AutoPASS is used (see
Figure 2). For more information see [8]. Similar
systems are in operation in other countries.

• Inventory tags
The EPC-type tags are now becoming ubiquitous
and are used extensively in inventory management
systems. See Figure 1 for an illustration of EPC tags.

• Surgically embedded RFID tags for identification
purposes
These are often used for cats and dogs, but some
people have also voluntarily tagged themselves this
way. (See Figures 3 and 4.) More information in
[9,10].

• License plates (cars)
Such plates are designed to be read at speeds of up
to 300 km/h and up to 100 meters away. See the
movie clip at [11] for, at least to the author, a
chilling, visual demonstration of the UK e-plate
initiative.

• Id-cards, including passport
The use of RFID enabled identity cards is highly
controversial, but the proliferation of RFID tags
in passports etc seems only to increase.

A comprehensive list of usage areas can be found in
[12-14].

RFID Trends

The cheap RFID tags are not very capable devices.
Moore’s law also applies to RFID devices and they
are getting cheaper and cheaper to produce. In other
areas this has meant a proliferation of more capable
devices, but as it turns out this is not quite the case
for RFID systems. Roughly speaking there are two
main development trends, one for cheaper tags and
one for more functionality in the devices.

The trend for more capable devices relies on active
RFID devices. The active RFID devices provide
some physical protection and are able to execute
cryptographic operations. These devices are suitable
for identity cards and key replacement access cards
etc where credible security and privacy is important.

Figure 2  The AutoPASS tollroad active RFID device

Figure 3  RFID implant3)

1) The Monty Python song “I’m so worried” expresses sincere existential angst for the Heathrow baggage retrieval system (“And I’m
worried about the baggage retrieval system they’ve got at Heathrow” [15]). This used to be a well-founded worry, but thanks to
RFID tags this may now be a thing of the past!

2) The Bibliotheca homepage is at http://www.bibliotheca-rfid.com/
3) Picture courtesy of Amal Graafstra. Amal has two RFID implants, one in each hand. He can access his front door, car door, and

log into his computer using his implants, and has written a book called RFID Toys [10], which details how to build these and other
RFID enabled projects. See more information at http://amal.net/rfid.html
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They are also well suited for usages that are relatively
price insensitive, where the required security level is
high and where the cost of distribution and deploy-
ment is high relative to the cost of the RFID device
itself.

The other trend is pervasive inventory tracking. If
you are to tag inexpensive goods then the RFID tag
had better be cheap. The development of these tags
is driven primarily towards cheaper and cheaper tags.
Thus, these RFID tags will likely never have crypto-
graphic processing or other features that can help
with improving user privacy. That is, modern (inex-
pensive) RFID tags may implement a kill command
that is used for destroying/disabling the device at
checkout. The kill command is then activated by a
unique/individual (per tag) code sequence [13]. There
is no cryptographic protection as such of the kill com-
mand, just the assumption that the code sequence (32-
bit code for EPC-type of tags) will not likely be trig-
gered by accident. However, for the consumer it will
in practice be impossible to know if the RFID tags
are (all) killed.

The Threat to Personal Privacy from

Pervasive RFID Deployment

Passive RFID Tags

We are now approaching a critical turning point at
which inexpensive RFID tags will successively be
used as a replacement for barcodes. RFID tags have
two distinct characteristics that set them apart from
traditional printed barcodes:

• An RFID tag carries a unique identifier
The traditional barcode only indicates an object
type. For example, a barcode printed on a box
might state that the box contains chocolate bars
and identify the manufacturer. An RFID tag, on the
other hand, carries an extended serial number that
not only identifies the chocolate bar type, but also
identifies the individual chocolate bar. This permits
fine-grained control over product distribution and
permits tracking of individual inventory items.

• An RFID tag may be read by radio contact
A barcode scanner must make close-range optical
contact to read a barcode effectively. In contrast, an

Figure 4  X-ray of RFID implants4)

4) Picture courtesy of Amal Graafstra. You can see the larger 3 x 13 mm EM4102 chip in the left hand and the smaller 2 x 12 mm
Philips HITAG S 2048 the right. More information is available at http://amal.net/rfid.html
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RFID tag may be read just by being placed in the
vicinity of a reader. Indeed, a reader may be capa-
ble of scanning hundreds of RFID tags simultane-
ously. The practical reading distance depends on
the size and design of the antenna, and generally
the longer reaching devices require larger antennas
or an active device.

The resolution of RFID identification is problematic
seen from a personal privacy point of view. If you
buy an RFID tagged chocolate bar and carry it with
you then you can of course also be tracked. The
tracker may or may not know your identity, but they
can certainly track you if they have the appropriate
reading device. The danger of being tracked is of
course mitigated by the limited range of these tags
and the use of kill commands could eliminate and/or
reduce the risk5).

Active RFID Devices

The traditional active RFID devices are compara-
tively expensive and there are much fewer of them
than for passive RFID tags. However, the active
devices do have substantially longer range and are
thus more exposed to illegitimate reading/eavesdrop-
ping.

The active RFID devices are also much more capable
devices. They can store a lot more data and do a fair
amount of active processing. The active RFID device
may also contain cryptographic processing capabili-
ties. Another characteristic of the active device is that
it is typically embedded in items that the users keep
with them (associated with them) for prolonged peri-
ods of time. For instance, RFID enabled identity
cards would typically travel with the user. License
plate tagging, as exemplified by the e-plate scheme
[11] and the AutoPASS toll road payment scheme [8]
are but two examples. Indeed, one should expect all
valuable items to be tagged. Another example would
be automated teller machines (ATM) that use RFID
enabled ATM cards. There already exist microchip
enabled ATM cards and making these cards commu-
nicate wirelessly is a logical next step6). The idea has
been patented in the US [16] and integration of RFID
type of technology with mobile phones is already
taking place [17].

There is therefore every possibility that we will carry
a number of active RFID devices with us more or less

continually. If these devices leak information to the
surrounding environment then, we are susceptible to
being tracked. This would constitute a clear threat to
our personal identity- and location privacy. The threat
can be mitigated by having a limited physical device
reading range and by proper use of cryptographic
methods to hide sensitive information.

Classification on Threats to Personal Privacy

In the overview article in IEEE Security and Privacy
Magazine by Garfinkel, Juels and Pappu the authors
outline a set of threats to personal privacy [13]. Keep in
mind that a threat does only point to a certain general
possibility; thus a threat is not the same as an actual
attack. A research focused RFID privacy survey is
found in [18]. The main threats as outlined in [13] are:

• Action threat
This is a threat that is triggered if many tags are
moved simultaneously in a shop. The fact that
many tags are moved may indicate a case of
shoplifting etc. This in turn may trigger (video)
surveillance and direct action by the shop. The
problem is of course that there may be many legiti-
mate actions that can cause multiple tags to be
moved simultaneously.

• Association threat
The customer identity can be associated with the
RFID Id-tag. Loyalty cards etc are in use in many
shops. The EPC tag can then be linked with the
loyalty card and a detailed database of customer
spending patterns can be created. The threat is sim-
ilar to a bar code association threat, but since the
EPC codes have substantially higher resolution
(identifying specific instances instead of type of
object) the privacy threats worsen.

• Location- and identity threats
Pervasive deployment of RFID technology means
that it will be quite easy to place covert RFID tags
such that one can track users. The tracking may be
of unidentified users (called a constellation threat
in [13]), but of course one may also identify the
users and track specific users. It is noted that using
multiple RFID sources may mean that a resourceful
adversary can correlate information and gradually
establish a user identity7). The user will then lose
his/her identity- and location privacy.

5) The precision of the kill command cannot be guaranteed and, at least for now, many tags do not have the kill command feature.
6) The term Near Field Communication (NFC) is often used with these devices. NFC encompasses short-range wireless interaction

in consumer electronics, mobile devices and PCs. More information on NFC can be found at http://www.nfc-forum.org/home,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near_Field_Communication and numerous other homepages. The GSM Association has produced
a whitepaper on NFC available at [17].
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7) A user can have many identities. An identity may also be considered an emergent property of a set of recognizable characteristics
that may serve as a reference to the entity. Conceptually, an identity does not even have to be recognized by the identified entity(per-
son) as long as other entities can use the identity as a reference to the target entity(person).

8) Even if the derived identity is correct it is still problematic if the identification process takes place without your knowledge or
consent.

• Preference threats
Obviously, the RFID technology can be used to
establish a pattern of user behavior. This includes
the preferences made by the user and extends
beyond knowing what products you buy since it is
also possible to identify each product individually.
Thus, one can build up a history of your prefer-
ences which includes knowledge of when and
where you bought certain items and even the price
you paid for the products.

• Transaction threats
If your whereabouts can be traced then one may
also infer your activities. That is, one can derive
information about who you meet and what you do.
For instance, if it can be demonstrated that you
were present at a certain location at a certain time
then you would likely have met person X.

• Breadcrumb threat
The breadcrumb threat arises from an association
threat. If you are associated with a certain set of
RFID tags/devices, then the signature of the set of
RFID tags/devices de facto constitutes an identity.
The problem is that it can be relatively easy to fake
this implied/derived identity. Thus, if somebody
gets access to that ‘associated identity’ then they
can impersonate you. The threat arises from the
illicit and invalid use of data, but this happens quite
regularly and the threat is quite real.

As with all technology which may be used for identi-
fication purposes one also has the associated risk of
wrongful identification. There can be many sources,
but as cited in [13] many RFID devices have poor
physical protection and they can easily be tampered
with. Another real risk of derived (constellation type
of) identification stems from poor data quality and
accidental mistaken identification (either failure to
identify the user at all or identifying the wrong user).
The problem is that the system may not necessarily
tell you that it has identified you, but act on the
derived ‘identity’ nevertheless8).

The Use of RFID for Human

Identification

This is and has been a highly controversial subject.
For instance, in the US there is the example of the
controversy surrounding the Department of Home-

land Security (DHS) committee report The Use of
RFID for Human Identity Verification [19]. The full
committee advised caution in deployment of RFID
for human identification purposes. However, in a sub-
committee input document the advice was not to use
RFID for human identification at all [20]. An account
of the controversy appeared in [21].

The executive summary of the subcommittee input
document explains very well the problems with
RFID in passports etc. The following excerpt from
the report nicely captures the situation [20]:

“There appear to be specific, narrowly defined situ-
ations in which RFID is appropriate for human
identification. Miners or firefighters might be
appropriately identified using RFID because speed
of identification is at a premium in dangerous situa-
tions and the need to verify the connection between
a card and bearer is low.

But for other applications related to human beings,
RFID appears to offer little benefit when compared
to the consequences it brings for privacy and data
integrity. Instead, it increases risks to personal pri-
vacy and security, with no commensurate benefit
for performance or national security. Most difficult
and troubling is the situation in which RFID is
ostensibly used for tracking objects (medicine con-
tainers, for example), but can in fact be used for
monitoring human behavior. These types of uses are
still being explored and remain difficult to predict.

For these reasons, we recommend that RFID be
disfavored for identifying and tracking human
beings. When DHS does choose to use RFID to
identify and track individuals, we recommend the
implementation of the specific security and privacy
safeguards described herein.”

In California there was a proposal a few years ago for
a scheme to provide school children with RFID tags.
This was met with a public outcry and the scheme
was promptly stopped. The California senate recently
voted to ban RFID tagging of schoolkids. The bill,
which expires in 2011, prohibits use of RFID in id-
cards for schoolkids [22].
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Summary

In this article I have presented a brief introduction to
the RFID technology in general and to some of the
associated personal privacy problems. The article
does not go into detail and is not comprehensive, but
is rather aimed at providing a glimpse of an interest-
ing topic. The RFID technology will affects us all and
the author hopes the article has triggered the curiosity
of the reader and he hopes the interested reader will
pursue the topic further. The references should pro-
vide a reasonably good starting point.
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Introduction

Privacy preserving data mining is a new research
direction in data mining and knowledge discovery
[VC04]. A main reason for the rapid development
of this research area is the growing awareness of the
accumulation of huge amounts of easily available
data on the Internet – data that may involve a threat
to the privacy of users. Privacy can for instance be
threatened when data mining techniques are used to
connect personal identifiers such as addresses, names,
etc., with other, more sensitive, person related infor-
mation. As an example, shopping or travel habits
could be mined from the traces of information that
remain after Internet use, thus potentially revealing
sensitive information. On the other hand, if privacy
concerns can be addressed, society may also benefit
from the knowledge that can be distilled from sensi-
tive information. Different approaches have been
developed to tackle this dilemma. Some approaches
use data obfuscation that modifies original personal
data in order to protect a person’s privacy. Another
direction is to develop new privacy preserving data
mining algorithms that protect a person’s privacy in
the sense that no private data is revealed, for instance
by using secure multi-party computations [Pin02].

In this paper we give an overview of selected app-
roaches in the area of privacy preserving data mining
with special focus on approaches that have potential
for application in the area of telecommunication.

Data Mining

Data mining concerns the extraction of knowledge
from potentially large collections of unstructured and
structured data, such as medical records, telecommu-
nication customers’ calling data, and web discussion
forums. Basically, extracted knowledge consists of
discovered patterns and correlations that are hidden in
the data. In this sense, data mining can be said to add
new meaning to data. Searching patient data from all

hospitals in the world for patterns could for instance
uncover new relations between potential treatments
and outcomes, symptoms and diseases, and so on.

A number of distinct approaches to data mining have
been identified [DHS01, Mi97], namely, classifica-
tion, association rule learning, clustering, and multi-
dimensional scaling (cf. data visualization). These
different techniques can be summarized as follows:

• Classification techniques support categorization
of elements within a data set into predefined cate-
gories. A classifier could for instance classify
e-mail as being either from the category ‘desired’
or from the category ‘spam’ [SDHH98].

• Association rule learning concerns the discovery
of co-occuring data elements (cf. events), including
uncovering of causal relationships. In telecommu-
nications, association rule learning can for example
be used on calling detail data to identify pairs of
customers that frequently call each other (which
in turn can be used to identify so-called calling
circles) [We05]. 

• Clustering techniques partition a data set into sub-
sets so that the elements within each subset are
similar; that is, they share common traits. Cus-
tomers could for instance be partitioned into sub-
sets such as ‘Business Customer’ and ‘Residential
Customer’, based on their calling behavior. Identi-
fying customer groups with similar behavioral
traits may in turn enhance or enable directed mar-
keting [We05].

• Multidimensional scaling techniques are used to
detect meaningful underlying dimensions in a high-
dimensional data set. Such techniques are often
used in data visualization to uncover similarities
among elements within the data set at hand. For
example, so-called scatter plots can be used to
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visualize network traffic for intrusion detection
purposes [Ma01].

In the telecommunications industry, as discussed in
[We05], huge amounts of data are produced and
stored, including:

• Call data describing the calls that traverse the
telecommunication networks,

• Network data concerning the state of hardware-
and software components,

• Customer related data.

Within such tremendous amounts of business critical
data, valuable knowledge may be hidden. Indeed, as
seen above, it has previously been demonstrated how
data mining can be used to discover new patterns and
correlations within such sets of data. Applications
include telecommunication fraud detection, improv-
ing market efficiency, and fault detection and local-
ization.

Privacy Concerns and Data Mining

In practice, the applicability of data mining is limited
by privacy concerns. The nature of data mining is to
uncover hidden patterns and correlations that are not
explicitly given. As such, data mining also has poten-
tial for uncovering sensitive information that con-
cerned parties consider private.

As discussed in [We05], when the telecommunication
company MCI launched its ‘friends and family’ cam-
paign1) in 1991, customers had to report their calling
circles themselves in order to benefit from the cam-
paign. It would arguably have been more effective to
proactively offer calling circle deals by identifying
calling circles automatically by mining call detail
data. However, uncovering such calling circles auto-
matically, and using them for marketing purposes,
could anger customers. After all, calling circles can
contain private and sensitive information.

Another example is using data mining techniques
to detect disease outbreaks, which may require data
on disease incidents, patient background, and so on
[XCL06]. Since such data is sensitive, legal concerns
may hinder their free use, even for beneficial pur-
poses. In other situations, the target data may be par-
titioned across several organizations, thus organiza-
tional policy- and commercial concerns may restrict
data use, in addition to legal ones. Apparently, in

both of the above examples, some kind of privacy
preserving data mining is needed.

Privacy-Preserving Data Mining

An important research question in data mining is: to
what degree can we have both data privacy and the
benefits of data mining? [Mi06]. From a first glance,
choosing between privacy and the benefits of data
mining seems unavoidable. However, in recent
research, the two have in certain cases been com-
bined. The challenge lies in getting valid data mining
results without learning the underlying data values.
As we shall see in the following, previous statistical
work on data disclosure and recent cryptographic
techniques form the basis for current solutions.

Data Model

When studying privacy-preserving data mining it
is useful to consider how data may be partitioned
among the involved parties. In some cases, organiza-
tions may collect the same kind of data about differ-
ent entities (for example people, traffic, etc.). From a
database perspective, we may then say that the data
is partitioned horizontally; that is, the same schema
is used to store the data at each site. In other cases,
organizations may organize data using different
schemas, meaning that they collect different kinds
of data, perhaps on the same entities. We then say
that the data is partitioned vertically.

Figure 1 shows one example of horizontal and verti-
cal partitioning of data among two telecommunica-
tion companies and a third party. Consider the situa-
tion where the two telecommunication companies
plan a joint system for detecting misuse of mobile
phones (fraud detection). For such purposes, the two
companies each maintain a database with daily aggre-
gated customer calling data. Database 1 and Database

Figure 1  Database 1 and Database 2 partition a data set horizontally
(same schema, different entities). Database 3 introduces vertical
partitioning (different schema, same entities)

1) Reduced rates within small calling circles consisting for example of friends and family members.

ID | # Int. Calls

Customer 1 | 0

Customer 2 | 50

Customer 3 | 5

ID | # Int. Calls

Customer 4 | 3

Customer 5 | 1

Customer 6 | 0

ID | Fraud?

Customer 1 | No

Customer 2 | Yes

Customer 5 | No

Database 1

Schema: ID | # Int. Calls

Database 2

Schema: ID | # Int. Calls

Database 3

Schema: ID | Fraud?
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2 in Figure 1 contain one such aggregated quantity,
namely the number of international calls associated
with each customer for a given day. Finally, assume
that information on previous frauds is stored in
another database (database 3 in the figure), main-
tained by the third party.

The complicating factor in this scenario is the follow-
ing: None of the companies want to reveal their cus-
tomer data, and legal restrictions do not allow join-
ing of Database 3 with Database 1 and Database 2.
Yet, it is desirable to construct rules for detecting
frauds using the joint data. Note that we will use this
example throughout the paper to illustrate various pri-
vacy preserving data mining concepts.

Main Techniques

There are essentially two main approaches to achiev-
ing privacy preserving data mining. We will now
briefly give an overview of these before we discuss
specific privacy preserving techniques for classifica-
tion, association rule learning, clustering, and multi-
dimensional scaling. The two approaches can be
summarized as follows:

• Data transformation/randomization essentially
amounts to modifying sensitive data so that it loses
its sensitive meaning, but still retains statistical
properties of interest. For example, one might be
interested in mining the aggregated, statistically
significant properties a collection of data elements
possesses, while the owners of the data elements
need to protect their data. Privacy can then be
preserved by only revealing randomized and trans-
formed versions of the data, for instance perturbed
using a randomization algorithm that maintains
statistical properties.

• Secure multi-party computation is a computation
performed by multiple parties where each party has
in its possession a part of the input needed to per-
form the computation. However, at the end of the
computation, the parties should only have learned
the result of the computation (in addition to the
input the party itself provided to the computation).
Secure-multi-party computation methods used for
privacy-preserving data mining are typically based
on such building blocks as secure sum, secure set
union, secure size of set union etc. [Pin02]. For
example, secure sum protocol describes how to cal-
culate the sum of distributed items without reveal-
ing their true values. More details can be found in
[CKVLZ]. (See also the paper on secure multiparty
computations in this issue, page 20-26.)

The above main approaches form the basis for more
specific data mining techniques, as overviewed in the
following.

Privacy Preserving Classification Tech-

niques

Constructing a classifier typically involves so-called
training. In brief, training means using already cate-
gorized data elements, called training data, to derive
a procedure for classifying new and previously
unseen data elements. For instance, one might want
to learn a procedure for predicting “Fraud”-attempts
based on the “Number of International Calls” of cus-
tomers, using the data in Database 1, Database 2, and
Database 3 in Figure 1 as training data. One approach
could be to estimate the parameters of a parametric
model, so that the model predicts as accurately as
possible (for example using a maximum likelihood
based approach).

Privacy preserving classification techniques essen-
tially address two questions:

1 How can we train a classifier without revealing the
training data itself?

2 How can we classify new unseen data elements
without revealing those data elements?

It turns out that in most cases each type of classifica-
tion technique requires a tailored solution, targeting
either vertically or horizontally partitioned data, and
using data transformation/randomization and/or
secure multi-party computations. For instance, in
Privacy Preserving Nearest Neighbor Search for hori-
zontally partitioned data [XCL06], the goal is to find
the training data element that is nearest to the data
element that we want to classify; however, without
revealing any of the data elements, only the final
classification.

Similarly, a Naïve Bayesian classifier for vertically
partitioned databases may need to be trained in set-
tings where only some of the parties know the class
attributes of the training data [VC04]. Thus, in the
worst case, only one party knows the class attributes
of the training data while the other parties know the
other attributes (cf. the fraud detection example from
Figure 1). In brief, the problem is that training
requires both the attributes and the class of data, yet
privacy concerns may not allow this information to
be shared.

Privacy Preserving Association Rule Learning

The goal of association rule learning is to find spe-
cific patterns that represent knowledge in generalized
form without referring to particular data items.
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Because of this one might say that association rule
learning only represents an indirect threat to privacy.
However traditional methods require access to the
data set in order to be able to find association rules.

In the case presented in Figure 1 we assume that the
databases are owned by different parties and no one
wants to disclose their data to other parties. Again,
the main concern is how to avoid revealing data to
other parties. Both data transformation/randomization
and secure multi-party computation techniques have
been applied to develop privacy preserving methods
for association rule learning.

In the first approach [ESAG04] data are randomized
such that the true values cannot be estimated with
sufficient precision. The typical problem can be for-
mulated as following. Assume that there are several
customers having databases containing private infor-
mation and one server which is interested in learning
association rules based on statistically significant
properties of this distributed information. Customers
protect the privacy of their data by perturbing data
with some randomization algorithm and then submit-
ting the randomized version of data to the server. The
framework for mining association rules from data
that have been randomized to preserve privacy is
described in [ESAG04].

The second approach assumes that data are distribut-
ed between two or more sites and the purpose is to
learn global association rules without revealing data
to other sites. This approach was applied to both hori-
zontally and vertically partitioned data [KC04,
VC02].

Privacy Preserving Clustering Techniques

The goal in clustering is to partition data elements
into clusters so that the similarity among elements
belonging to the same clusters is high, and so that the
similarity among elements from different clusters is
low. In privacy preserving clustering a main goal is
to find the clusters in the data without revealing the
content of the data elements themselves. For exam-
ple, two or more companies may decide that perform-
ing clustering on customer data might improve their
directed marketing efforts. However, they are not
willing to reveal their own customer data to the other
party. Again, note that the data may be partitioned
vertically and/or horizontally among the involved
parties. To exemplify, in [CKVLZ] a scheme for pri-
vacy preserving of so-called EM-clustering is pro-
posed that only reveals aggregated quantities, using
multi-party secure computations. In [OZ03], data
transformation/aggregation is used, so that the clus-
tering performed on the distorted data is still valid.

Multidimensional Scaling Techniques

Informally, Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) is the
process of transforming a set of points in a high
dimensional space to a lower dimensional one while
preserving the relative distances between pairs of
points. This property is important in the context of
data visualization where it is important to preserve
relative relationship between data items while reduc-
ing dimensionality. The privacy preserving visualiza-
tion problem for this case can be formulated as fol-
lows. Assume that Alice and Bob have two sets of
private data items that represent sets of points in m-
dimensional Euclidian space. They wish to visualize
jointly both sets without revealing data items in such
a way that none of the visualized points can be corre-
lated with items in the original data sets and therefore
it is not possible to find the origin of any point.

Existing Problems and Future

Research

As indicated in the above overview, the area of pri-
vacy preserving data mining encompasses a number
of novel and intriguing problems that span several
fields. For the field of telecommunications, we
consider the following recent and more or less un-
explored avenues of research to be particularly
important:

• Privacy preserving adaptive control concerns
how to learn to control a dynamic system without
revealing your intentions, and without revealing the
internal system properties. One classical example
of adaptive control is multiplayer multi-armed ban-
dit problems with unknown reward distributions
[NT87].

• Privacy preserving adaptive resource allocation
concerns the problem of allocating resources to
entities in order to optimize some performance
criterion, without revealing information about the
resources or the involved entities.

• Privacy preserving adaptive routing concerns how
routers can decide upon near optimal routing strate-
gies, without revealing information on customer
preferences, traffic patterns, etc.

• Privacy preserving multi-dimensional scaling: One
of the possible ways to address privacy preserving
multi-dimensional scaling would be an approach
based on the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [JL84]
which notes that any set of s points in m-dimen-
sional Euclidean space can be embedded into k-
dimensional subspace, where k is logarithmic in s,
such that the pair-wise distance of any two points
is maintained within an arbitrarily small factor.
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Therefore, by projecting the data onto a random
subspace, we can dramatically change its original
form while preserving much of its underlying dis-
tance-related statistical characteristics.

Another problem of interest is the application of
privacy preserving techniques when mining data in
video information received from distributed monitor-
ing cameras or in measurement data received from
distributed sensor networks. In this context privacy-
preserving pattern matching is an important problem
[Ol]. We are presently pursuing research problems
from several of the above problem categories, with a
particular emphasis on so-called Learning Automata
based routing and resource allocation [OMG07,
GOMO07] as a foundation for privacy preserving
decision making, and on distributed Bayesian tech-
niques [EGEM06] as a foundation for privacy pre-
serving video analysis.
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1  Introduction

1.1  Motivation

Health administrations and epidemiological re-
searchers systematically accumulate personal health
information in regional and national computer based
registries. Acquisition, storage, inspection and usage,
maintenance and management of this kind of data
must be governed by national and international rules
and regulations. Privacy of health data is considered
a major user requirement, and supportive technical
means should be constructed.

1.2  Part of Norwegian History

The motivation and many of the results reported in
this paper originated with work1) carried out in the
process of technology advice to a Norwegian govern-
mental committee supported by the Norwegian Min-
istry of Health (Boe-committee2)) mandated to report
on and propose new laws and regulations for national
health registers. My concrete technological solutions,
also to be presented here actually, premised reason-
able and constructive requirements to the more gen-
eral policy discussion in the committee and beyond,
with respect to national law and regulation advancing
the protection of personal health information registra-
tions [1]. A long public, often political discussion fol-
lowed with changing governments and sectorial inter-
ests. Many of the concepts are now part of Norwe-
gian Health Registry Act of May 2001 and the regula-
tions. Some essential concepts developed by the law-
makers are personidentifiable registry (indexed by
public birthnumber and name); person-unique fields
(fields that enable (time independent) linking of
records to the same person); encrypted personidentifi-
able registry (person-unique fields encrypted); de-
identification (deleting person-unique fields). How-
ever, technically satisfactory systems and best prac-

tice of actual pseudonymous health registries have
not been established in Norway yet.

1.3  Architecture Overview

This paper presents an architecture based on multiple
autonomous database management systems, or local
registers (LR), each set up in the vicinity, but organiza-
tionally separate from a regional hospital. The hospital
records the patient’s health attributes by his or her
identity number, normally a unique person number
issued at birth. A selection of the recorded attributes
is forwarded to LR, but now keyed to a cryptographic
pseudonym mapped from the identity number. The
pseudonymization computation in the registration
process must be performed in cooperation with the
patient. The patient provides the pseudonym and a
proof (a mathematical witness) of his pseudonym (pre-
viously issued to the patient by a trusted center) to a
tamperresistant verification unit at the hospital. This
trusted hardware unit is able to verify the correspon-
dence between the identity (provided by the hospital)
and the pseudonym (provided by the patient) without
revealing any more information from the computation.
The pseudonym, encrypted under LR’s public key, is
revealed to the hospital and sent to LR. As a result, the
hospital will not know the patient’s pseudonym, and
LR will not know the patient’s identity. The hospital
cannot use the pseudonym verification unit as an effi-
cient pseudonym oracle because no computation will
be performed unless both the identity number and the
corresponding pseudonym are input. Each individual is
enabled to inspect their records anonymously by pre-
senting the pseudonym and prove the knowledge of the
witness. Furthermore, a re-identification (from pseudo-
nym to name) is made possible within the system
architecture, but conditioned on a message response
given by the person concerned. Hence, the identity of
the person is never revealed to LR, nor is it necessary
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to reveal the pseudonym to the hospital. The dis-
tributed system of databases provides extensive but
controlled online access to a variety of health statistics
without releasing individual attributes. Database
queries are answered with locally aggregated data
prepared by query servers, and subsequently collected
and combined by the requesting workstation. Statisti-
cal inference control methods may be employed in
addition to standard access control methods to execute
the security policy at the query servers. Means are also
provided, on a continuous basis, to join medical
research records (identity-keyed) with registered health
records (pseudonymkeyed), conditioned on active
acknowledgment by the patient, without giving away
the pseudonym to the researcher nor revealing the
identity number to the database administration.

1.4  Related Literature

The technical challenges dealt with in this paper stem
from political and organizational issues. On the polit-
ical level, the reporting of the Boe-committee on pri-
vacy and national health registers is documented in
[2]. A quite lively public discussion ensued that
report, and in fact continues at the time of writing
this. A public report [3] issued by the Norwegian
Ministry of Health appeared in December 1998 and
summarizes the process of additional committee
reports and the long hearing period for the law pro-
posed. Additional reports were issued in 2004 and
2005 from the Norwegian Ministry of Health.

Recently, by wide scope and popular approach,
Garfinkel’s book [4] describes a variety of privacy
problems raised by the existence and use of medical
databases, perhaps mostly seen from a US perspective.

Somewhat dated, Denning’s book [5] is still relevant
as an introduction to database security issues. More
recent database security research is reported in [6],
but that direction of work is primarily motivated by
military requirements, while best practice for infor-
mation technology deployment and operation in
health institutions currently emphasizes the impor-
tance of structural flexibility rather than strict opera-
tional hierarchy.

The state of the art in distributed database systems
can be found for example in the recent edition of the
textbook of Özsu and Valduriez [7]. However, the
weak understanding that we currently have of how to
achieve multiparty security in distributed database
systems is of course reflected in this and other con-
temporary textbooks. The term multiparty security
designates that security requirements to the system
and its service are at variance with respect to distinct
user categories or roles accepted by the system. The
system discussed in this paper presents multiparty

security requirements and solutions. In the proposed
system, the core cryptographic mechanisms for gen-
erating pseudonyms are based on techniques estab-
lished in the paper by Brandt et al. [8].

A brief report at Asiacrypt [9] presented an outline
of the ideas of the proposals in this paper. A more
substantial technical report, written in Norwegian,
was included in [2].

1.5  Outline of Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 defines the essential problems and assumptions.
Section 3 constructs the conceptual model, the system
architecture and detailed functionality. Section 4
describes the protocols for the pseudonym computa-
tions. Section 5 details how the patient is in control of
the registration and verification of data records. Sec-
tion 6 proposes how to manage an operational transi-
tion from legacy registries to new registries employ-
ing pseudonym indices. Section 7 discusses security
and the statistical inference problem. Section 8 car-
ries out an analysis of various user modes of the
proposed system. Section 9 discusses implementation
feasibility, and Section 10 concludes the paper.

2  Problem Description

A simplified model of the problem is the following. A
hospital’s registry records the patient’s medical infor-
mation. Each record is indexed by a unique identifier
key, which typically includes the national identity
number or social security number of the patient. In
general, central national registries and local registries
for health administration and research already exist.
The main purpose of these registries is to contain and
provide personal medical information for statistical
use, for instance in epidemiological investigations.

On the one hand, indices that uniquely identify the
individual patients are necessary for all such reg-
istries, not only for the purpose of medical treatment,
but also because it makes it possible to maintain
records at the individual level. Information from sev-
eral registries can easily be merged on an individual
level resulting in a firm database for statistical and
other types of investigations.

On the other hand, reasonable privacy rules and regu-
lations will require that such medical databases and
registries operations will not release information that
can be unconditionally linked to a given person.

Requirements to the standard categories of informa-
tion security, including confidentiality, authenticity,
integrity and availability, can be identified in the sys-
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tem design presented here. Security measures cover-
ing these requirements will be:

• Access control mechanisms to the computers and
the data stored therein;

• Protection against modifications of software and
data in the computers;

• Confidentiality and integrity of the computer com-
munications;

• Digital signatures for non-repudiation, receipts and
auditing.

Security mechanisms that satisfy such requirements
are mentioned many times throughout the description
of the system, but are simply assumed available with-
out further detailed constructions. The construction
and application of these mechanisms are very impor-
tant for the totality, but this paper focuses on the
security mechanisms particularly required for provid-
ing privacy of medical health registries.

A statistical database should be able to offer as many
types of statistical queries as possible with respect to
any group of individuals. This implies that health
information must be recorded individually. At the
same time, the aim is to protect the individual health
information as much as possible. This implies that
not all queries to the database can be responded to,
but must be differentiated with respect to the user’s
authorization. Moreover, a clever combination of sta-
tistical queries may reveal individual health data, and
as such must be controlled.

3  System Architecture

3.1  Model and Security Policy

The general model of the proposed system is a three
tiered structure as shown in Figure 1. The data acqui-
sition and registration are represented by the block on

the left. This input will comprise selected health data
from the hospital’s patient records, either new entries
or corrections of already entered data.

The centre block represents the database and its man-
agement. In the detailed design model, this block will
consist of several registries associated with local reg-
istry organizations.

The block to the right represents the statistical output
process, where authorized users make statistical
queries to the health database. The users may be geo-
graphically dispersed, perform access independently
of the location of the registry, and they may have
access only to parts or to the whole database.

The solution strategy is to reduce and remove the
direct informational links between the individual’s
identity string and the corresponding health data
attributes as the data ‘flow’ from the registration
source to the user. The hospital will register and store
the health information by personidentifiable data,
such as the patient’s full name and social security
number. However, the registry organization must use
cryptographically generated pseudonyms. This means
that the registry organization will possess the individ-
ual records, but not be able to link these records to
the identity of any one person.

Furthermore, the registry organization can choose
to respond to queries in the form of aggregated data
only, and not release data from any individual record.
For instance, replies to statistical queries could be
cast in such a way that it will not reveal health
attributes of any individual patient, while still satisfy
the statistical requirements expected by the user.

Other users could be authorized to read excerpts of
individual health information within a special group
of patients. The registry will release the individual
health information to these users, for instance
indexed by some pseudonym ordering.

Some registry users could require to follow up indi-
vidual patients with respect to recorded health data.
Even though the records are indexed by crypto-
graphic pseudonyms, it is still technically feasible
within the proposed system to efficiently link from
pseudonym to identity, by allowing the operation of
a trusted third party.

3.2  Detailed Model

3.2.1  Structure

Refer to Figure 2 in the following. A local general
health registry associated with a hospital is denoted
LR, and a special registry (for instance cancer reg-

Figure 1  The conceptual model with three distinct
organizational domains. The information flow is
uni-directional from registration to query domain
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istry, medical birth registry) is denoted SR. A query
processor connected to an LR or an SR is denoted LQ.
Without further details, the assumption is that the
source of identitybased health information is the hos-
pital’s patient record system of some kind, denoted
JR. For the purpose here, it is reasonable to assume
that all LR are structured according to a standardized
database scheme, but the data structure of the special
registries SR will be different.

A uniquely identifying number or code institutionally
linked to an individual will be denoted Id, such as a
personal number or social security number. The
pseudonym Pid is a number or code that is crypto-
graphically linked to an Id, as will be shown later.
Let A denote health data and descriptions that can be
attributed to any individual patient. Let an LR store a
table where each record contains an identity and the
corresponding health attributes, denoted (Pid, A1).
Hence, the data attributes of the health records are
kept to an absolute minimum, in order to abstract
away from details not directly relevant to the prob-
lems addressed here. Let SR store a table where each
row contains an identity and the corresponding health
attributes, denoted (Id, A2). Hence, both types of reg-
istry relate attribute values to distinguished indices
uniquely identifying the patient’s person-unique
fields. However, to join attributes from LR and SR on
identity, we must first be able to compute the relation
(Id, Pid).

3.2.2  Input

The hospital’s JR stores the patient health data tables
with person-unique fields as part of the primary key.
The JR is assumed to be within the domain of the
hospital organization and its corresponding security
policy with respect to access and information flow
control. This policy will also determine which data in
JR that will be reported to LR, including the proce-
dure for how this is carried out.

The health records to be input to LR or SR will be
pseudonymized with the help of a tamper-resistant
pseudonym tester TPT. This TPT unit must be located
within the hospital organization because it is used in
the registration of the patient’s health data. Hence,
this computing unit is required to be tamper-resistant
so that nobody is able to modify the functionality or
read out temporarily data stored inside. Consequent-
ly, the TPT unit can be securely located within the
hospital territory without misuse. Computing pseudo-
nyms for given identities can only take place if JR
and LR cooperate in computing a pseudonym, as
described in Section 4.

The communication unit that contains TPT receives
messages from JR, processes these messages with the

help of TPT, then forwards the messages. The correct
recipient is either a local register LR, or a special
register SR, or perhaps both. The recipient address
is determined by JR and attached to the message.

Normally, data communication protocols provide the
sender address to the receiver. In principle, a system
administrator of SR can easily determine which
hospital the patient report is coming from. So if it
is required that the identity of the reporting hospital
should be hidden, then the sender address cannot be
sent to SR. One possible solution is to introduce a
trusted intermediate communication node MIX that
removes the original sender address. The message
authentication will take place in two steps, first
between the TPT and the MIX, then between the MIX
and the SR. It should be sufficient with a single MIX
in the system.

Figure 2  System architecture that shows one local registry
instance LR and one special registry instance SR. The dotted
rectangles depict organizational domains
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A theoretically more elegant mechanism for solving
this problem is to use group signatures [10]. All TPT
will be enabled to digitally sign the message accord-
ing to this cryptographic protocol. Any SR can verify
that the message originated from the set of authorized
TPT without revealing the exact identity. If, at a later
stage, it becomes necessary to know which TPT was
the sender, the signature can be ‘opened’ by all TPT
taking part in an opening protocol.

The main task of the TPT is to verify the computa-
tional correspondence between the identity code,
received from JR, and the pseudonym code received
from the patient. If this turns out positive the identity
index is replaced with the pseudonym index and the
message is forwarded. The pseudonym code is the
computational result of a cryptographic transforma-
tion of the identity code, precomputed as described in
detail in Section 4. Importantly, the TPT is only able
to compute the required verification procedure if
supported by the patient’s H, a very small computing
token that can store, among other data, the witness
number of the patient’s pseudonym. This process of
pseudonymization is described in detail in Section 4.3.

3.2.3  Output

The users of the health data extract information from
LR employing the LQ. The LQ provides a statistical
query service based on the database LR. The users
are granted access rights (authorized) according to
a specified security policy, ideally by which the LQ
machine will control information access, flow and
statistical inference.

A central nationwide query processor NQ will per-
form a service similar to LQ. The difference is that
NQ service can be based on all local registries LR
and SR combined. Each user of NQ is granted access
rights according to a well defined security policy,
by which the NQ machine will control information
access, flow and statistical inference, analogous
to the functionality of LQ.

Note that NQ does not require raw records if the data
structures of the registers are the same or similar.
This is discussed further in Section 8.5.

If the registry data structures (schemas) are not
homogeneous, integration into a cohesive distributed
database will pose a challenge. In fact, a number of
the SR are legacy systems and developed indepen-
dently of each other. Accordingly, there will exist
types of statistical queries that NQ cannot answer
solely based on statistical data from the LQ proces-
sors, but will require the ‘raw data’ (the records
indexed by pseudonyms) combined from different LR
and SR. This means that raw data must be sent to NQ

if such queries can be answered. This does not imply
that NQ must maintain a central database, but that NQ
must temporarily collect the raw records from the
distinct LR in order to be able to compute the query.
Subsequently, the raw records submitted must be
deleted. Further optimization to this process seems to
be possible, but is not pursued within this paper.

3.2.4  Security Management Domains

Clearly, it is reasonable to put the pairs of LQ and LR
within the same organizational domain. And similar
with LQ and SR. Users restricted to one registry can
then be managed by this local domain and its security
policy. Another advantage is that this boundary aligns
perfectly with already established and running SR
organizations.

The NQ services demand its own organizational
domain that can manage user authorization and debit-
ing, establish and maintain links to the local and spe-
cial registries, and coordinate the standardization of
database structures and data communications. Other
tasks that naturally fall within the authority of a cen-
tral NQ are coordination of a harmonized security
policy and quality control of data registration.

Note that technically speaking, a centralized manage-
ment of the local machines is completely feasible and
will probably turn out to be very cost-effective. More
precisely, it is technically feasible to employ central-
ized system management sustaining a local authoriza-
tion and security policy.

4  Pseudonymization

4.1  Security Assumptions and Objectives

Our primary concern is that LR does not get knowl-
edge about the relation (Id, A). What are the assump-
tions we have to rely on to satisfy this requirement?
First we examine the assumptions necessary for the
organizations of JR and LR with respect to the
pseudonymization process.

Certainly, we assume that JR does not reveal infor-
mation about (Id, A) to outsiders. This brings the
assumption that LR does not have any access to JR. It
is reasonable to assume that the pseudonyms do not
need to be kept secret with respect to JR, because the
register JR already has access to all health informa-
tion of the patient. Moreover, we make the assump-
tion that LR will not leak any information to out-
siders. This implies that the problem can be reduced
to the problem of how JR can send information on
the format (Pid, A) to LR or SR.
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The foregoing assumptions are probably too strong in
practice because there will likely be individuals asso-
ciated with both the JR and the LR, for instance a
medical doctor carrying out research projects. Simple
access to pseudonyms at JR results in easy re-identifi-
cation that cannot be controlled seen from the LR
side. This argument implies that we must strengthen
the security requirements of the pseudonymization
process such that neither JR nor LR will know or be
able to compute the informational link (Id, Pid).

It follows that the process of pseudonymization must
be performed by others than the JR-organization. The
immediate solution is to let the patient himself, or
someone on his behalf, compute the link between
identity and pseudonym. Therefore the clarified
objective becomes: each patient (or his or her repre-
sentative) shall be enabled to compute one and only
one pseudonym linked to the identity.

The requirement that neither JR nor LR shall be able
to link identity and pseudonym must be supported by
the assumption that the registries JR and LR or SR
will not cooperate in linking the identity with pseudo-
nym. It is straightforward to link these by cooperative
computing, for example by JR somehow coding the Id
into the health records that are sent to LR. Information
about Id can for instance be ‘coded’ into an attribute
variable without any possibilities for third parties to
check this. (Basically, this is the problem of sublimi-
nal or side channels in cryptographic literature.)

Furthermore, the patient must have some method of
inspecting LR to verify that the information stored is
timely, relevant, correct and complete. As already
stated, the registry LR shall not be able by itself to
link identity and pseudonym; this individual inspec-
tion control must be performed anonymously. More-
over, it is important that each patient only has access
to LR records concerning himself. Hence, some
mechanism for authentication of the claimed pseudo-
nym must be provided for.

4.2  Patient Computer

Either the patient, or his or her representative, must
be equipped with some computing ‘help’ in order
to be able to participate in the computation of the
pseudonym, and other protocols. This computing
help could be from a small computer device, such as
a smart card, or it could be part of the functionality of
an electronic wallet or wristwatch, mobile phone, or
other wearable computer device. Formfactor, size,
price and features may vary, but the computing
device must be able to carry out public key computa-
tions efficiently. It must also be able to communicate
with the hospital’s TPT unit, most preferably wire-
less. The patient allows the device to engage in com-

munication with the TPT, the rest will be performed
automatically by the machines. Some indication of
the processing and finishing should be shown by the
device, as assuring feedback to the patient. The
detailed construction of the computing device is out-
side the scope here, so in the following this comput-
ing device will simply be denoted H.

There are several important characteristics for the
management of H. It will not be issued and owned
by a particular organization, and will not contain any
information secret to the holder, along the same prin-
ciples that you would expect for your own wallet. At
this point, note that this approach is markedly differ-
ent to most of the contemporary solutions proposed
in smartcard schemes of banks, identity cards and so
on, where it is an organization or a service provider
or an institution that ‘lends out’ the user instrument
to the client, and where the security is based on the
secret information stored in the tamper-resistant
device. The H device is the patient’s ‘information
wallet’ that can be used in the communication with
other organizations and services, as needed. An orga-
nization simply needs to issue the information that
the client needs in order to start using the services
offered. This solution secures both the client and the
organization interests, whereas most of the current
‘instrument’ solutions are one-sided in that they only
take the organization’s security into view. Suitable
devices that can realize H are commercially available
today in the form of mobile phone, pocket computers
and supersmartcards.

If the owner is afraid that H might be lost, stolen or
misplaced, then the access to the information can be
protected by some password, or even better, by bio-
metrics such as thumbprint or speaker dependent
voice recognition. The data stored in H can be backed
up, either employing a home PC or with some trusted
third party service.

4.3  A Cryptographic Transformation

A basic cryptographic transformation that can be
applied in the system is presented in Ref [8], and is
recaptured here for completeness. The following
requirements must be satisfied for the transformation
T from Id to Pid:

Anonymity: Given a pseudonym Pid and two iden-
tity instances:

(Id = x1)
(Id = x2)

where one and only one instance is correct, then it
should be computationally hard to decide which is
correct.
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Verifiability: For each Id there exists a witness num-
ber w such that it is easy to compute Id and the corre-
sponding Pid given w.

Independence: If one pair of (Id,w) is known, then
the anonymity property must be true for other values
of Id.

Note that if one knows a single witness number w, it
is easy to compute a single pseudonym, but not more.
The w is the ‘witness’ on the correct correspondence
between Id and Pid, but w is not of any help in com-
puting other pairs of Id and Pid. The witness number
w enables the holder associated with Id to compute
his pseudonym Pid, and it enables the holder to prove
that the pseudonym Pid corresponds to his identity
Id, but only for his own identity.

It must be hard to compute the witness number from
a given identity Id, or else it would be easy to find the
correspondence between Id and Pid given the require-
ment of verifiability. This will break the anonymity
requirement. A parallel argument will be valid for
computing a witness number starting from a given Pid.

Therefore it is hard to find both one’s own witness
number and others’ witness numbers. Assume then
that the correct witness number is given to the correct
person and that this is kept confidential. Further
assume that there exists a method of testing whether a
person knows a witness number that corresponds to a
given pseudonym without revealing the witness num-
ber. Assuming that a person only knows his own wit-
ness number and it is hard to compute a witness num-
ber, then it is possible for this test method to decide
whether the person claims the correct pseudonym.
This can be employed in an anonymous verification
of claimed pseudonym when personal health record
inspection is requested.

But someone must be able to compute the witness
number from the identity information. A simple solu-
tion is to restrict information that must be input in
this computation to some issuing authority. But how
can a single party be enabled to compute something
that no one else can? We have to introduce two cryp-
tographic functions to answer this question.

One proposal that satisfies all three requirements
above can be constructed with the help of oneway
functions and trapdoor oneway functions. A oneway
function is a mathematical function where it is easy
to compute g(x) given x, but given y it is computa-
tionally hard to find a value x such that y = g(x).

A trapdoor oneway function is a oneway function
where there exists some extra information (the trap-

door) that can be employed so that it is easy to com-
pute the inverse function. The trapdoor information is
hard to compute given the oneway function descrip-
tion.

Assume that f is a trapdoor oneway function and that
g is a oneway function. A transformation T that takes
Id as argument and computes a pseudonym is defined
as:

T = g ° f -1

such that

w = f -1(Id)

and

Pid = g(w).

The functions f and g do not need to be kept secret,
but must be available both for the patient’s H and the
hospital’s TPT to test that the witness number corre-
sponds computationally with both Id and Pid. The
function f -1 is restricted to the issuing authority
though.

5  Registration and Verification

Control

5.1  Trusted Issuer

A trusted authority TC will issue the witness number
w based on Id. Only TC can do this because only TC
knows the trapdoor function that maps from Id to w.
More precisely, the computation of this function is
embedded in tamper-resistant electronics so that the
secret trapdoor information will not be revealed to
anybody.

The TC must not be operated by non-authorized per-
sonnel, and the security procedures of this witness
issuing function can be strengthened by several
mechanisms. For instance, several TC operating per-
sonnel must be present when the issuing takes place.
This can be done by secret sharing schemes, where
the trapdoor information is partioned and shared
among operators. The mathematical computation will
take place only when all participants are present and
supply their share of a secret key.

The issuing of the witness number may take place
by requiring the person to visit some office. The
patient’s helper device H will receive and store the w
automatically. The H will also check the correctness
of the issued witness number, as described in the pre-
vious section. Now the person is capable of proving
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the association with Id and Pid, by running a crypto-
graphic protocol on his or her H.

5.2  Pseudonymization Facilitated by

Patient

A registration record from JR to LR or SR is sent
via the tamper-resistant pseudonym tester TPT for
pseudonymization. The TPT receives the pseudonym
from the patient’s H.

One or probably more TPTs are installed in a hospi-
tal. The program and electronic functionality of TPT,
including the functions f and g, are embedded in tam-
per-resistant electronics so that correct and complete
operations can be trusted. Observe that TPT does not
contain any secret information before and after use,
but only implementation of algorithms that are
assumed to be publicly available anyway. It is fore-
most the integrity of TPT that must be trusted. A TPT
will (somewhat similar to the function of a notarius
publicus) confirm that the pseudonym submitted by
the patient to the TPT is correct with respect to the
identity claimed for the actual registration record.

The patient lets H send Id and w to TPT. The TPT
computes the identity Id from w, verifies that Id =

?
f (w),

and checks that Id matches with the identity indicated
by JR. If all this checks, then the pseudonym is com-
puted Pid = g(w), and the identity code is swapped
with the pseudonym code in the registration record.
The message is now ready for submission to LR, and
the TPT will delete all computation data from its
computer memory.

Note that TPT cannot compute the pseudonym based
on Id only. The corresponding w must be supplied.
Nor can the TPT be used to compute identities from
pseudonyms. This means that the TPT unit can only
be used to verify cryptographic computations already
carried out. The TPT can be utilized only when the
computed answer w is known in advance.

In spite of these security properties, the system man-
agers of the hospital computer system could easily
make a little program that accumulated a table con-
taining records of (Id, Pid) as the pseudonyms are
computed. If the security assessment of the total sys-
tem organization dictates that this will pose a risk,
this problem can be solved by TPT computing a hos-
pital pseudonym, where this hospital pseudonym can
only be transformed to a register pseudonym by LR.

Evidently, not all patients will have the possibility, or
even the motivation, to own and handle an H that will
control the registrations. It is therefore necessary that
JR can choose to send the registration records of this
category of patients to TC. The prerequisite is that TC

be authorized, directly or indirectly, by the patient to
carry out this transformation. A balanced security can
be adopted if the TC can provide online simulation of
the H, so that the protocol of pseudonymization is
now happening between TC and TPT (the details of
this protocol are left out here).

5.3  Anonymous Register Inspection

The patient should have the opportunity, at any time,
to request and validate the registrations particular to
him or her. This is facilitated by some terminal con-
nected to the inspection service. This could be part of
the functionality of a public kiosk terminal, a desktop
or mobile network service. Let this terminal be
denoted VT.

The inspection terminal VT will take commands from
H. The H device will send a name to VT asking to
connect to the selected registry. After connection is
established, the inspection server and the H can
engage in the inspection protocol directly. The device
H will send Pid, and the server will request a proof
that H knows the witness number. This can be carried
out with a zero knowledge protocol, where the
inspection server is convinced of this fact without H
never having to reveal any bits of information about
its w.

Subsequently, the inspection service will request the
records indexed on the actual pseudonym from the
registry, and forward the recorded data to the H. The
person may choose between reading the information
on a VT screen, or store the information and scruti-
nize the data at a later point in time at some private
location. The communication channel should have
end-to-end confidentiality property.

Figure 3  Registry specific pseudonyms, where func-
tional computational dependencies are introduced
between Id, w, and pseudonyms for NQ and LQ
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If correction is needed, the person will have to corre-
spond with JR. This procedure will ensure that both
JR and LR are updated and consistent.

5.4  Re-identification by Notification

Two parties in the system are given the ability to
compute the identity from a given pseudonym. The
patient knows her own pseudonym, through her H.
The issuing authority TC can compute all pseudo-
nyms from given identities, i.e. in principle the
reverse link from a given pseudonym to the identity.

In this emerging age of ubiquitous data communica-
tions, it will soon be practical and efficient to notify
the patient by broadcast email, even for the popula-
tion of a country3). This email will request the patient
to acknowledge the pseudonym and provide an
informed consent of re-identification. The procedure
includes a request asking the person addressed by
pseudonym to initiate further contact with an author-
ity within some time period. If the time expires with-
out response, the privacy policy could open for re-
identification by the authority TC, at least in serious
cases of epidemiological emergency.

5.5  Local Pseudonyms

The system can be augmented to make the identity-
to-pseudonym mapping dependent on each local LR.
A TPG unit must be able to transform from identity
to a pseudonym for a selected LR or SR. By this we
achieve restriction mechanisms against linking data
stored in distinct registries. The linking ability can be
assigned to one or more of the NQ. Then only the
query processors will be able to join data from differ-
ent LR and SR on pseudonym. See Figure 3.

Perhaps it is important here to emphasize that it will
be a simple operation for an NQ unit to map from one
local pseudonym to another. A practical solution will
be to connect transformation to an LR address. Only
one pseudonym type NQ-Pid will be internally in NQ.

6  Transition to Patient Controlled

Registration

6.1  Registration Controlled by Trusted

Third Party

A standard and general personal computing device is
widely worn today: the wireless mobile (‘PDA-
phone’) is rapidly becoming a serious contender for

such a device. The patient will not be able to bring
the cryptographic parameters and communicate with
TPT without an electronic device H. This fact means
that a third party must perform the pseudonymization
on behalf of the patient, because we have already
assumed that neither LR nor JR should be able to do
this computation.

In the proposed solution with patient controlled regis-
tration, the TC may compute on behalf of the patients
who either do not take an interest in privacy or have
acute medical disabilities and have not granted others
the authorization to act on their behalf. Nevertheless,
by the current outlook, it is very reasonable to expect
that the availability of mobile implements that can
take on the functionality of H will increase signifi-
cantly, so that the major part of the population, say
more than 95 percent4) of the population will be able
to participate in the system. This suggests a transi-
tional phase where all pseudonymizations will be per-
formed by one or more TC in the beginning. Then as
the personal wearable computing devices become
mainstream, an increasing number of patients will
possess the functionality that is required from H in
this system. An increasing number of people will be
able to control the pseudonym themselves by directly
communicating with the hospital’s TPT. Observe that
this implies that the main structure of the information
system can stay the same from introduction to fully
productional system.

If so required, the TC can be prevented from having
read access to the health records by sending
encrypted data from JR to LR or SR. Most likely, this
will have to be performed anyway if the communica-
tion between JR and TC, and between TC and LR or
SR will be on open networks. We require that the
transport communication protocol provide authentic-
ity and confidentiality services.

One advantage of letting TC carry out the pseudo-
nymization computation is that the secret function f -1

will not be distributed and physically secured in a
multitude of devices. One possible disadvantage will
be that the system is now operationally dependent on
online access to TC. In other words, if TC fails to be
operational then no registration can be executed.

The hospital’s JR and the local registry LR could be
located in the geographical vicinity, and probably
both units will be connected to a local or metropolitan

3) This was originally proposed in 1991, the breakthrough of ubiquitous Internet and mobile communications technology has
strengthened this assertion considerably.

4) The number of GSM subscriptions in the Norwegian population reached 4,716,090 at the end of 2004, whereas the Norwegian
population was 4,640,219 at the beginning of 2006.
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area network. It follows that the communication costs
will be negligible. Some costs must be attached to the
registration communication with TC, but that will
decrease with the availability of patients’ H.

One way of avoiding the disadvantages mentioned
above is to distribute the pseudonymization process-
ing of TC to local tamper-resistant pseudonym gener-
ators TPG. A TPG unit will be able to generate and
output the pseudonym given an identity as input,
whereas the pseudonym tester TPT previously
employed can not. This means that TPG must contain
the secret part of the trapdoor function f -1 in a tam-
per-resistant package, a function reserved for the
trusted third party TC in the previous discussion.

A general problem with utilizing a TPG is that the
device can be exploited as a pseudonym oracle. One
approach for managing this threat is that TPG will not
output the pseudonym directly, but outputs a hospital
pseudonym that LR is able to transform to a register
pseudonym.

In practice, the hospital’s computer system adminis-
trator could restrict the access to TPG service. How-
ever, the result will be a weaker balanced security
than in a patient controlled pseudonymization process
where it is impossible to employ the TPT as a pseudo-
nym oracle.

It is reasonable to predict that increasingly the
patients will own or be given easy access to a per-
sonal computing device H. Hence the person, using
the H, will be able to check what is stored in the reg-
istry about him or her immediately, and without prior
arrangement with the hospital. Inherently, this will
be an important incitement to purchase the H and re-
ceive the witness number w. As the majority of users
hold a H containing the w, the declining demand of
the service provided by the local pseudonym genera-
tors TPG can be centralized to a TC as the pseudo-
nym testers TPT are replacing the pseudonym genera-
tors. This will shift the work load from the realtime
online service of the TC server, and localize the data
communication, hence reducing cost and improving
reliability and security.

6.2  Inspection Arrangement

Envision the situation where the hospitals are using
the TPG issued by the trusted third party TC. The
patient does not possess a H. How can the right to
inspect be secured in this situation?

The hospital’s TPG can issue a ‘ticket’ that stores
the patient’s witness number. For instance, the ticket

could be realized by very cheap technology of a magnet
stripe card. The perceived threat that unauthorized indi-
viduals might access the ticket can be prevented by data
encryption derived from some password. The password
can be freely chosen by the patient, or better, the TPG
chooses a random password and writes this in a sealed
envelope, similar to current issuing technology of credit
card companies of PIN. Subsequently, the ticket and the
password can be used in a verification terminal VT.

The ticket is brought to VT. The terminal VT must be
assumed to operate on behalf of the person and be
trusted not communicate or store identities and health
records. The VT will read the ticket, ask for the pass-
word, decrypt the witness number, and compute the
pseudonym Pid = g(w). Subsequently, the VT con-
nects to the registry, and requests the information
stored under Pid. The registry’s inspection program
will ask for authentication, quite similar to the patient
controlled registration. If the authentication is veri-
fied the health data will be returned to VT, which for-
wards the information to the patient by screen or
printout. Finally, the user will log out and the termi-
nal will delete all data from the transaction.

Note that this inspection scheme assumes that the
patient will trust that TPG and VT are correct. This and
other trust assumptions are not required if the patient
holds the trusted H. As remarked before: A system
where the organization equip the client with its own
instruments necessarily becomes securitywise unbal-
anced and requires strong trust demands of the client.

6.3  Re-identification

Assume that a user of LR is authorized to receive Pid
from LR via LQ. For example, the user wants to tar-
get information about a new medical treatment to a
special group of patients, or make some follow-up
investigations of such a group. The right and proce-
dure for re-identification within the scenario of tick-
ets must be carried out by some third party authority.
A natural choice would be the TC, which also should
take on the task of security policy and management.

6.4  Extant Registries

Special medical databases for epidemiological pur-
poses must be assumed to be operational already5).
This is accommodated for in the proposed architec-
ture by the SR registries. The health records in these
SR registries are indexed by unique personal identity
numbers. This indexing must be changed to pseudo-
nyms if these health records should be joined with
individual records in a registry (NQ unit). This trans-
lation process can be done by the TC as a one-time

5) Four specialized national health registries operated in Norway 1992.
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task. At the same time all JR have to start sending
pseudonym records to SR as described.

A practical transitional procedure to a new structure
would be to maintain the existing practice while start-
ing the new pseudonym registry. The ongoing regis-
trations will go to the established registries, as before.
In addition, both old and new records are sent to the
new pseudonym indexed registry by using a special
TPG unit issued by TC. The pseudonym type of this
TPG will be special to this registry. The result is that
even if the SR organization knows the relation
between identity and this special pseudonym, this
knowledge will not be applicable to other registries
because they employ other mappings. A central NQ
unit will, as described before, be enabled to link the
different pseudonym types.

The organizational separation between the existing
identity-based registries, and the new pseudonym-
based registry, similar to the distinction between JR
and SR, might secure that linking cannot take place.
If this can be introduced then a standard pseudonym
type can be employed.

While the hospitals will carry out the transition to a
pseudonym-based registration and send the registra-
tion directly to SR, the number of registration mes-
sages submitted to the old identity-based registry will
steadily decrease until all hospitals have converted to
the new system. All health records can be joined con-
tinuously from a user perspective, even in this transi-
tion phase, because all records will be available at the
SR by pseudonyms.

7  Interactive Statistics

7.1  Client-Server

Traditionally, there have been two main methods to
issue statistical data to users: macro and micro statis-
tics [5].

Macro statistics
This is a collection of related accumulations, nor-
mally presented by two dimensional tables. The
disadvantage with this is that the revealed data can
only present a very limited basis for statistical anal-
yses.

Micro statistics
One or several files containing individual database
records are stored on some storage medium and
transferred to the user. The user will utilize his own
computer program to perform statistical analyses.
The database issuer cannot restrict the functionality
of these programs in any way (they can be con-

structed by the user). Therefore the protection
against dissemination of sensitive information must
be done in advance. For instance, this could be
removal of name fields, records with extreme val-
ues, extract a randomized subset, or add ‘noise’ to
resulting values.

None of the methods described above exploit the
advantages of a state-of-the-art distributed interactive
database system, where the users are online to the
database employing the tools of an application-ori-
ented query language. The system architecture pro-
posed here builds upon the client-server model. A
user’s workstation will act as a client. A coordinating
query processor will be a server to the workstation,
but will take the role of a client with respect to one or
more database machines. A database machine will
normally take a server role. A client machine will be
able to submit queries over the data communications
network to many database server machines, then col-
lect and process the response on the local machine.

The researcher is equipped with a workstation that
runs program tools for statistical analyses and as front
end clients to database systems, and network commu-
nication program services that connect to the statisti-
cal services. Hence the user’s geographical location is
independent of the registry’s location.

Every local statistical registry provides a networked
service. Access control is performed by authentica-
tion of the query messages, for example determined
by client identity and query type. When access is per-
mitted, the query is forwarded to a server application
(LQ) which performs the detailed database transac-
tions.

The response from the database system will be sent
to the server application as a database table. The
server application will carry out the requested compu-
tations (statistical functions) on the table. When this
computation is finished, the result will be condition-
ally returned from LQ over the communication net-
work to the work-station that generated the query.
The result is allowed to be sent if it checks against
the inference security policy of NQ. For instance, the
statistics should not release unnecessary pieces of
detailed information of the individual patient records
to the researcher or administrator.

7.2  Statistical Functions

Let us review the basic statistical functions that
should be available in a statistical database server,
under the assumption that the work-stations used by
the researcher can carry out extensive statistical pro-
cessing of estimators and testing of hypotheses.
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Let us start out with a small example. Assume a sim-
ple database table where each record (row in the
table) contains values for the following five attributes
(synonymous with fields or columns in the table):

Identity number  Date of birth  Gender  Date  Diagnosis

The code in the field Identity number will be trans-
formed to another code denoted a pseudonym when
communicated from JR to LR. It follows that the cor-
responding table in LR will contain records of the fol-
lowing structure:

Pseudonym number  Date of birth  Gender  Date  Diagnosis

Assume further that this table in LR contains N
records. A subset of the records can be characterized
by a predicate C. As an example:

C: (Gender = male) AND 
(Diagnosis = arthritis OR hypertension).

The table will be partitioned in two, the part that sat-
isfies C and the part that does not satisfy C. The size
of the part that satisfies C will be a variable depen-
dent on the instance of predicate expression C and the
actual records stored in the LR table.

Assume a general registry table, where the fields are
numbered sequentially from left to right 1, 2, 3, ..., j,
…, and where the jth field represents that attribute Aj.
The statistical counting is computed over the partition
of the table characterized by the expression C.

The simplest statistical functions are count, frequency
and sum (for attributes where addition is defined).
The functions Relative frequency and Average are
computed:

The function count can be employed in the example
given above by simply counting the number of
records that satisfies the values assigned to the
attributes Gender and Diagnosis.

One example of the application of the functions sum
and count is: We want to find the average of systolic
pressure (assuming this is an attribute in the table).
First all the blood pressure values must be summed
up over all the records that satisfy C, then the total
number of such record instances is counted:

More general statistical computations are variance,
covariance and correlation-coefficient. This and

higher order moments and central-moments can be
computed from a general query in accordance with
the form

where the exponents e1, e2, … are non-negative inte-
gers, and xi1

is the value of A1 in row i in the table.

Other types of statistics that could be relevant are
median, percentile, and extremal points max, min.

8  Users

8.1  Security Policy

The preceding discussion has introduced the notions
of inference policy and control. This can be made
more precise now, by stating that the inference policy
is a set of rules that can decide which types of statis-
tics a user is authorized to have access to, and which
pieces or information are sensitive, meaning that the
computed response to the query will release personal
information that breaks the policy rules.

The security measures to be installed will depend on
the detailed security policy determined. The proposed
architecture has great flexibility here. It is possible
to differentiate between local and special registry,
between users, between access rights of the various
NQ to data, and so on. In most cases it will be possi-
ble to keep the statistical functions completely local
so that NQ does not have to manage raw data. This
means that users who do not have access rights to raw
data still are able to request useful NQ functionality.

Recall that the structural starting point of the archi-
tecture was the introduction of a strong separation of
data source and data sink, as shown in Figure 1. The
input of personal health data takes place on one side,
while the statistical output is carried out on the other
side. If a person is authorized to carry out both regis-
tration of health data and statistical queries using NQ,
this person will in principle be able to link identity
and pseudonym easily. This is so because the person
is able to modify the database in a controlled way,
for instance data perturbations that may easily be
detected and identified. This and similar problems
belong to the problems of inference control of data
base systems, which is now developed further.

8.2  Modes of Operation

Fundamentally, there appears to be three different
work mode possibilities for a research scientist in this
respect.

rfreq(C) =
count(C)

N

avg(C,Aj) =
sum(C,Aj)

count(C)

q(C; e1, e2, ...) =
∑

i∈C

xe1

i1
xe2

i2
...,
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1 The health management researcher Alice will con-
nect her work-station to one or several of the reg-
istries LR and SR, and make statistical queries of
the type described in the previous section. (Of
course, other types of queries can be done too, but
are not analyzed here.) The researcher receives
numbers concerning counts, summations and corre-
lation coefficients of attribute variables conditioned
on a given characterization. Further statistical anal-
ysis and testing will take place locally on the work-
station, using her favourite software client tools for
this purpose.

2 The clinical researcher Bob has acquired his own
database that can be processed locally on his work-
station with accompanying tools. Access control
and information flow are at the researcher’s discre-
tion.

3 The epidemiological researcher Cecilie acquires
her own statistical database and links this to extant
institutional medical registries. Basically, two dis-
tinct motivations might be found for this linking
requirement:

a Either the need to link emerges after the data is
collected,

b Or a selected subpopulation of the registry forms
the baseline for collecting more medical data
about these persons.

The implications of modality 3 are taken further in
the next Section.

8.3  Linking

8.3.1  Join

The operation join is well defined in a relational
database. Linking two or more tables in this context
is limited to equijoin over the identity attribute (the
pseudonym).

Let the researcher’s table comprise an index and two
attributes,

TF = {(#, Id, AF)}.

Moreover, let the registry table be

TR = {(#, Pid, AR)}.

The object of employing the function equijoin is to
form a table of tuples (Pid, AF , AR) where the value
AF belongs to the correctly derived Id from Pid. The
next section will discuss how this can be done.

8.3.2  Linking Research and Institutional Data

In this case the researcher has already collected the
health data indexed on identity, and wishes ad hoc to
align these data with some records of the registry. In
this section, Q will denote either LQ or NQ, and R
will denote one or more LR. Two possible alterna-
tives emerge here.

1 The hospital performs the registration of data TF
and sends this further to LR, either via the hospital’s
TPT if the patient is there, or else by the TC. The
researcher is authorized to acquire statistics via Q.
This solution becomes very similar to what is
sketched already for information sent from JR to LR.

2 Let TF be pseudonymized, either by an assigned
research TPG (for instance in the form of a smart
card) or by submitting data to TC, which will trans-
form from Id → F-Pid (researcher pseudonym).
This transformation will be according to the same
principle as described for the local registry pseudo-
nym. Similarly, Q must be enabled to transform
from F-Pid to Q-Pid (registry pseudonym) when
the pseudonymized table is sent to R. This solution
is independent of the hospital’s computers. The
method does not release the pseudonyms of the
registry, which will remain an internal index.
Instead the researcher is given a pseudonym that
can be transformed internally by Q into a registry
pseudonym. Note the analogy between LQ with
respect to a researcher pseudonym, and NQ with
respect to a local registry pseudonym (Section 5.5).

Linking: First, let us give the details of alternative 2
described above. The researcher will receive a table
transformed from (Id, AF) to (F-Pid, AF), either with
the help of a TPG issued by TC, or the TC performing
this directly.

A straightforward procedure is that the researcher
sends the pseudonym-indexed table to Q, which com-
putes Q-Pid from F-Pid. Now Q is able to compute
equijoin which results in the table

TFR = {(Q-Pid, AF, AR)}.

Thereafter, the researcher can perform the statistical
investigations aided by Q on TFR.

A more complicated, but storage-efficient way would
be that Q generates a temporary TFR dependent on
the researcher’s queries. Five different cases emerge,
depending on where the characteristic attributes are
located and which attributes the query q contains. In
general, the researcher will submit a subset of all
researcher pseudonyms to Q, possibly together with
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the attributes necessary. The actual linking will be
performed by Q, returning the statistical results.

8.4  From Pseudonym to Identity

Consider the case of transforming from pseudonym to
identity. The baseline identified for a closer monitor-
ing will be a subpopulation of R. This requires re-
identification, something we have made great strides
to make impossible! In a controlled manner, this can
be done by TC if Q on request supplies the pseudo-
nyms of the subpopulation and the researcher’s iden-
tity to TC. The TC makes a decision to issue a list of
identities to the researcher.

Note that the researcher does not receive the
pseudonyms. The researcher collects new medical
information indexed on Id. If the new data should be
linked to R, we end up in a situation as described in
Section 8.3.2.

Authorization by the Patient. If we may assume
that patients possess H and so are capable of comput-
ing the pseudonym, new possibilities open up with
a view to continuing health investigations of patients.
A patient can compute a research pseudonym Fid,
and by this computation directly acknowledge that
collected information can be linked to his or her
medical data in R. Hence the linking can be directly
authorized by the patient, so person identification
becomes irrelevant with respect to the health data
acquisition itself.

8.5  The National Level

The starting point of the preceding discussion was the
application of a single or several non-connected sta-
tistical registries. A cohesive national level health
registry can be achieved by joining all local statistical
registries into a distributed system that provides the
statistical researcher with a coordinating query-
processor NQ service. The NQ entity will provide
national level query services by coordinating com-
munication with all the local registries.

The NQ query processor can be implemented by
a server computer that authorized users are able to
access over the computer network, independent of
user-location. Alternatively, the NQ functionality can
be realized by a software process on the user’s work-
station. Accesses restrictions to the local registries are
controlled by the LQ entities.

Under the assumption that all LR can provide the
same datastructure or schema, and no duplication
exists, then the statistical functions of a query can be
computed at each LQ and be combined in NQ. Only
aggregated information will be available in NQ.

This implies that it may be possible for the client (the
user’s workstation) to perform the NQ query process-
ing. The client sends out queries to all available LQ
directly, each LQ returns the response, and the client
collects and combines the responses into a national
level query response.

However, legacy systems may create problems with
respect to interoperability. In general, we must be
prepared to allow for the local datastructure (schema)
to be distinct for two or more local registries, for
instance, each special registry SR will have a distinct
datastructure. This makes it more complicated, but
the analysis will be similar to the integration of a
researcher’s special registry and a common statistical
registry, as discussed in Section 8.3.2.

The easy solution in linking a special registry and a
common health registry is simply to send the special
registry to the LQ or NQ. But this goes against the
requirement of not transmitting ‘raw data’ from one
LQ to another LQ.

If a covariance computation between attributes
located on different local registries is not required,
then a query can be based on local computations by
each LQ acquired by the NQ. Only aggregated data
need to be sent to NQ. Hence, this type of query
can be performed from a researcher’s work-station.

If a covariance or similar computation on attributes
located on different registries is required, then both
the pseudonym and the relevant attribute values must
be sent from LR to NQ for temporary use. The data
can be deleted when NQ has performed the statistical
computations. Monitoring that NQ does not build its
own database of received records must be carried out
by administrative procedures.

The characterizing attributes are the fields in the
database that is used to describe the subpopulation
that is under investigation. The count attributes are
the fields in the database which the statistics are
based on. Often, but not necessarily, the characteriz-
ing attributes are identical to the count attributes.

If the characterizing attributes and the count attributes
in a query are located on distinct registries, a list of
pseudonyms can be sent from one LR to the other,
coordinated via the NQ. If different registry pseudo-
nyms are used in these registries, the coordinating
machine must do the translation. The recipient LQ
will use this pseudonym-list as part of the query char-
acterization, and subsequently delete this when the
result of the computation is obtained.
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The local registries LR will not be able to link records
if the pseudonym type is dependent on the LR
instance. A coordinating machine NQ must be admit-
ted to have access to the various registry pseudonyms
and their translation, and even the attributes under the
special requirements discussed above. Normally, the
users will receive only the evaluation of statistical
functions requested. Still, it is possible to admit
access to all ‘raw data’ in LR. For instance, this could
be useful in connection with quality assurance of data
registered.

9  Feasibility

The proposed system can be based on readily avail-
able technology. The following is an assessment in
this respect.

The cryptographic functions applied can be con-
structed from public-key cryptography. Several can-
didate functions exist, and a more detailed evaluation
must be carried out taking into account implementa-
tion constraints.

Tamper-resistant hardware technology is available
in the form factor of smart cards, PCI-bus boards, and
stand-alone computing machinery. The exact physical
protection required must be based on a risk assess-
ment of the operations.

Data communication requirements are trivially satis-
fied by Internet communication technology.

Distributed middleware: If existing SR shall be
included, the system will represent a heterogeneous
multi-database system; that is, the local database
systems are not uniformly constructed with respect to
query language, data structure and coding. Of course,
it will be a much more difficult challenge to include
legacy systems than to build a homogenous dis-
tributed database system top-down. The contempo-
rary practice of three-tiered systems and mobile code
are promising components toward a general solution
to this challenge. Moreover, the proposed distributed
database system is simpler than a general online
interactive system, because the distributed application
is limited to ‘reading’ from the database, whereas the
‘writing’ to an LR will be carried out by a single
source: JR.

10  Conclusions

This paper has introduced and described a multiparty
security architecture protecting the privacy of medi-
cal records in statistical databases. The system design
alleviates the ambivalence between data keyed to per-
son identity and the need of epidemiologic research.

Each individual controls correct and complete regis-
tration and is enabled to inspect his or her records
anonymously. Public health administrations can col-
lect records of patients systematically, providing con-
trolled online server access to a variety of health
statistics without releasing individual attributes.
Mechanisms and services for follow-up studies and
patient-controlled re-identification are supported.
The solution scales well because of its distributed
and localized approach using multiple autonomous
database management systems. Furthermore, legacy
systems are included as part of the system introduc-
tion.

Additional work is needed to gain experimental vali-
dation and insights into the proposed design. One
interesting direction would be to attempt implementa-
tion based on a three-tier Web architecture. Also, fur-
ther research into more general technical security
challenges raised by the system design is necessary,
including constructing access control policies, ana-
lyzing statistical query processing and optimization
related to inference control, and constructing secure
multiparty protocols that can replace functionality
now put on trusted third parties.
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1991, 257-265.

11 Mjølsnes, S F. Health Records by Cryptographic
Pseudonyms. Invited talk at VLDB Workshop on
Secure Data Management, SDM’05, Trondheim,
2 September 2005.

Abbreviations

TPG Pseudonym generator based on tamper-
resistant microcontroller

TPT Pseudonym tester based on tamper-resistant
microcontroller

H Patient’s digital helper; a pocket computer
such as a smart card

JR Hospital patient journal roster
LQ Query processor associated with LR
LR Local research and administrative medical

registry
MIX A network node that hides the original sender

address
NQ A central query processor
SR Special constructed health registry
TC A reliable, trusted central computer/authority
VT A publicly accessible terminal for inspection

of personal data
A Health attributes
Id Identity string, for instance social security

number
Pid Pseudonym number
w Witness number for identity and pseudonym
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Center for Democracy and Technology “The Center for Democracy and Technology works to promote democratic values

Web reference: and constitutional liberties in the digital age. With expertise in law, technology,

http://www.cdt.org/ and policy, CDT seeks practical solutions to enhance free expression and privacy

in global communications technologies. CDT is dedicated to building consensus

among all parties interested in the future of the Internet and other new commu-

nications media.”

The Free Haven Project The Free Haven project began in December 1999 as a research project initially

Web reference: comprised of several MIT students to design, implement, and deploy a functional

http://freehaven.net/ data haven. The project is privacy research oriented, but also aims at producing

practical solutions.

The Onion Router (TOR) “Tor is a network of virtual tunnels that allows people and groups to improve their

Web reference: privacy and security on the Internet. It also enables software developers to

http://tor.freehaven.net/ or http://tor.eff.org/ create new communication tools with built-in privacy features. Tor provides the

foundation for a range of applications that allow organizations and individuals to

share information over public networks without compromising their privacy.”

U.S Navy Onion Routing web page This homepage provides an overview of the Onion Routing research program.

Web reference: This program is made up of projects on researching, designing, building, and

http://www.onion-router.net/ analyzing anonymous communications systems. The homepage is an official US

navy web site operated by US Naval Research Laboratory

(http://www.nrl.navy.mil/).

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) “EFF is a nonprofit group of passionate people – lawyers, technologists, 

Web reference: volunteers, and visionaries – working to protect your digital rights.”

http://www.eff.org/Privacy/ On Privacy: “New technologies are radically advancing our freedoms, but they

are also enabling unparalleled invasions of privacy.”

Microsoft – Privacy Guidelines for This is a Microsoft guideline document for developers.

Developing Software Products and Services

Web reference: “Brief Description:

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads This document is a set of privacy guidelines for developing software products

/details.aspx?FamilyID=c48cf80f-6e87-48f5 and services that are based on our internal guidelines and our experience

-83ec-a18d1ad2fc1f&displaylang=en incorporating privacy into the development process.”

Microsoft – I Know What You Did Last Logon This is a Microsoft whitepaper. It explores ...

– Monitoring Software, Spyware, and Privacy

Web reference: “the technical methods employed by both hardware and software-based key

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads loggers, how keystroke loggers are integrated with specific malware threats,

/details.aspx?FamilyID=c48cf80f-6e87-48f5 the user experience associated with various key loggers installed, and examine

-83ec-a18d1ad2fc1f&displaylang=en the social and legal appropriateness of various use scenarios ...”

Wikipedia – Spyware This is the Wikipedia homepage on Spyware.

Web reference: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spyware It is noted that Wikipedia is a source of information that must be used with

caution as the editorial policies of Wikipedia do not meet the standards of normal

editorial policies.

Resources

V L A D I M I R  A .  O L E S H C H U K ,  G E I R  M .  K Ø I E N

Web Pages to Visit

The following is a random list of web based resources on per-

sonal privacy. It ranges from the technically oriented to sites

concerned with democracy and legal rights. The sources cover

everything from easy-to-read light entertainment accounts of

user privacy issues to more profound academic papers. The

homepage sources should also provide you with a good starting

point for your own explorations in the field, be it for ‘information’

or for more serious study.

Note that the inclusion of any of these references does not nec-

essarily mean that we endorse the contents on the homepages

or that we vouch for the correctness or quality of the material

contained on the homepage.
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Wikipedia – Privacy This is the Wikipedia homepage on Spyware.

Web reference:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Privacy It is noted that Wikipedia is a source of information that must be used with

caution as the editorial policies of Wikipedia do not meet the standards of normal

editorial policies.

Privacy.org This is an advocacy webpage. The slogan is “Privacy is a Right, not a preference”.

Web reference: Contains many articles on privacy and useful links.

http://www.privacy.org/

IBM Privacy Research Institute Mission Statement:

Web reference: “The IBM Privacy Research Institute is an organization within IBM Research

http://www.research.ibm.com/privacy/ to promote and advance research in privacy and data protection technology.

Our goal is to develop technologies for enterprises to conduct e-business in

privacy-enabling ways. The institute’s research focuses on technologies for

commercial applications, particularly for e-business.”

W3C – Platform for Privacy This World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) project has now been suspended, but

Preferences (P3P) Project the homepage still contains useful information.

Web reference:

http://www.w3.org/P3P/

W3C Workshop on Languages for This is the workshop report homepage for the W3C Workshop on Languages

Privacy Policy Negotiation and for Privacy Policy Negotiation and Semantics-Driven Enforcement, Ispra, Italy,

Semantics-Driven Enforcement 17-18 October 2006. The page contains a lot of useful material.

Web reference:

http://www.w3.org/2006/07/privacy-ws/report

Privacy Enhancing Technologies This is the homepage for the annual Privacy Enhancing Technologies

Web reference: Workshop. In addition to information about the current workshop the site 

http://petworkshop.org/ also contains information on the previous workshops and an anonymity paper

reference library (at http://petworkshop.org/2007/links.php).

Office of the Privacy Commissioner Canada seems to be paying a lot more attention to privacy than most nations.

of Canada (OPC) The resource center (http://www.privcom.gc.ca/information/index_e.asp)

Web reference: contains a lot of useful information, publications and references. 

http://www.privcom.gc.ca/index_e.asp Recommended!

Office of the Information and Privacy They do insist on privacy in Canada. Again there is a lot of information available.

Commissioner of Ontario (IPC) The site covers both research topics and provides a lot of useful links.

Web reference: Recommended!

http://www.ipc.on.ca/

RSA Laboratories RSA Laboratories have a homepage dedicated to RFID Privacy and Security

Web reference: at http://www.rsa.com/rsalabs/node.asp?id=2115 . There are many RSA Labs 

http://www.rsa.com/rsalabs/ papers available at this homepage.

RFID Consortium for Security and Privacy “RFID CUSP is a partnership between academic and industrial scientists

Web reference: specializing in RFID security and privacy. Our mission is to make RFID safe for

http://www.rfid-cusp.org/ consumers by conducting open research and educating the next generation

work force that will develop, deploy and maintain secure RFID infrastructures.”

The homepage contains a fair amount of useful information. A number of

interesting papers are available/referred to at http://www.rfid-cusp.org

/publication.html

Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) “EPIC is a public interest research center in Washington, DC. It was established

Web reference: in 1994 to focus public attention on emerging civil liberties issues and to protect

http://www.epic.org/ privacy, the First Amendment, and constitutional values.”

The homepage contains a fair amount of useful information, including references

to privacy tools (http://www.epic.org/privacy/tools.html) and other resources

(http://www.epic.org/privacy/privacy_resources_faq.html).

Crypto-Gram Newsletter (Bruce Schneier) Bruce Schneier is a technologist and author. In the post 9/11 era he has focused

Web reference: more and more on privacy in his regular Crypto-Gram Newsletter. Subscription

http://www.schneier.com/index.html (free) at http://www.schneier.com/crypto-gram-sub.html. If you don’t feel like

providing your email address then the contents is available at

http://www.schneier.com/crypto-gram.html.

Privacy related articles at http://www.schneier.com/cgi-bin

/search/search.pl?Realm=whole+site&Terms=Privacy
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The homepage contains a fair amount of useful information, including references

to privacy tools (http://www.epic.org/privacy/tools.html) and other resources

(http://www.epic.org/privacy/privacy_resources_faq.html).

Anonymity terminology paper This is a “consolidated terminology” paper updated by Andreas Pfitzmann and

Web reference: Marit Hansen. They “propose a terminology which is both expressive and precise.

http://dud.inf.tu-dresden.de More particularly, we define anonymity, unlinkability, unobservability, pseudo-

/Anon_Terminology.shtml nymity (pseudonyms and digital pseudonyms, and their attributes), and identity

management.”

The paper is available at TU Dresden on a homepage at the Factulty of Computer

Science. The homepage with the anonymity terminology paper is hosted on the

Privacy and Security publications homepage (http://www.inf.tu-dresden.de

/index.php?node_id=703). This homepage contains many privacy related papers

(many in German only).

The Register (Security) The Register is an IT news site produced by Situation Publishing Ltd, London, UK.

Web reference: They regularly feature articles on privacy, and more often than not taking a

http://www.theregister.co.uk/security/ strong stand. Amongst the articles you’ll find here are the likes of Would you

trade your password for chocolate? (the answer, apparently, is that a good many

of us would; 70% was the cited number. 34% would do it without even being

tempted by the chocolate); WEP key wireless cracking made easy (it takes less

than a minute to crack WEP now); Microsoft admits WGA update phones home

(the Windows Genuine Advantage program will phone home to Redmond even if

the user clicks cancel); and Security, privacy and DRM: My wishes for 2007

(wishful thinking).

Security and Privacy in RFID Systems This homepage is dedicated to academic works on security and privacy for RFID

Web reference: systems. It contains a reasonably complete listing of conferences and papers in

http://lasecwww.epfl.ch/~gavoine/rfid/ the field. Quote: “The goal of this page is to reference works related to security

and privacy in RFID systems. The bibliography contains references toward

refereed papers published in journals and conference proceedings, as well as

technical reports and theses. It is updated on an irregular basis depending on

the flow of papers published in the domain”.

The Journal of Privacy Technology “The Journal of Privacy Technology is a refereed online journal published by the

Web reference: Institute of Software Research, a division of the School of Computer Science at

http://www.jopt.org/ Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The Journal is a forum for

publication of current research in privacy technology. It will consider any mate-

rial dealing primarily with the technological aspects of privacy or with the privacy

aspects of technology, which may include analysis of the interaction between

policy and technology or the technological implications of legal decisions.”

Data Privacy Lab “The Laboratory for International Data Privacy (also known as the “Data Privacy

Web reference: Lab”) at Carnegie Mellon University is dedicated to creating technologies and

http://privacy.cs.cmu.edu/ related policies with provable guarantees of privacy protection while allowing

society to collect and share private (or sensitive) information for many worthy

purposes. We do this by partnering with institutions, agencies, and corporations

facing real-world privacy concerns.”

The Privacy Rights Clearinghouse The Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (PRC) is a nonprofit consumer organization 

Web reference: with a two-part mission – consumer information and consumer advocacy.

http://www.privacyrights.org/index.htm It was established in 1992 and is based in San Diego, California. It is primarily

grant-supported and serves individuals nationwide.

HPP “The Health Privacy Project (HPP) is dedicated to raising public awareness of the

Web reference: http://www.healthprivacy.org/ importance of ensuring health privacy in order to improve health care access

and quality, both on an individual and a community level. The Health Privacy

Project is dedicated to raising public awareness of the importance of ensuring

health privacy in order to improve health care access and quality, both on an

individual and a community level. The Project is a part of the Institute for Health

Care Research and Policy at the Georgetown University Medical Center.”

TRUSTe TRUSTe® is an independent, nonprofit enabling trust based on privacy for 

Web reference: http://www.truste.org/about/ personal information on the internet. It certifies and monitors web site privacy

and email policies, monitor practices, and resolve thousands of consumer

privacy problems every year.
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Acronym

/Term Definition Explanation Web-resources

2G Second Refers to the family of digital cellular telephone systems standardised in the 1980s

Generation mobile and introduced in the 1990s. They introduced digital technology and carry both voice

technology and data conversation. CDMA, TDMA and GSM are examples of 2G mobile networks.

3G Third Generation The generic term for the next generation of wireless mobile communications networks

mobile technology supporting enhanced services like multimedia and video. Most commonly, 3G networks

are discussed as graceful enhancements of 2G cellular standards, like e.g. GSM. The

enhancements include larger bandwidth, more sophisticated compression techniques, 

and the inclusion of in-building systems. 3G networks will carry data at 144 kb/s, or 

up to 2 Mb/s from fixed locations. 3G comprises mutually incompatible standards: 

UMTS FDD and TDD, CDMA2000, TD-CDMA.

3GPP Third Generation Group of the standards bodies ARIB and TTC (Japan), CCSA (People’s Republic of China),

Partnership ETSI (Europe), T1 (USA) and TTA (Korea). Established in 1999 with the aim to produce http://www.3gpp.org

Project and maintain the specifications for a third generation mobile communications system

called UMTS. Note that 3GPP is not itself a standisation organisation and that all produ-

ced standards must be ratified by a standardisation organisation. A permanent project

support group called the Mobile Competence Centre (MCC) is in charge of the day-to-day

running of 3GPP. The MCC is based at the ETSI headquarters in Sophia Antipolis, France.

3GPP2 Third Generation A collaborative third generation (3G) telecommunications specifications-setting project http://www.3gpp2.org

Partnership comprising North American and Asian interests developing global specifications for

Project 2 ANSI/TIA/EIA-41 Cellular Radiotelecommunication Intersystem Operations network

evolution to 3G and global specifications for the radio transmission technologies (RTTs)

supported by ANSI/TIA/EIA-41. 3GPP2 was initiated as a result of the International 

Telecommunication Union’s (ITU) International Mobile Telecommunications IMT-2000 

initiative, covering high speed, broadband, and Internet Protocol (IP)-based mobile

systems featuring network-to-network interconnection, feature/service transparency,

global roaming and seamless services independent of location. 3GPP2 is a collaborative

effort between five officially recognised Standards Development organisations (SDO):

ARIB – Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (Japan), CCSA – China Commu-

nications Standards Association (China), TIA – Telecommunications Industry Associa-

tion (North America), TTA – Telecommunications Technology Association (Korea), and

TTC – Telecommunications Technology Committee (Japan).

AAA Authentication, Key functions to intelligently controlling access, enforcing policies, auditing usage, and http://www.ietf.org,

Authorization providing the information necessary to do billing for services available on the Internet. http://tools.ietf.org 

and Accounting The term AAA is used to denote an internet security service architetcure that provides /html/rfc2903

the AAA services. The arcitecture includes AAA servers and AAA protocols. The AAA

protocols include RADIUS and DIAMETER. Defined in IETF RFC 2903.

ADSL Asymmetric A data communications technology that enables faster data transmission over copper http://www.itu.int

Digital telephone lines than a conventional modem can provide. The access utilises the 1.1 MHz

Subscriber Line band and has the possibility to offer, dependent on subscriber line length, downstream

rates of up to 8 Mb/s. Upstream rates start at 64 kb/s and typically reach 256 kb/s but

can go as high as 768 kb/s. Specified by ANSI T1.413 and by ITU-T recommendation

G.992.1. Aversion called ADSL Lite providing up to 1.5 Mb/s downstream rates is speci-

fied as G.992.2.

AES Advanced Also known as Rijndael. In cryptography, it is a block cipher adopted as an encryption http://www.nist.gov

Encryption standard by the US government. It is expected to be used worldwide and is analysed ex-

Standard tensively, as was the case with its predecessor, the Data Encryption Standard (DES). AES

was adopted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in November

2001 after a 5-year standardisation process.The cipher was developed by two Belgian

cryptographers, Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen, and submitted to the AES selection

process under the name ‘Rijndael’, a blend comprising the names of the inventors.

AH Authentica- AH is an IPsec protocol. This protocol is no longer needed in IPsec, but is retained for http://www.ietf.org/,

tion Header backward compatibility reasons. Defined in IETF RFC 4302. http://tools.ietf.org

/html/rfc4302

AKA Authentication A challenge-response based authentication cryptographic protocol that additionally http://www.3gpp.org

and Key also includes agreement on session key material. In the 3GPP sphere there exists /ftp/Specs/html-info

Agreement several variants, including GSM AKA, UMTS AKA, IMS AKA etc. Note that the 3GPP2 /33102.htm

CDMA2000 system uses an AKA protocol almost identical to the UMTS AKA protocol.  

Specified in 3GPP TS 33.102.

Terms and Acronyms in

Privacy in Telecommunications



Acronym

/Term Definition Explanation Web-resources

AN Access Network An access network is that part of a communications network which connects subscribers 

to their immediate service provider.

AODV Ad-hoc The AODV routing algorithm is for routing data across Wireless Mesh Networks. It is http://www.ietf.org,

On-demand capable of both unicast and multicast routing. It is a reactive routing protocol, meaning http://tools.ietf.org

Distance Vector that it establishes a route to a destination only on demand. It is defined in IETF RFC 3561. /html/rfc3561

AP Access Point A point where users access the system/network, e.g. a base station in a wireless network.

ARAN Authenticated A secure routing protocol, ARAN detects and protects against malicious actions by

Routing for third parties and peers. ARAN introduces authentication, message integrity, and non-

Ad-hoc Networks repudiation to routing in an ad hoc environment as part of a minimal security policy.

AsiaCrypt AsiaCrypt is an IACR conference. The topic is cryptography and cryptographic http://www.iacr.org/

protocols. IACR also holds the EuroCrypt and Crypto conferences.

AuC Authentication The AuC is the authentication centre in 2G and 3G cellular networks. The AuC is

Centre co-located with a HLR.

AV Authentication The AV is the security credential basis for one challenge-response run in 3GPP and http://www.3gpp.org

Vector 3GPP2 systems. 3GPP TS 33.102 defines the AV as the following: /ftp/Specs/html-info

AV := RAND || XRES || CK || IK || AUTN. ‘II’ is a symbol for bitstring concatenation. /33102.htm

Bluetooth A short-range wireless specification that allows radio connection between devices https://www.bluetooth.org/

within a 10-metre range of each other. Bluetooth is designed as a Personal Area

Network (PAN) technology with a wide variety of theoretical uses. Bluetooth is a short-

range radio standard and communications protocol primarily designed for low power

consumption. Bluetooth, which is a replacement technology for IrDA, provides a unified

way to connect devices such as mobile phones, laptops, PCs, printers, digital cameras

etc. Bluetooth was named after king Harald Bluetooth, King of Denmark and Norway 

(born in 910 and died in 985 or 986). The Bluetooth logo is a combination of the Nordic

runes Berkanan and Haglaz forming a combined letter/symbol (a bind rune).

BTS Base Transceiver The radio base station of a GSM network. It consists of one or more transmitter- http://www.etsi.org

Station receiver unit, each serving one carrier frequency.

CDMA Code Division A family of third-generation (3G) mobile telecommunications standards that use http://www.3gpp2.org

2000 Multiple Access CDMA, a multiple access scheme for digital radio, to send voice, data, and signalling 

2000 data (such as a dialled telephone number) between mobile phones and cell sites. It is

the second generation of CDMA digital cellular. The CDMA2000 standards 

CDMA2000 1x, CDMA2000 1xEV-DO, and CDMA2000 1xEV-DV are approved radio 

interfaces for the ITU’s IMT-2000 standard and a direct successor to 2G CDMA, IS-95 

(cdmaOne). CDMA2000 is standardized by 3GPP2. CDMA2000 is a registered trade-

mark of the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA-USA) in the United States, 

not a generic term like CDMA.

Challenge- Challenge-Response protocols are entity authentication protocols. A principal entity

Response Alice challenges the corresponding principal entity Bob. In order for Bob to respond

Protocol correctly Bob must compute a reply using a cryptographic function and a personal, 

secret security credential. There are several distinct types of Challenge-Response 

protocols, depending on factors such as the type of cryptographic transform used, type 

of security credential used etc. Challenge-Response protocols can also be classified as 

unidirectional or mutual (they almost always take place between two principal entities).

CN Core Network Term used for core network nodes in cellular systems. CN nodes include HLR/AuC,

VLR/MSC, VLR/SGSN, SMSC, EIR and GGSN.

COMP 128 An infamous authentication and key agreement algorithm. The original COMP128 is an

example implementation for the GSM A3 and A8 cryptographic functions. The COMP128

algorithm is fundamentally flawed and has been known to be so for more than a decade.

The algorithm, which is an operator-specific algorithm (contained in the SIM card), is

completely unsuitable for its designated taks, yet it is still in use in several GSM/GPRS

networks today.

Cookie HTTP cookies (or just cookies) are small text objects sent by a server to a web browser.

(HTTP The cookie is returned to the server by the browser upon subsequent visits to the server

cookie) site. The cookies are used for authenticating, tracking, and maintaining state information

about user activities etc. The state information may include user identity, time of last visit,

site preferences, the contents of electronic shopping carts etc. The cookies are stored on

the client computer and may be a privacy liability. The lifetime of cookies can be set, but

the expired cookies may remain on your computer.

CS Circuit Switched A network that establishes a circuit (or channel) between nodes before they may com-

municate. This circuit is dedicated and cannot be used for other means until the circuit

is cancelled/closed and a new one created. If no actual communication is taking place

in this circuit then the channel remains idle.
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/Term Definition Explanation Web-resources

Data Con- The property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorised http://www.3gpp.org

fidentiality individuals, entities or processes. This property is very closely related to provision /ftp/Specs/html-info

(Confiden- of Data Privacy. Defined in 3GPP TS 33.102. /33102.htm

tiality)

Data The property that data have not been altered in an unauthorised manner. Note that http://www.3gpp.org

integrity this is a security definition. It differs from the communications definition of data integrity /ftp/Specs/html-info

in that the security defintion captures the possibility of malicious intent. Defined in /33102.htm

3GPP TS 33.102.

Data Mining Data mining is the process searching large volumes of data for patterns using various 

tools to categorize and correlate data into usable information. Data mining can also be 

defined as “the nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially 

useful information from data”.

Data In security terminology obfuscation is used in the context of concealing the meaning 

obfuscation of information or communication by making it more confusing and harder to interpret. 

Data obfuscation is achieved by applying a transformation function to the data. Data 

obfuscation transforms may or may not be bijective functions.

Data origin Enables the recipient to verify that messages have not been tampered with in transit http://www.3gpp.org

authentica- (data integrity) and that they originate from the expected sender (authenticity). /ftp/Specs/html-info

tion Defined in 3GPP TS 33.102. /33102.htm

DDoS Distributed A distributed and coordinated DoS attack. Usually executed against internet 

Denial-of-Service homepages with thousands of (hijacked) computers involved.

DH Diffie-Hellman The Diffie-Hellman key exchange is a cryptographic protocol that allows two parties 

to establish a shared secret key over an insecure communications channel. The basic 

DH exchange is unauthenticated and is thus susceptible to MitM attacks.

DHS Department of A US federal state department responsible for coordinating all aspects of homeland http://www.dhs.gov

Homeland security. DHS was created subsequent to the 9/11 terrorist attack. /index.shtm

Security

DIAMETER An AAA (authentication, authorization and accounting) protocol for applications such http://www.ietf.org,

as network access or IP mobility. It is intended as the successor of RADIUS. The basic http://tools.ietf.org

concept is to provide a base protocol that can be extended in order to provide AAA /html/rfc3588

services to new access technologies. Diameter is intended to work in both local and 

roaming AAA situations. Defined in IETF RFC 3588.

DoS Denial-of-Service A denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) is an attack targeted at the availability of http://www.ietf.org,

some resource. The attack usually tries to exhaust the capacity of the target in one way http://tools.ietf.org

or another. Examples include attacks against internet infrastructures like DNS servers, /html/rfc4732

but the most common example would be attacks against high-profile (corporate)

homepages. Defined in IETF RFC 4732.

DRD Data Retention Directive 2006/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of http://europa.eu.int

Directive 15 March 2006. /eur-lex/lex/LexUriServ

/site/en/oj/2006/l_105

/l_10520060413

en00540063.pdf

DRM Digital Rights Any of several technologies used by publishers (or copyright owners) to control 

Management access to and usage of digital data (such as software, music, movies) and hardware, 

handling usage restrictions associated with a specific instance of a digital work.

DTA Data Transmission

Algebra

DYI Dolev-Yao The Dolev-Yao Intruder is an exceptionally capable Intruder. It can (and by definition 

Intruder will) capture all messages ever exchanged over any (entity external) interface. It can 

delete, insert and modify any message at will. Only appropriate and correct use of 

cryptographic protection can stop the DYI. The DYI will not corrupt the principal entities, 

but may try to masqeurade as a principal entity.

EAP Extensible An authentication framework that enables clients to authenticate with a central http://tools.ietf.org

Authentication server. EAP can be used with several authentication mechanisms (EAP methods), /html/rfc3748

Protocol such as EAP-AKA, EAP-SIM,  EAP-MD-5, etc. Defined in IETF RFC 3748.

Eaves- The act of listening in on a conversation (or communication). Eavesdropping is a threat

dropping to the privacy of the conversation. Eavesdropping can be prevented in various ways, 

including the use of the security service Data Confidentiality.

ECC Elliptic Curve ECC is a type of public-key cryptography based on the algebraic structure of elliptic

Cryptography curves over finite fields.
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EEA European The agreement creating the European Economic Area (EEA Agreement) was negotiated http://ec.europa.eu

Economic Area between the Community, the then Member States, and seven member countries of /external_relations

EFTA. It was signed in May 1992 and came into force 1 January 1994. It was designed to /eea/index.htm

allow EFTA countries to participate in the European Single Market without having to join

the EU. The current members (contracting parties) are three of the four EFTA states –

Iceland, Lichtenstein and Norway (without Switzerland) – the European Union and the

25 EU Member States.

Entity The provision of assurance of the claimed identity of an entity. Defined in http://www.3gpp.org

Authen- 3GPP TS 33.102. /ftp/Specs/html-info

tication /33102.htm

(Authen-

tication)

EPC Electronic EPC is a standard for how to tag products electronically. http://www.epcglobalinc

Product Code .org/home

ESP Encapsulating A part of the IPsec framework for Internet security. The ESP extension header provides http://www.ietf.org,

Security Payload origin authenticity, integrity, and confidentiality of a packet. It is the preferred IPsec pro- http://tools.ietf.org

tocol and can provide all the security services IPsec provides. Defined in IETF RFC 4303. /html/rfc4303

ETSI European Tele- A non-profit membership organisation founded in 1988. The aim is to produce tele- http://www.etsi.org

communication communications standards to be used throughout Europe. The efforts are coordinated 

Standards with ITU. Membership is open to any European organisation proving an interest in 

Institute promoting European standards. It was e.g. responsible for the making of the GSM 

standard. The headquarters are situated in Sophia Antipolis, France.

GGSN Gateway GPRS Interface between the GPRS wireless data network and other networks such as the http://www.etsi.org,

Support Node Internet or private networks. It supports the edge routing function of the GPRS network. http://www.3gpp.org

To external packet data networks the GGSN performs the task of an IP router. Firewall

and filtering functionality, to protect the integrity of the GPRS core network, are also 

associated with the GGSN along with a billing function.

GPRS General Packet An enhancement to the GSM mobile communication system that supports data http://www.etsi.org,

Radio Service packets. GPRS enables continuous flows of IP data packets over the system for such http://www.3gpp.org

applications as web browsing and file transfer. Supports up to 160 kb/s gross transfer 

rate. Practical rates are from 12 to 48 kb/s.

GPS Global Positioning The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a worldwide radio-navigation system formed http://www.gps.gov/,

System from a constellation of 24 satellites and their ground stations. GPS uses these ‘man- http://www.navcen.uscg

made stars’ as reference points to calculate positions accurate to a matter of metres. .gov/gps/default.htm

GSM Global System for A digital cellular phone technology system that is the predominant system in Europe, http://www.gsmworld

Mobile communi- but is also used around the world. Development started in 1982 by CEPT and was trans- .com/,

cations ferred to the new organisation ETSI in 1988. Originally, the acronym was the group in http://www.etsi.org,

charge, Group Special Mobile, but later the group changed name to SMG. GSM was first http://www.3gpp.org

deployed in seven countries in Europe in 1992. It operates in the 900 MHz and 1.8 GHz 

band in Europe and 1.9 GHz band in North America. GSM defines the entire cellular 

system, from the air interface to the network nodes and protocols. As of October 2006, 

there were more than 2.1 billion GSM users in more than 200 countries worldwide. The 

ubiquity of the GSM standard makes international roaming very common between 

mobile phone operators and enables phone users to access their services in many other 

parts of the world as well as their own country. GSM differs significantly from its pre-

decessors in that both signalling and speech channels are digital, which means that it is

seen as a second generation (2G) mobile phone system. This fact has also meant that 

data communication was built into the system from very early on. GSM is an open 

standard which is currently developed by the 3GPP.

Hash / A hash function takes an arbitrary length string (the message) and computes a fixed http://en.wikipedia.org

Hash length output string. The output is called the hash, the digest or the checksum. /wiki/Cryptographic

function Cryptographic hash functions are different from ordinary hash functions. In the con- _hash_function

text of this edition of Telektronikk we shall only refer to cryptographic hash functions.

HE Home Entity Non-3GPP acronym. Home server. Roughly equivalent to the 3GPP HSS.

HE Home Home Environment: responsible for overall provision and control of the Personal 

Environment Service Environment of its subscribers.

HHD Hand Held Device A generic name for a pocket-sized computing device, typically utilising a small 

visual display screen for user output and a miniaturised keyboard for user input 

(for example, PDA, smartphones etc.).

HI Handover

Interface
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HLR Home Location The Home Location Register or HLR is a central database that contains details of http://www.etsi.org

Register each mobile phone subscriber that is authorized to use the GSM core network. More 

precisely, the HLR stores details of every SIM card issued by the mobile phone operator. 

Each SIM has a unique identifier called an IMSI which is one of the primary keys to each

HLR record. The next important items of data associated with the SIM are the telephone

numbers used to make and receive calls to the mobile phone, known as MSISDNs. The 

main MSISDN is the number used for making and receiving voice calls and SMS, but it is

possible for a SIM to have other secondary MSISDNs associated with it for fax and data 

calls. Each MSISDN is also a primary key to the HLR record.

Homo- Homomorphic crypto-systems have the property that one specific algebraic 

morphic operation on the plaintext is equivalent to another (possibly different) algebraic oper-

crypto- ation on the ciphertext. As an example, one can imagine a crypto-system in which 

system addition on ciphertext element is equivalent to multiplication on plaintext elements. This

would permit a user, which does not have access to the plaintext, to perform multiplica-

tion on the plaintext by executing multiplication operations on the ciphertext. This 

property is useful in developing Secure Multi-party Computation protocols.

HSS Home Subscriber The home subscriber server contains all operative subscriber data, including http://www.3gpp.org

Server information on subscribed services, location/roaming information and security 

credentials. Includes HLR/AuC and AAA services.

HUB A common connection point for devices in a network.

IACR International IACR is a non-profit scientific organisation whose purpose it is to further research in http://www.iacr.org/

Association for cryptology and related fields.

Cryptologic

Research

Identity A privacy service that ensures that the permanent identity of the principal entity is 

Privacy only disclosed to authorized entities. For the case when the entity has multiple 

identities the service must extend to cover all but anonymous/transient identities.

Identity Identity theft can be divided into four categories: A) Financial Identity Theft (using http://www.idtheftcenter

Theft another’s name and social security number (or similar) to obtain goods and services, .org/

B) Criminal Identity Theft (posing as another when apprehended for a crime), C) Identity

Cloning (using another’s information to assume his or her identity in daily life), and 

D) Business/Commercial Identity Theft (using another’s business name to obtain credit). 

An excellent source on identity theft is the Identity Theft Resource Center 

(http://www.idtheftcenter.org/).

IDS Intrusion A software/hardware tool used to detect unauthorised access to a computer system or

Detection System network. This may take the form of attacks by skilled malicious hackers, or Script kiddies 

using automated tools. An IDS is required to detect all types of malicious network traffic 

and computer usage. This includes network attacks against vulnerable services, data 

driven attacks on applications, host based attacks such as privilege escalation, unautho-

rised logins and access to sensitive files, and malware (viruses, Trojan horses, and worms).

IEEE The Institute of USA based organisation open to engineers and researchers in the fields of electricity, http://www.ieee.org

Electrical and electronics, computer science and telecommunications. Established in 1884. The aim is

Electronics to promote research through journals and conferences and to produce standards in

Engineers telecommunications and computer science. IEEE has produced more than 900 active 

standards and has more than 700 standards under development. Divided into different 

branches, or ‘Societies’. Has daughter organisations, or ‘chapters’ in more than 175 

countries worldwide. Headquarters in Piscataway, New Jersey, USA.

IEEE The IEEE 802 Refers to a family of specifications developed by the IEEE for wireless local area networks. http://www.ieee802.org/11

802.11 LAN/MAN It also refers to the Wireless LAN Working Group of the IEEE 802 project. 802.11 specifies

Standards an over-the-air interface between a wireless client and a base station or between two

Committee wireless clients. The IEEE accepted the specification in 1997. There are several specifica-

Working Group tions in the 802.11 family, including i) 802.11 – provides 1 or 2 Mbit/s transmission in the

for WLAN 2.4 GHz band; ii) 802.11a – an extension that provides up to 54 Mbit/s in the 5 GHz band.

It uses an orthogonal frequency division multiplexing encoding scheme rather than FHSS

or DSSS, iii) 802.11b provides 11 Mbit/s transmission in the 2.4 GHz band and was ratified

in 1999 allowing wireless functionality comparable to Ethernet; iv) 802.11g provides 20+

Mbit/s in the 2.4 GHz band; v) 802.11z is a method for transporting an authentication pro-

tocol between the client and access point, and the Transport Layer Security (TLS) proto-

col. More variants are also under preparation, including support of 100 Mbit/s traffic flows.

IEEE 802.11i IEEE 802.11i  is an amendment to the 802.11 standard specifying security mechanisms http://www.ieee802.org/11

for wireless networks. Its architecture contains the following components: 802.1X for

authentication (entailing the use of EAP and an authentication server), RSN for keeping

track of associations, and AES-based CCMP to provide confidentiality, integrity and 

origin authentication.
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IEEE The IEEE 802 A specification for fixed broadband wireless metropolitan access networks (MANs) http://www.ieee802

802.16 LAN/MAN that uses a point-to-multipoint architecture. Published on 8 April 2002, the standard .org/16/,

Standards defines the use of bandwidth between the licensed 10 GHz and 66 GHz and between http://www.wimaxforum

Committee the 2 GHz and 11 GHz (licensed and unlicensed) frequency ranges and defines a MAC .org/

Working Group layer that supports multiple physical layer specifications customized for the frequency 

on Broadband band of use and their associated regulations. 802.16 supports very high bit rates in 

Wireless Access both uploading to and downloading from a base station up to a distance of 30 miles to 

Standards handle such services as VoIP, IP connectivity and TDM voice and data.

IEEE 802.1X IEEE Standards for An IEEE standard for port-based Network Access Control; it is part of the IEEE 802 http://www.ieee802.org

Local and metro- (802.1) group of protocols. It provides authentication to devices attached to a LAN /1/pages/802.1x.html

politan area net- port, establishing a point-to-point connection or preventing access from that port if 

networks – Port- authentication fails. It is used for certain closed wireless access points, and is based on 

Based Network the EAP, Extensible Authentication Protocol.

Access Control

IETF Internet A large open international community of network designers, operators, vendors, and http://www.ietf.org,

Engineering researchers concerned with the evolution of the Internet architecture and the smooth http://tools.ietf.org

Task Force operation of the Internet. It is open to any interested individual. The technical work of /html/rfc3935

the IETF is done in its working groups, which are organised by topic into several areas

(e.g. routing, transport, security, etc.). Much of the work is handled via mailing lists.

The IETF holds meetings three times per year. The IETF working groups are grouped

into areas and managed by Area Directors (AD). The ADs are members of the Internet

Engineering Steering Group (IESG). Providing architectural oversight is the Internet

Architecture Board (IAB). The IAB also adjudicates appeals when someone complains

that the IESG has failed. The IAB and IESG are chartered by the Internet Society (ISOC)

for these purposes. The General Area Director also serves as the chair of the IESG and

of the IETF, and is an ex-officio member of the IAB. The Internet Assigned Numbers

Authority (IANA) is the central coordinator for the assignment of unique parameter

values for Internet protocols. The IANA is chartered by the Internet Society (ISOC) to

act as the clearinghouse to assign and coordinate the use of numerous Internet

protocol parameters. IETF’s mission statement is given in IETF RFC 3935.

IH Information Information hiding addresses two areas of concern: privacy of information from surveil-

Hiding lance (steganography) and protection of intellectual property (digital watermarking).

IIF Internal Inter-

ception Function

IKE/IKEv2 Internet Key IKE is the key exchange protocol for IPsec. It performs entity authentication and key http://tools.ietf.org

Exchange exchange. Defined in IETF RFC 4306. /html/rfc4306

IMS IP Multimedia A standardised Next Generation Networking (NGN) architecture for telecom http://www.3gpp.org,

Subsystem operators that want to provide mobile and fixed multimedia services. It uses a Voice- http://www.ietf.org

over-IP (VoIP) implementation based on a 3GPP standardised implementation of SIP,

and runs over the standard Internet Protocol (IP). Existing phone systems (both packet-

switched and circuit-switched) are supported. IMS was originally defined by an industry

forum called 3G.IP (www.3gip.org) formed in 1999. 3G.IP developed the initial IMS archi-

tecture, which was brought to 3GPP for industry standardisation as part of their stan-

dardisation work for 3G mobile phone systems in UMTS networks. It first appeared in 

release 5 (evolution from 2G to 3G networks), when SIP-based multimedia was added.

Support for the older GSM and GPRS networks was also provided. ‘Early IMS’ was defined

to allow for IMS implementations that do not yet support all ‘Full IMS’ requirements. 

3GPP2 (a different organisation) based their CDMA2000 Multimedia Domain (MMD) 

on 3GPP IMS, adding support for CDMA2000.

IMSI International The principal subscriber identity in 2G/3G systems. Structure and defintion of IMSI is http://www.itu.int,

Mobile Subscriber given both in ITU-T recommendations (E.212) and in 3GPP specifications (TS 23.003). http://www.3gpp.org

Identity Note that in ITU-T E.212 the acronym is defined as ‘International Mobile Station /ftp/Specs/html-info

Identity’, but the structure is otherwise identical. /23003.htm

INI Internal Network

Interface

Internet From the commissioning of ARPANET by the US DoD in 1969 the packet switched 

Internet has gained acceptance and users all over the world. The release of WWW at 

the end of the 1990s and the browsing possibilities (see WWW) increased the demand 

for Internet. The interconnection of heterogeneous sub networks of different bandwidths,

the best-effort service model and the global end-to-end logical addressing of the 

internet protocol (IP) has arranged for Internet to be the common information network 

multiplexing text, pictures, and video as well as packet switched telephony.

Intruder In the security literature the term Intruder is reserved for a hostile malicious entity 

that will intently try to break one or more of the goals of a cryptographic protocol, a 

protected environment or similar. Sometimes the terms Adversary or Attacker is used 

for the same purpose.
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IP Internet Protocol A protocol for communication between computers, used as a standard for transmitting http://www.ietf.org,

data over networks and as the basis for standard Internet protocols. Originally defined http://tools.ietf.org

in IETF RFC 791. /html/rfc791

IPsec IP Security The IP security architecture consist of a base architetcure and associated security http://www.ietf.org,

protocols. This includes the ESP and AH security protocols as well as the IKE/IKEv2 key http://tools.ietf.org

exchange protocols. IPsec is now in its third main revision. Defined in IETF RFC 4301. /html/rfc4301

IR Infrared In our context: A technology for short-range data transfer based on optical (infrared)

communication. Used in laptops, mobile phones etc. See IrDA.

IrDA Infrared Data IrDA is a nonprofit organization whose goal it is to develop globally adopted http://www.irda.org/

Association specifications for infrared wireless communication.

ISDN Integrated A digital telecommunications network that provides end-to-end digital connectivity http://www.itu.int

Services Digital to support a wide range of services, including voice and non-voice services, to which 

Network users have access by a limited set of standard multi-purpose user-network interfaces. 

The user is offered one or more 64 kb/s channels.

ISO International ISO is a worldwide federation of national standards bodies from more than 140 countries, http://www.iso.org

Standardisation one from each country. ISO is a non-governmental organisation established in 1947. The

Organisation mission of ISO is to promote the development of standardization and related activities in

the world with a view to facilitating the international exchange of goods and services, 

and to developing cooperation in the spheres of intellectual, scientific, technological 

and economic activity.

ITU International On 17 May 1865, the first International Telegraph Convention was signed in Paris by the http://www.itu.int

Telecommuni- 20 founding members, and the International Telegraph Union (ITU) was established to

cation Union facilitate subsequent amendments to this initial agreement. It changed name to the 

International Telecommunications Union in 1934. From 1948 a UN body with approx. 

200 member countries. It is the top forum for discussion and management of technical 

and administrative aspects of international telecommunications.

ITU-T International A sector of the ITU whose mission it is to ensure an efficient and on-time production http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/

Telecommuni- of standards (Recommendations) covering all fields of telecommunications. It was 

cation Union – created on 1 March 1993, replacing the former International Telegraph and Telephone 

Standardization Consultative Committee (CCITT).

Sector

k- Data records adhere to k-anonymity if each released record has at least (k-1) other 

anonymity records in the release whose values are indistinct over those fields that appear in 

external data. k-anonymity provides privacy protection by guaranteeing that each

released record will relate to at least k individuals even if the records are directly linked

to external information.

KDC Key Distribution The combination of Authentication Server and Ticket Granting Server of the Kerberos http://www.ietf.org,

Center authentication protocol. It is defined in IETF RFC 4120. http://tools.ietf.org

/html/rfc4120

Kerberos Kerberos is a computer network authentication protocol which allows individuals http://www.ietf.org,

communicating over an insecure network to prove their identity to one another in a http://tools.ietf.org

secure manner. It is designed to provide strong authentication for client/server appli- /html/rfc4120

cations by using secret-key cryptography. Kerberos prevents eavesdropping or replay

attacks, and ensures the integrity of the data. Its designers aimed primarily at a client-

server model, and it provides mutual authentication – both the user and the server verify 

each other’s identity. Kerberos builds on symmetric key cryptography and requires a 

trusted third party. It was developed by The Massuchussets Institute of Technology 

(MIT) in the 1980s and is now maintained by IETF. It is defined in IETF RFC 4120.

LAN Local Area Network A network shared by communicating devices, usually in a small geographic area. 

A system that links together electronic office equipment, such as computers and 

word processors, and forms a network within an office or building.

LBS Location Based LBS are services offered to subscribers based on their current location.

Service

LCS Location Services

LEA Law Enforcement A Lawful Interception (LI) entity.

Agency

LEMF Law Enforcement A Lawful Interception (LI) function.

Monitoring Facility

LI Lawful Lawful interception plays a crucial role in helping law enforcement agencies combat http://portal.etsi.org

Interception criminal activity. Lawful interception of public telecommunications systems in each /li/Summary.asp

country is based on national legislation in that country.
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Location A privacy service that ensures that the location of the principal entity is only disclosed

Privacy to authorised entities.

LR Local Registers

MAC Medium The lower of the two sub layers of the Data Link Layer. In general terms, MAC handles

Access Control access to a shared medium, and can be found within many different technologies.

For example, MAC methodologies are employed within Ethernet, GPRS, and UMTS.

MAC Message A MAC function computes a cryptographic signed integrity checksum over an http://en.wikipedia.org

Authentication arbitrary length input string under the control of a secret key. MAC functions are quite /wiki/Message

Code similar to hash functions, but the MAC function output can only be computed with _authentication_code

knowledge of the secret key. MAC functions can be used to provide the message origin 

authentication and data integrity security services.

MAP Mobile A protocol that enables real time communication between nodes in a mobile cellular http://www.3gpp.org/ftp

Application Part network. A typical usage of the MAP protocol would be for the transfer of location /Specs/html-info

information from the VLR (Visitor Location Register) to the HLR (Home Location /0902.htm,

Register). Defined in 3GPP TS 09.02 for GSM and in 3GPP TS 29.002 for UMTS. http://www.3gpp.org/ftp

/Specs/html-info

/29002.htm

MitM Man-in-the- In security literature MitM attacks is a class of attacks where the Intruder is located 

Middle between the legitimate entities. All communication passes through the Intruder, 

which may selectively delete, deflect, modify and insert messages.

MIX The MIX concept is often associated with onion routers, but a MIX can be local and need

not route messages. The functionality of a MIX is to disassociate message addresses and 

message content while still being able to deliver the message to the intended recipient.

MS Mobile Station An MS is the mobile phone. It corresponds to the UE (User equipment).

MSC Mobile services The Mobile services Switching Centre or MSC is a sophisticated telephone exchange http://www.etsi.org

Switching Centre which provides circuit-switched calling, mobility management and GSM services to 

the mobile phones roaming within the area that it serves. This means voice, data and 

fax services, as well as SMS and call divert. It is located in the core network of a visited 

network and has an interface towards the radio access network. A Gateway MSC (GMSC)

is the MSC that determines which visited MSC the subscriber who is being called is 

currently located. It also interfaces with the Public Switched Telephone Network. All 

mobile to mobile calls and PSTN to mobile calls are routed through a GMSC. The term

is only valid in the context of one call since any MSC may provide both the gateway 

function and the Visited MSC function; however, some manufacturers design dedicated 

high capacity MSCs which do not have any BSCs connected to them. These MSCs will 

then be the GMSC for many of the calls they handle.

MSISDN Mobile Station MSISDN refers to the 15-digit number that is used to refer to a particular mobile http://www.itu.int

Integrated station. It is the mobile equivalent of ISDN. The ITU-T recommendation E.164 defines 

Services Digital the international numbering plan that MSISDN is based on.

Network

NFC Near Field NFC, jointly developed by Sony and Philips, was approved as an ISO/IEC standard on http://www.nfc-forum.org

Communication 8 Dec 2003. It was approved as an ECMA standard earlier on. On 18 March 2004 Nokia, /home

Technology Sony and Philips formed NFC-forum to advance NFC development. NFC is essentially 

about data sharing between devices using short-range radio technologies. NFC holds 

the promise of bringing true mobility to consumer electronics in an intuitive and 

psychologically comfortable way since the devices can hand-shake only when brought 

literally into touching distance.

NGN Next Generation A network concept that aims at providing a framework to encompass the large variety www.itu.int

Network of existing and emerging protocols and services, facilitate a further evolution of these, 

decouple the evolution from the underlying network infrastructure, and facilitate the 

interfacing of a plethora of available media. The rationale behind NGN lies founded in 

paradigm shifts that have been taking place within the technological solutions and 

the business models in the telecom industry as a whole. The concept is based on IP-

technology and is being specified by ITU-T.

Nonce Number used once A nonce is a cryptographic term used for an element that must provide uniqeness and 

that will only be used once. A nonce is normally either A) a sequence number, B) a time-

stamp, or C) a pseudo-random number.

P2P Peer To Peer A computer network that does not rely on dedicated servers for communication but in-

stead mostly uses direct connections between clients (peers). A pure peer-to-peer net-

work does not have the notion of clients or servers, but only equal peer nodes that simul-

taneously function as both ‘clients’ and ‘servers’ to the other nodes in the network.
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Personal Personal privacy is a surprisingly difficult term to pinpoint. One aspect is a person’s 

Privacy ability to keep details of their daily lives and personal affairs out of public view. It should 

also include a measure of control over personal information collected by others about 

themselves. The control right should among other things include the right to restrict the 

usage and to ensure that the information is correct. Privacy is also sometimes related 

to a right to being anonymous. Privacy can be seen as an aspect of security and is often

achieved by means of security techniques and methods.

Phishing Phishing is an activity where a fraudster tries to acquire sensitive/private information.

They commonly use social engineering techniques. The most sought after information

is usernames, passwords and credit card details etc. A well know phishing technique

is to masquerade as a trustworthy website. This includes internet/online banks, auction

companies like eBay and other trustworthy sites where you may be compelled to leave

sensitive data. Phishing is typically carried out using email, and the users are conned

to login or otherwise convey information at a website.

PKI Public Key An arrangement which provides for third-party vetting of, and vouching for user 

Infrastructure identities. It also allows binding of public keys to users. This is usually carried by software

at a central location together with other coordinated software at distributed locations.

The public keys are typically in certificates. The term is used to mean both the certificate

authority and related arrangements as well as, more broadly and somewhat confusingly, 

to mean use of public key algorithms in electronic communications. The latter sense is 

erroneous since PKI methods are not required to use public key algorithms.

POTS Plain Old Tele- A very general term used to describe an ordinary voice telephone service. 

phone Service See also PSTN.

prf pseudo-random A function that generates a stream of pseudo-random numbers.

function

Privacy- Techniques that ensure that the referred to privacy properties are an invariant 

Preserving property through the execution. Normally the privacy-preserving term is reserved for

cryptographic algorithms and protocols that can be formally proven to preserve a given

privacy characteristic throughout the execution of the algorithm/protocol.

PS Packet Switched Communication switching method in which packets (units of information carriage) are

individually routed between nodes over data links which might be shared by many other

nodes. Packet switching is used to optimize the use of the bandwidth available in a 

network, to minimize the transmission latency (i.e. the time it takes for data to pass

across the network), and to increase robustness of communication. The concept of 

packet switching was developed by Paul Baran in the early 1960s, and independently 

a few years later by Donald Davies, as described below. Leonard Kleinrock conducted 

early research and published a book in the related field of digital message switching

(without the packets) in 1961, and also later played a leading role in building and 

management of the world’s first packet switched network, the ARPANET.

Pseudonym A pseudonym is an alias, used by an individual as an alternative to a person’s true name.

Use of pseudonyms may provide a measure of identity anonymity.

Pseudo- Pseudo-randomness (in security) is a property that is normally associated with the 

Random characteristics non-predictability, uniqueness and non-repeatability. Statistically the

pseudo-random number should (almost always) appear to be uniformly distributed.

PSK Pre-Shared Key In communication security, a secret which was previously shared between the two 

(or more) parties using an external channel. The characteristics of this secret or key 

are determined by the system which uses it. It can be a password, a passphrase or a 

hexadecimal string. This secret is used by all systems involved in the cryptographic 

processes used to secure the traffic between the systems.

QoS Quality of Service The “degree of conformance of the service delivered to a user by a provider, with an http://www.itu.int, 

agreement between them”. The agreement is related to the provision/delivery of this http://www.eurescom.de

service. Defined by EURESCOM project P806 in 1999 and adopted by ITU-T in recom-

mendation E.860. [E.860].

RADIUS Remote An authentication and accounting system used by many (W)ISPs. Then logging into a http://www.ietf.org/,

Authentication public Internet service you must enter your username and password. This information http://tools.ietf.org

Dial-In User is passed to a RADIUS service, which checks that the information is correct, and then /html/rfc2865

Service authorizes access to the WISP. RADIUS is an AAA protocol. It is intended to work in 

both local and roaming situations. The RADIUS specification is maintained by a working 

group of the IETF. Defined in IETF RFC 2865.

RAN Radio Access A part of a mobile telecommunication system. It implements a radio access technology.

Network Conceptually, it sits between the mobile phone and the core network (CN). Examples are 

GRAN (GSM RAN), GERAN (GSM/EDGE RAN) and UTRAN (UMTS RAN).

Random There are several definitions of what random is intended to mean; notably one has 

A) an information-theoretic definition; B) a defintion for the statistics field; and C) a 

defintion for security/cryptography. To distinguish from ‘true’ randomness one often 

refers to pseudo-random properties in security terminology.
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RFC Request For An RFC is a formal document from the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) that is http://www.whatis.com

Comment the result of committee drafting and subsequent review by interested parties. Some 

RFCs are informational in nature. Of those that are intended to become Internet 

standards, the final version of the RFC becomes the standard and no further comments

or changes are permitted. Changes can occur, however, through subsequent RFCs that 

supersede or elaborate on all or parts of previous RFCs.

RFID Radio Frequency RFID is an automatic identification method, relying on storing and remotely retrieving

Identification data using devices called RFID tags or transponders. An RFID tag is a small object that 

can be attached to or incorporated into a product, animal, or person. RFID tags con-

tain antennas to enable them to receive and respond to radio-frequency queries from 

an RFID transceiver. Passive tags require no internal power source, whereas active tags 

require a power source.

RRM Radio Resource

Management

SA Security

Associations

SAODV Secure Ad-hoc On- SAODV is an extension of the AODV routing protocol that can be used to protect the

demand Distance route discovery mechanism providing security features like integrity, authentication 

Vector routing and non-repudiation.

SGSN Serving GPRS SGSN is an exchange which performs packet switching functions for mobile stations http://www.3gpp.org,

support node located in a geographical area designated as the SGSN area. It is located in the core http://www.etsi.org

network of the visited network in 2G/3G systems. It has an interface towardsthe radio 

access network. The SGSN is the PS equivalent of the VLR/MSC for CS connections.

SHM Structural Health Structural Health Monitoring is an activity where actual data related to civil structures http://www.ishmii.org/

Monitoring is observed/measured and registered based on high performance sensors, precision

signal conditioning units, broad band analogue-to-digital converters, optical or wireless 

networks, global positioning systems etc.

SIM Subscriber The SIM is a subscriber identity module for GSM/GPRS subscriptions. In 2G systems the http://www.3gpp.org

Identity term SIM is used for a dedicated smartcard with subscriber identity information (including /ftp/Specs/html-info

Module security credentials and algorithms). In 3G systems a SIM is an application running on the /31-series.htm

UICC (smartcard). Although the terms UICC and SIM are often interchanged, UICC refers 

to the physical  card, whereas SIM (in 3G) refers to a single application residing in the UICC

that collects GSM/GPRS user subscription information. The corresponding UMTS sub-

scriber application is the USIM (which is alway present on a UICC). The SIM provides secure

storing of the key identifying a mobile phone service subscriber but also subscription in-

formation, preferences and storage of text messages. The equivalent of a SIM in UMTS is

a Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM). Defined in 3GPP specification series 31.

SMC Secure Multi-party The research in the field of SMC is often considered to be initiated by Andrew C. Yao in 

Computation 1982. In short, Yao proposed the so-called millionaire problem in which Alice and Bob 

are two millionaires who want to find out which is the richer. However, they do not want 

to reveal how much money they have to each other or to other parties. Solutions to this 

and other SMC problems tend to rely on use of advanced and sophisticated public-key 

crypto-system primitives.

SN Serving Network The SN consists of one or more access networks (AN) attached to a core network (CN). http://www.3gpp.org,

http://www.etsi.org

Spyware The term ‘spyware’ is used for software that collects personal information about users 

without their informed consent. The spyware often uses stealth techniques to hide its 

activity or posing as a legitimate application (which makes it a Trojan).

SS7 Signalling A set of telephony signalling protocols which are used to set up the vast majority of the http://www.itu.int

System #7 world’s PSTN telephone calls.

Steganog- Steganography (literally, covered writing) explores methods to hide the existence of 

raphy hidden messages.

TC Technical

Committee

TETRA TErrestrial TETRA is a digital trunked mobile radio standard developed by the European Tele- http://www.tetramou

Trunked RAdio communications Standards Institute (ETSI). The purpose of the TETRA standard was .com/

to meet the needs of traditional Professional Mobile Radio (PMR) user organisations, 

which include utilities, public safety (including the police, the fire brigade, the medical 

emergency services), government, military, border control, etc.
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TISPAN Telecommunica- The ETSI core competence centre for fixed networks and for migration from switched http://www.etsi.org,

tion and Internet circuit networks to packet-based networks with an architecture that can serve in both. http://portal.etsi.org

converged TISPAN is responsible for all aspects of standardisation for present and future converged /tispan

Services and networks including the NGN (Next Generation Network) and including service aspects, 

Protocols for architectural aspects, protocol aspects, QoS studies, security related studies, mobility 

Advanced aspects within fixed networks, using existing and emerging technologies. To a large 

Networking extent this work is centered around adapting the 3GPP IMS architecture to the TISPAN/

NGN environment. TISPAN is structured as a single technical committee, with core 

competencies, under which there are Working Groups and Project Teams.

TLS Transport Layer Transport Layer Security (TLS) is a protocol that ensures privacy between com- http://www.whatis.com

Security municating applications and their users on the Internet. When a server and a client

communicate, TLS ensures that no third party may eavesdrop or tamper with any 

message. TLS is the successor to the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

TMSI Temporary Mobile TMSI is a 4-octet (byte) unstructured temporary subscriber identity used in the GSM/ http://www.3gpp.org

Subscriber GPRS/UMTS systems. Subsequent to initial successful location updating and after /ftp/Specs/html-info

Identity encryption has commenced the VLR/SGSN may (should) assign a TMSI to the MS. The /23003.htm

TMSI is subsequently to be used as replacement for IMSI. The TMSI is assigned in 

encrypted form and only used in cleartext, and thus there is no externally apparent 

binding between the IMSI and the TMSI. In effect this provides a (weak) measure of 

location- and identity privacy for the mobile subscriber. Defined in 3GPP TS 23.003.

ToR The onion Router ToR is an anonymity network technology. http://tor.eff.org/

Trojan A Trojan is a deceptive program that contains or installs a malicious program (malware) 

while masquerading as a legitimate application. The term is derived from the classical 

myth of the Trojan Horse.

TS Technical

Specification

TST Tamper-resistant

pseudonym tester

TTP Trusted Third Party In cryptography, an entity which facilitates interactions between two parties who 

both trust the third party; they use this trust to secure their own interactions. TTPs are 

common in cryptographic protocols, for example, a certificate authority (CA).

UE User Equipment A UE is a mobile phone (terminal unit, radio unit and smartcard (SIM and/or UICC/USIM)).

UE User Entity

UICC A physically secure device, an IC card (or ‘smart card’), that can be inserted and http://www.3gpp.org

removed from the terminal equipment. It may contain one or more applications. /ftp/Specs/html-info

One of the applications may be a USIM. Defined in 3GPP specification series 31. /31-series.htm

UMTS Universal Mobile The European member of the IMT 2000 family of 3G wireless standards. UMTS http://www.3gpp.org/,

Telecommunication supports data rates of 144 kb/s for vehicular traffic, 384 kb/s for pedestrian traffic http://www.umts-forum

System and up to 2 Mb/s in support of in-building services. The standardisation work began .org

in 1991 by ETSI but was transferred in 1998 to 3GPP as a corporation between Japanese,

Chinese, Korean and American organisations. It is based on the use of WCDMA tech-

nology and is currently deployed in many European countries. As of October 2006 there

are more than 90 million subscribers worldwide. The first European service opened in

2003. In Japan NTT DoCoMo opened its ‘pre-UMTS’ service FOMA (Freedom Of Mobile 

multimedia Access) in 2000. The system operates in the 2.1 GHz band and is capable of 

carrying multimedia traffic.

URL Uniform Resource A subset of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) that identify resources via a representa- http://www.ietf.org

Locater tion of their primary access mechanism (e.g. their network ‘location’), rather than 

identifying the resource by name or by some other attribute(s) of that resource. 

Originally defined by IETF in RFC 1738, later merged with RFC 1808 to RFC 2396 on URN.

USIM Universal Sub- An application residing on the UICC used for accessing services provided by mobile http://www.3gpp.org

scriber Identity networks, which the application is able to register on with the appropriate security. /ftp/Specs/html-info

Module Defined in 3GPP specification series 31. /31-series.htm

UTRAN UMTS Radio Part of the 3G standard UMTS. The UTRAN consists of a set of Radio Network Sub- http://www.3gpp.org

Access Network systems (RNS) connected to the Core Network through the Iu-Interface. An RNS /ftp/Specs/html-info

consists of a Radio Network Controller (RNC) and a number of base stations called /25401.htm

Node Bs. They provide the radio interface Uu towards the User Equipment (UE).

Specified by 3GPP. An overall description is found in 3GPP TS 25.401.

VLR Visitors Location VLR is a temporary database of the subscribers who have roamed into the particular 

Register area which it serves. Each Base Station in the network is served by exactly one VLR, 

hence a subscriber cannot be present in more than one VLR at a time. The data stored in 

the VLR has either been received from the HLR, or collected from the MS. In practice, for 

performance reasons, most vendors integrate the VLR directly to the V-MSC and, where 

this is not done, the VLR is very tightly linked with the MSC via a proprietary interface.
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/Term Definition Explanation Web-resources

WEP Wired Equivalent An implementation of RC4. It is part of the IEEE 802.11 standard (ratified in September www.ieee802.org,

Privacy 1999) and is a scheme used to secure wireless networks (WiFi). WEP was designed to http://www.wifialliance.org

provide comparable confidentiality to a traditional wired network, hence the name. 

However, the WEP security protocol is completely broken and attacks will now succeed 

within a couple of minutes. A new standard, IEEE 802.11i, provides improved security 

feature. See also WPA/WPA2.

Wi-Fi A non-profit international association formed in 1999 to certify interoperability of http://www.wifialliance

Alliance wireless Local Area Network products based on IEEE 802.11 specification. Currently .org

the Wi-Fi Alliance has 207 member companies from around the world, and over 1000

productshave received Wi-Fi® certification since certification began in March 2000.

WiMAX Worldwide Inter- A specification for fixed broadband wireless metropolitan access networks (MANs) that http://www.ieee802.org

operability for use a point-to-multipoint architecture. Based on the IEEE 802.16 WMAN. Published on /16/,

Microwave Access 8 April 2002, the standard defines the use of bandwidth between the licensed 10 GHz http://www.wimaxforum

and 66 GHz and between the 2 GHz and 11 GHz (licensed and unlicensed) frequency .org/

ranges and defines a MAC layer that supports multiple physical layer specifications

customized for the frequency band of use and their associated regulations. 802.16

supports very high bit rates in both uploading to and downloading from a base station

up to a distance of 50 km to handle such services as VoIP, IP connectivity and TDM

voice and data.

WLAN Wireless Local This is a generic term covering a multitude of technologies providing local area net-

Area Network working via a radio link. Examples of WLAN technologies include Wi-Fi (Wireless 

Fidelity), 802.11b and 802.11a, HiperLAN, Bluetooth and IrDA (Infrared Data Association).

A WLAN access point (AP) usually has a range of 20-300 m. A WLAN may consist of 

several APs and may or may not be connected to Internet.

WPA Wi-Fi Protected An improved version of WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy). It is a system to secure http://www.ieee802.org,

Access wireless (Wi-Fi) networks, created to patch the security of WEP. As a successor, WPA http://www.wifialliance

implements the majority of the IEEE 802.11i standard, and was intended as an inter- .org

mediate measure to take the place of WEP while 802.11i was prepared.

WPA2 Wi-Fi Protected An extension to WPA that includes the remaining elements of IEEE 802.11i. http://www.ieee802.org,

Access 2 http://www.wifialliance.org

WSN Wireless Sensor A WSN is a wireless network consisting of spatially distributed autonomous devices 

Networks using sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions, such 

as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants.
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Background

Humans have practised gambling at all times. The
archaeologists have made excavations in prehistoric
sites and found large numbers of roughly dice-shaped
bones. Different types of games, sports events, other
types of events and gambling are connected because
it has always been challenging to make bets on differ-
ent outcomes of a game.

Experiences and simple statistics used more or less
unconsciously made in old times the basis for the
gamblers and their betting. Until the 16th century the
mathematics was not applied on gambling and proba-
bility problems.

This paper shows how gambling problems initiated
the mathematical theory of probability and gives an
overview of the establishment of the mathematical
theory of probability. The lines are drawn from the
mathematical theory of probability to the establish-
ment of the queuing/teletraffic theory more than 200
years later. And the pioneers in developing the queu-
ing/ teletraffic theory were Agner Krarup Erlang and
Tore Olaus Engset!

(Stordahl, 2006) identified that The Gambler’s Ruin
Problem was solved by using the same difference
equations as for the M/M/1 queuing systems, only
200 years earlier. This paper investigates and
explains the incitements for the development of the
queuing/teletraffic theory which was mainly caused
by introduction of telephone switching systems.

The History Behind the Probability Theory and the

Queuing Theory

K J E L L  S T O R D A H L

Kjell Stordahl is

Senior Advisor in

Telenor Nordic

Fixed

Telektronikk 2.2007

The author defended his DrPhilos thesis “Long-Term Telecommunications Forecasting” at NTNU,

Trondheim ultimo 2006. His chosen lecture was: “Are the odds against you? The history of how

gambling initiated the theory of probability, and how the theory can be used to improve your odds”

(Stordahl, 2006). This article documents part of the lecture and extends the perspectives by drawing

lines to establishment of the teletraffic/queuing theory.

Playing with dice, relief from ancient Rome

Gambling, caricature of an early roulette table, ca 1800
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Before starting, a quotation from the famous mathe-
matician Marquis Pierre-Simon de Laplace in his book
Thèorie Analytique des Probabilitiés (Laplace, 1812)
is in its place: “It is remarkable that a science which
began with consideration of games of chance should
have become the most important object of human life
... The most important questions of life are, for the
most part, really only problems of probability.”

The History Behind the Evolution

of the Mathematical Theory of

Probability

The most important sources used in this chapter are:
(Todhunter, 1865), (Ore, 1953), (Ore, 1960), (King,
1990) and (Mahoney, 1994). The book by Isaac
Todhunter from 1865, containing 1062 notes, is con-
sidered to be the real bible of the mathematical theory
of probability. The book has on different subjects
been shaded and supplemented by Anders Hall (Hall,
1990).

The very early start of the history of the mathematical
theory of probability is strongly influenced by Gero-
lamo Cardano, Blaise Pascal, Pierre de Fermat and
Christian Huygens.

Gerolamo Cardano (1501 – 1576)

Gerolamo Cardano is said to be the father of the
mathematical theory of probability. Øystein Ore has
written a very interesting book (Ore, 1953) where he
analyses the many abilities of the unusual man and
scientist Cardano. The last part of the book contains
Cardano’s book Liber de Ludo Aleae (The Book on
Games of Chance) which Ore had translated from
Latin.

Gerolamo Cardano’s father, Fazio Cardano, was a
lawyer, but he had excellent knowledge in medicine
and mathematics. He was also consulted by Leonardo
da Vinci regarding analysis in geometry.

The life of Gerolamo Cardano is very well described
in his autobiography De Propria Vita. He was a well
educated medical doctor. While studying he gambled
to finance his studies. He also carried on gambling
for many years. Cardano had many different interests
and he published books in mathematics, physics,
astronomy, probability theory, moral, upbringing,
music, chess, dreams, death; but most of his books
dealt with medical questions. In his autobiography he
counted 131 printed works after having burned 170
manuscripts which he judged not to be good enough.
Cardano’s first book On the Bad Practices of
Medicine in Common Use was published in 1536.
The book was written because Cardano applied for
but did not get a position at the hospital in Milan.
However, after the publication the medical doctors
were frightened and gave him a position. During the
course of a few years he got the top position at the
hospital. He was a skilful medical doctor and was
often used by the aristocracy. He was also a unique
debater who was impossible to beat in the duels held
at that time.

In 1545 Cardano issued Ars Magna, a textbook in
arithmetic, where the solutions of the third and fourth
degree equation were published for the first time. The
solution of the third degree equation was originally
found by Scipione del Ferro about 1500, but he did
not publish his solution. At that time teachers at the
universities in Italy could be challenged for their
position through competitions where each duellist put
up a set of questions to be solved by the other. Hence,
it was better to have and to hide knowledge than to

Early queuing system. Edvard Hicks (1780 – 1849): “Noah’s Ark”

Gerolamo Cardano (1501 – 1576) is said to be the
father of the mathematical theory of probability
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share it. The solution of the fourth degree equation
was found by Cardano’s brilliant scholar Lodovico
Ferrari.

Cardano wrote several books about gambling. The
book Liber de Ludo Aleae is a handbook for gam-
blers. The book shows that Cardano was an experi-
enced gambler. A lot of advice is presented about
tricks and cheating, and recommendations are given
to avoid cheating. Cardano applies basic principles
for the probability theory. He defines probability as
the number of favourable (outcomes) divided by the
number of possible (outcomes). He states that the
probability of a set of independent events is equal to
the product of the probability of each of the events.
He also touches the mathematical expectation and the
law of large numbers. Cardano shows a complete
sample space for throws with two and with three dice.
His methods would in principle solve the Chevalier
de Mère’s problem, which, as will be seen was dis-
cussed by de Mère and Pascal about 100 years later.

The main part of the manuscript for the book was
written at an early stage of Cardano’s career, but
some parts were included later. Unfortunately, he was
not allowed to publish the book because in 1570 he
was arrested by the Inquisition and denied further
publishing. Regrettably, the book Liber de Ludo
Aleae was not published until 1663, and then as a
minor part of a large ten cover volume of Cardano’s
publications.

Therefore, Liber de Ludo Aleae did not make the
impact on the evolution of the mathematical theory
of probability as it could have done!

Blaise Pascal (1623 – 1662)

Blaise Pascal was taken very ill when he was one
year old. Sickness followed Pascal through his life
and he only lived to be 39 years old. When he was
16 he published a remarkable thesis on conic cuts.
At the age of 18 he made the world’s first calculation
machine for addition and subtraction – in fact for
helping his father with tax calculations, which was
part of his job. He also carried out a series of pressure
measurements and concluded on the existence of
vacuum. Pascal was also an excellent author with a
specific talent for polemics.

The literary style of Pascal was influenced by
Antoine Gombaud Chevalier de Mère (1607 – 1684)
who he got acquainted with in 1651/1652. Many
books on the history of the mathematical theory of
probability start with: “A gambler named Chevalier
de Mère presented two gambling problems to Blaise
Pascal”. (Ore, 1960) tells that “Chevalier de Mère
would have turned in his grave at such a characterisa-

Gerolamo Cardano’s book Liber de Ludo Aleae was
not published until 1663, then as part of Opera
Omnia, a ten cover volume of Cardano’s publications

Blaise Pascal (1623 – 1662)
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tion of his main occupation in life”. Chevalier de
Mère had received a good classical education and had
experience from the army. He served in the court in
Paris. He was a philosopher and a writer and he
rapidly became a prominent figure at the court of
Louis XIV where he was adviser in delicate situations
and arbiter in conflicts.

Chevalier de Mère made Pascal aware of The dice
problems which had been well known during the last
centuries. One of the dice problems is described as

follows: How many times do you have to throw two
dice to have probability higher than 0.5 to get at least
one double 6 in the sequence? Pascal solved the prob-
lem in the following way:

He stated that the probability not to get a double 6 in
one throw is 35/36. Then he postulated the same as
Cardano did a hundred years earlier, that throws with
dice are independent events and expressed that the
probability not to get one double 6 in n throws is
(35/36)n. Hence, the probability to get at least a dou-
ble 6 in n throws is pn = 1 - (35/36)n. Then, Pascal
calculates p24 = 0.491 and p25 = 0.506. Hence, the
limit is between throw 24 and throw 25.

At that time Pascal made contact with Fermat to get
confirmation of his theories and this process is con-
sidered by many to be the start of the evolution of the
mathematical theory of probability.

Pierre de Fermat (1601 – 1665)

Pierre de Fermat came from a wealthy merchant
family on his father’s side and a lawyer family on his
mother’s side. He studied law at the universities of
Toulouse and Orléans and mathematics at the univer-
sity of Bordeaux. He made a career as a lawyer and
got continuously higher positions. It could be said
that his professional career was as a lawyer, but he
had mathematics as a lifelong hobby! Fermat was
known for showing his mathematical results, but he
did not always show his proofs. The reason was that
he did not consider communicating his proofs to be
his primary tasks in life. Significant parts of Fermat’s
scientific work have been found in the margins of
manuscripts and in letters to his friends. In other
words, he was not very interested in documentation
and publication of his mathematical works. However,
at a later stage of his life, in August 1654, he sug-
gested to Carcavi that Carcavi and Pascal should pub-
lish his scientific work. His son made this possible 14
years after his death, in 1679.

The dice problem: How many times do you have to
throw two dice to have a probability higher than 0.5
to get at least one double 6 in the sequence?

Pierre de Fermat (1601 – 1665), contemporary engraving

In 2000, the ‘World Mathematical Year’, The
Czech Republic issued a stamp showing Fermat’s
last theorem, also showing that Andrew Wiles
proved it in 1995
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Fermat became known for making the foundation of
the analytical geometry. He made significant contri-
butions to the calculus through calculations of tan-
gent, maximum and minimum and to the number the-
ory. Fermat is also famous for his last theorem (how-
ever from 1637) where he states that there exist no
integers which satisfy xn + yn = zn where n > 2. The
proof is said to be made in the margin of one of his
manuscripts.

Anyhow, the statement generated a fantastic story
of how the best brains in mathematics over a period
of more than 350 years tried to develop this proof
(Singh, 1997). Then in 1993, based on seven years
work in isolation, Professor Andrew Wiles from
Princeton University, NJ, USA, publishes the proof at
a mathematical conference in Cambridge. The event
caused enormous publicity. However, a month later, it
was shown that there was a ‘hole’ in the proof – it was
incomplete. It was a catastrophe for Andrew Wiles.

He had isolated himself like the Pythagorean did
2000 years earlier when they developed mathematics
as a religion – but only for the initiated! In spite
of the enormous pressure from the media, Andrew
Wiles succeeded one year later to complete the proof.
In the completion he also used the Selmer groups. The
Selmer groups were developed at the beginning of the
1950s by the Norwegian professor Ernst Selmer, who
regrettably died on 8 November 2006.

Start of the Mathematical Theory of

Probability

The start of the mathematical theory of probability
is by many considered to be the exchange of letters
between Pascal and Fermat in 1654.

Pascal wanted at that time to get confirmation on
some of his proofs on gambling problems. He made
contact with the well known mathematician Roberval,
but he did not get any support, only criticism. Rober-
val was described as “the greatest mathematician in
Paris, and in conversation the most disagreeable man
in the world”. Pascal then consulted Fermat, who was
living in Toulouse. Fermat was isolated from the
mathematical environment and was happy to have
contact with Pascal, which was reciprocated. There
then followed an exchange of minimum seven letters,
and this is by many considered as the real start of the
mathematical theory of probability.

In the correspondence Fermat confirms Pascal’s solu-
tions on the dice problems.

However, the correspondence starts with the classical
Point problem, which was well known from several
centuries back. So far, nobody had found the solution.

There were different variants and wrappings of the
problem. In the following is shown Pascal’s solution
to a simple Point problem.

Two players A and B each put 32 gold coins (also
called pistols) in the pot. The first player who gets
three points has won the game and will get all the
gold coins. The winner of each round gets one point.
Each player has equal probability, 1:2, to win a
round. However, the game is disrupted when player
A has two points and player B one point. The ques-
tion is: How should the pot be divided in a fair way?

Pascal allocates probabilities to different realisations
and reasons as follows: The probability for player A
to win the next round is 1:2. Because of that he
should have 32 gold coins. The probability for player
B to win the next round is 1:2. Then, player A and B
both have two points and they should of course
divide the remaining 32 gold coins equally, getting
16 gold coins each. Hence, player A should have a
total of 48 gold coins and player B 16.

Fermat generalises the point
problem and finds solutions
for more complicated cases
also when there are several
players. He uses permuta-
tions, which can be used as
long as the probability of
winning is equal for each
player. Fermat also finds
some failures in Pascal’s rea-
soning which he corrects.

Then, Pascal develops
solutions by using Pascal’s
triangle. Pascal’s arithmetic

Andrew Wiles, professor at Princeton University, NJ,
USA, finally was able to prove Fermat’s last theorem
in 1995

The point problem.
A fair division of
gold coins (pistols)
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triangle was well known, but got Pascal’s name
because he discovered new properties of the triangle
which were previously not known. Pascal shows how
binomial coefficients are used to calculate the proba-
bility of player A to win (and B) when A needs m
points and B needs n points. Fermat also did the same
using the Binomial distribution.

The exchange of letters stopped at the end of 1654
when Pascal sacrificed himself, as the rest of his
family, for the Jansenism1). His last years were spent
mainly working with religious questions and in 1656
he wrote Lettres Provinciales opposing the Jesuits’
attack on Jansenism.

The Gambler’s Ruin Problem

The correspondence between Pascal and Fermat was
renaissanced a short period in 1656. Here, Pascal puts
a question forward to Fermat which was known as the
Gambler’s Ruin problem. Fermat and Pascal solved
the problem for some distinct values of the para-
meters, but it is not known that they solved the
general problem.

The Gambler’s Ruin problem is as follows: Player A
starts with m points and player B with n points. The
probability of player A winning one round is p, while
the probability of player B winning a round is q =
1 - p. The winner of one round receives one point
from the other player. The question is: What is the
probability of player A winning the game; that is, to
get n + m points? And in general, what is the proba-
bility of player A winning the game when he has i
points?

Christiaan Huygens (1629 – 1695) was next to im-
prove the mathematical theory of probability signifi-
cantly. In 1657 he published Libellus De Ratiociniis
in Ludo Aleae (The Value of all Chances in Games of
Fortune), a book on probability theory. The book was
published six years before Cardano’s book and con-

Pascal’s triangle is a geometric arrangement of the
binomial coefficients

Christiaan Huygens (1629 – 1695), engraving of
Frederik Ottens, 18th centuryThe Gambler’s Ruin problem

1) Jansenism was a branch of Catholic thought that emphasized original sin, human depravity, the necessity of divine grace, and
predestination. Originating in the writings of the Flemish theologian Cornelius Otto Jansen, Jansenism formed a distinct movement
within the Roman Catholic Church from the 16th to 18th centuries, but was condemned by the Roman Catholic Church as heretical
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jansenism)
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tains, among other things a precise definition of the
concept of mathematical expectation. Huygens also
puts up five unsolved probability problems; one of
them, Huygens fifth problem, is The Gambler’s Ruin
problem which Huygens only solved for some values
of the parameters.

Some more years passed before the general solution
was found. In fact the solution was found by different
approaches by James Bernouilli (1708), Montmort
(1708), de Moivre (1712) and Struyck (1716), see
(Hald, 1990). The process is a random walk with
absorbing barriers in 0 and n + m.

A complete proof based on difference equations was
first given by Struyck (1716), see (Hald, 1990, page
203). He finds the explicit solution of the difference
equations first for n = m and then for n different from
m. Let p(i) be the probability for player A to win the
game given that he has i points. Then, the difference
equations can be expressed by:

p(i) = p p (i - 1) + q p (i + 1),
i = 1, 2, ..., m + n - 1 (1)

p(0) = 0
p(m + n) =1

The first equation expresses that the probability of
winning the game given that the player has i point is
equal to p multiplied by the probability to win given
that the player has i - 1 points pluss q multiplied by
the probability that the player has i + 1 points. The
two last equations are the edge conditions stating that
the probability of player A winning is 0 if he has no
points left (he is ruined) and the probability of win-
ning when he has n + m points is of course 1.

Now, we know that p + q = 1. The equation will not
be changed when the left hand side is multiplied with
(p + q). Hence the equation is:

(p + q) p(i) = p p (i - 1) + q p (i + 1),
i = 1, 2, ..., m + n - 1 (2)

This difference equation is exactly the same as the
difference equation which describes the M/M/1
queuing system in statistical equilibrium. However,
the development of the queuing theory was not in
place until 200 years later. The history of the evolu-
tion and the incitements for the evolution is treated
in the last part of the paper.

Queuing Models and Queuing Theory

Queuing theory is the mathematical study of waiting
lines or queues. The theory enables mathematical
analysis of several related processes, including arriv-

ing at the queue, waiting in the queue, and being
served by the server(s) at the front of the queue.
The theory permits the derivation and calculation of
several performance measures including the average
waiting time in the queue or the system, the expected
number waiting or receiving service and the probabil-
ity of encountering the system in certain states, such
as empty, full, having an available server or having
to wait a certain time to be served.

The simplest form of queuing models are based
on the birth and death process, where the birth pro-
cess describes the inter-arrival time (time between
two arrivals) to the queue and the death process
describes the service or holding time in the queue.

For queuing theory, it has been found convenient, if
possible, to work with probability distributions which
exhibit the memorylessness property, as this com-
monly simplifies the mathematics involved.

The memorylessness property is often denoted a
Markovian property and a process with a Markovian
property is called a Markov process, which means
that the probability distribution of future states of the

process, given the
present state and
all past states,
depends only
upon the present
state and not on
any past states.

As a result, queu-
ing models are
frequently mod-
eled as Poisson
processes through
the use of the
exponential dis-
tribution.

Birth-death processes have many applications in

demography, queuing theory, and in biology, for

example to study the evolution of bacteria. The state,

i, of the process represents the current size of the

population. The transitions are limited to births and

deaths. When a birth occurs, the process goes from

state i to i + 1. When a death occurs, the process goes

from state i to state i - 1.

The Markov process is named after the famous

Russian mathematician Andrej Markov (1856 – 1922).

Andrej Markov was created honorary doctor at the

University of Oslo at the Abel jubilee in 1902 (Nils

Henrik Abel (1802 – 1829))

Andrej Markov (1856 – 1922)
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Suppose that the inter-arrival time is described by an
exponential distribution with parameter λ (traffic inten-
sity), and the holding time is described by an exponen-
tial distribution with parameter µ. Then the transient
behavior of the queuing system is expressed by:

pi’(t) = λ pi-1(t) + (λ + µ)pi(t) + µ pi+1(t) (3)

where pi’(t) is a derivative to pi(t) which is the proba-
bility to have i in the queue system at time t. The
system is described as a function of time and can be
solved when we know the starting value at time 0.

Suppose that the system reaches statistical equilib-
rium. Then the solution is independent of the starting
values. In addition, it has a balance between inter-
arrivals and services which implies λ/µ < 1. Then
pi’(t) = 0.

Letting pi(t) = pi , we get:

(λ + µ)pi = λpi-1 + µpi+1 (4)

which is identical to the Gambler’s Ruin problem
equation (2), but with different notations.

This queuing system is denoted M/M/1: Exponential
inter-arrival time and holding time and one server.
The classification of queuing systems follows
Kendell’s definition (Kendell, 1953). The solution is
found by expressing all the {pi} as a function of p0
and then normalize based on the summing up of all
the probabilities to 1. The same procedure is done for
the Gambler’s Ruin problem, but the edge conditions
are also taken into account.

To show the equality in the solutions the following
notations are used:

p(i) = pi (5)

ρ = λ/µ = p/q (6)

K = n + m (7)

Solutions of different queuing systems and the Gam-
bler’s Ruin problem:

The Gambler’s Ruin problem:
p(i) = (1 - ρi) / (1 - ρK) (8)

M/M/1: p(i) = (1 - ρ) ρi (9)

M/M/1/K: p(i) = ρi (1 - ρ) / (1 - ρK+1) (10)

M/M/    : p(i) = (ρ i / i!) e -ρ (11)

M/M/K/K:

(12)

Erlang’s B loss formula:

(13)

Here, A/B/C/D follows the notation of (Kendell,
1953) and (Kleinrock, 1975) where:

A: Interarrival time distribution
B: Service time distribution
C: Number of servers
D: Waiting room capacity

It could be noted that the solution of queuing models
with more than one server uses (i+1)µ instead of µ in
equation (4).

It is interesting to note that most books in queuing the-
ory use equation (4) as a standard formula because it is
derived from the transient equation (3). The stationary
state equations can be interpreted as follows: The traffic
stream out of state i is equal to the traffic stream into
state i. Looking at the original work of Erlang (Erlang
1917) (Brockmeyer, 1948) he uses another approach.
Instead of assuming that the traffic stream out of a
state is equal to the traffic stream into the state, he
postulates that the traffic stream is equal both ways
between a cut of states. He then gets the simplified
equation:

λ p(i) = (i + 1)µ p(i + 1) (14)

where he also uses (i + 1)µ as a more general expres-
sion. Arne Jensen uses the same approach in his
paper (Jensen, 1954). A complete proof is given in
(Morris, 1961). The possibility of using the cut is a
much more powerful approach for modelling more
complicated stationary queuing systems. This is
shown in (Stordahl, 1972).

Let us go back and look at the real incentives for
developing the queuing and teletraffic theory. The
whole thing started with the telephone!

∞

p(i) = (ρi/i!)/

(
K∑

k=1

ρk/k!

)

p(K) = (ρK/K!)/

(
K∑

k=1

ρk/k!

)

The Poisson process, discovered by the French mathematician Siméon-

Denis Poisson (1781 – 1840) is a pure-birth process, the simplest example

of a birth-death process. The Poisson distribution is a discrete probability

distribution. It expresses the probability, p(i, λ), of a number of events i,

occurring in a fixed period of time, if these events occur with a known

average rate λ, and are independent of the time since the last event.

p(i, λ) =
e−λλi

i!
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The Telephone and the Manual

Switches

The Italian Antonio Meucci (1808 – 1889), who had
already created the first model of a telephone in Italy
in 1834, tested electric transmission of the human
voice in Cuba in 1849 and demonstrated his electric
telephone in New York, USA in 1850. He had paid
for a ‘caveat’ for the telephone in 1871. In the sum-
mer of 1872 Meucci asked Edward B. Grant (Vice
President of American District Telegraph Co. of New
York) permission to test his telephone apparatus on
the company’s telegraph lines. He gave Grant a
description of his prototype and copy of his caveat.
Up to 1874 Meucci only had enough money to renew
his caveat while looking for funding for a true patent.
After waiting two years without receiving an answer,
Meucci went to Grant and asked him to be given back
his documents, but Grant answered that he had lost
them. The same year the caveat expired because
Meucci lacked the money to renew it.

In 2002 the American Congress announced that
Antonio Meucci (not Alexander Graham Bell)
was the real inventor of the telephone.
(Kunnskapsforlaget, 2007)

Meanwhile, in 1867 the following could be read in an
American newspaper: “The 46 years old, Joshua Cop-
persmith has been arrested in New York for attempt-
ing to extort funds from ignorant and superstitious
people by exhibiting a device which he says will
convey the human voice over metallic wires, so that
it will be heard by the listener at the other end. He
calls the instrument a telephone, which is obviously
intended to imitate the word ‘telegraph’, and win the
confidence of those who know of the success of the
latter instrument without understanding the principles
on which it is based. Well-informed people know
that it is impossible to transmit the human voice over

wires as may be done with dots and dashes and sig-
nals of the Morse Code, and that were it possible to
do so, the thing would be of no practical value. The
authorities who apprehended this criminal are to be
congratulated, and it is to be hoped that it may serve
as an example to other conscienceless schemers who
enrich themselves at the expense of their fellow crea-
tures.”

Eight years later Alexander Graham Bell and his
assistant Thomas Watson started to work on a device
they called A musical telegraph, and on 10 March
1876 they succeeded in completing the device, which
was eventually named the telephone. Bell applied for
a patent for the invention and got it, but it was a close
race since another American, Elisha Gray, applied for
patent of a similar device only two hours later!

The telephone was demonstrated at the World exhibi-
tion in Philadelphia in May 1876. In one of the juries
at the exhibition was a Norwegian, Joak Andersen,

Antonio Meucci (1808 – 1889), the real inventor of
the telephone was portrayed on an Italian stamp in
2005

Alexander Graham Bell, the later inventor of the tele-
phone (1847-1922). The picture shows a well-known
scene were Bell speaks on the phone between New
York and Chicago in 1892. (Gilbert H. Grosvenor
Collection, Prints and Photographs Division, Library
of Congress)

Alexander Graham Bell (1847 – 1922) was a scientist and innovator. Born and

bred in Scotland, he emigrated to Canada in 1870, and the following year to

the United States. Bell is widely acclaimed for developing and patenting the

telephone (at the same time but independently from Elisha Gray, and with

prior efforts from Antonio Meucci and Philipp Reis). In addition to Bell’s work in

telecommunications, he was responsible for important advances in aviation

and hydrofoil technology.
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vice-consul to Denmark, who got two telephones
which he sent to his son in Ålesund. However, the
first public demonstration of the telephone in Norway
was done in Bergen on 22 July 1877. The painter
Johan Eimrich Rein had received two telephones
from a friend who got them from Alexander Graham
Bell. Then the engineer Jens Hopstock started a tour
of Norway where he demonstrated the new invention.
He also demonstrated the telephone in Stockholm and
was even invited to King Oscar II to demonstrate it.
Jens Hopstock was later appointed The International
Bell Telephone Company’s representative for Scandi-
navia (Bestorp, 1990).

Already in the autumn 1877 imitations of the tele-
phone were made by Siemens & Halske in Germany.
This prototype was the inspiration to the young
instrument maker Lars Magnus Ericsson who started
production of telephones later that year. He also
founded the company L.M. Ericsson.

The problem up till now was the one-to-one tele-
phone line correspondence between subscribers.

Therefore, the next important step was the develop-
ment of the manual switching system to reduce the
size of the mesh network. The first manual switching
system was opened on 28 January 1878 in New
Haven, Connecticut. The same year manual switches
were installed in London and Paris. The International
Bell Telephone Company installed the first manual
switch in Kristiania (the former name of Oslo), Nor-
way in June 1880.

The International Bell Telephone Company was
established by Bell’s father-in-law, Gardiner Hubbard
in 1879. The company installed switches and access
networks in several large cities in Europe. The Euro-
pean headquarters was in Antwerp where the com-
pany in cooperation with Western Electric built a
large factory for telephone equipment. The company
got a strong position, especially in Belgium, The
Netherlands and Russia. The company charged their
customers heavily and prevented a natural evolution
of the telephone penetration in these countries.

In Kristiania, the Bell Company started by charging
100 NOK per year for a subscription, which corre-
sponded to a two month salary for a telephone opera-
tor. The price was raised continuously and in the
spring 1881 the subscription price was 200 NOK. The
company received a lot of criticism. The prices were
too high, the company did not cooperate sufficiently
with the authorities regarding the telephone line
tracks, and the building owners complained about the
installers. The Government in Kristiania, as opposed
to several other large European cities, had not given
The International Bell Telephone Company sole
rights for the telephone system. Therefore, Carl
Söderberg and 12 businessmen from Kristiania
founded Christiania Telefonforening on 24 May
1881. Söderberg had the L.M. Ericcson agency for

Manual telephone exchange (Bestorp, 1990)

Lars Magnus Ericsson (1846 – 1926), the founder of
L.M. Ericsson
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telephone equipment in Norway, but telephone
devices also from other telephone manufacturers
were available. Carl Söderberg established in 1882
the independent Norwegian company, Elektrisk
Bureau (EB); a competitor to L.M. Ericsson, which
some years later had a yearly production capacity of
25,000 telephone sets and a considerable export.

Christiania Telefonforening’s annual subscription
price was set to 40 NOK, with 220 NOK for the
installation. The Bell Company had to respond and
reduced their subscription fee to 125 NOK, then to
100 NOK and later to 50 NOK.

The two competitors fought very hard to capture mar-
ket share. The consequence was increased telephone
penetration. The Bell Company did not succeed in
getting sole rights in other Norwegian cities (Bestorp,
1990), (Rinde, 2005).

In 1885, the number of telephone subscriptions was 995
from Bell and 634 from Christiania Telefonforening.
230 subscribers had subscriptions in both networks.
At that time the city government in Kristiania made
it clear that the two companies had to merge because
of the mess of telephone lines ‘everywhere’ and the
possibilities for rationalisation and coordination.

The companies also got an ultimatum that they were
not allowed to expand until a merger had taken place.
The new company was the private stock company,
Christiania Telefonselskap, which was established
on 1 January 1886. A telephone monopoly was then
established in Kristiania. However, the telephone
subscription prices were on a reasonable level and the
prices stayed constant for many years (Bestorp, 1990).

The International Bell Telephone Company, which
originally was a threat to the telephone availability in
Kristiania, had generated hard competition, low tele-
phone prices and high demand. What happened in

Kristiania also influenced the evolution in other
places in Norway.

The table gives an overview of the telephone penetra-
tion in Europe in year 1900. The table shows that the
Scandinavian countries together with Switzerland had
the highest penetration. The penetration in Norway
was 4.5 times higher than in The Netherlands and
5.8 times higher than in Belgium and about 3 times
higher than the penetration in the well developed
countries Germany and the UK.

The very special telephone growth in the Scandina-
vian countries during the first years could be called
the Scandinavian wonder (Christensen, 2006). This
observation is strengthened through the later mobile
and broadband evolution in the Nordic countries. The
Nordic countries have been pioneers in introducing

Telephone penetration per 1000 inhabitants in
European countries in 1900 (Rinde, 2005)

Sweden 15.6

Norway 15.0

Switzerland 12.4

Denmark 11.0

Germany 5.1

UK 5.1

Netherlands 3.3

Belgium 2.6

France 1.8

Austria 1.2

Spain 1.0

Hungary 0.9

Romania 0.3

Russia 0.3

The evolution of the telephone penetration in Kristiania 1901 – 1925 (Bestorp, 1990)
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the Nordic Mobile System, NMT, already in the early
1980s, many years before other countries got the ser-
vice. At the end of 2006 all five Nordic countries are
among the eight OECD countries with the highest
broadband penetration. As a conclusion all Nordic
countries start very early to adopt new telecommuni-
cation technology.

In 1900 the number of subscribers in Kristiania was
9,864. There were 11,503 telephone sets, and each
subscriber made in average 10.5 calls per working
day. A total of 27.8 million calls were carried
through the main switch in Kristiania that year. The
telephone traffic was considerable (Bestorp, 1990).

Heavy investments in the national long distance
network because of the increased traffic cleared the
way for the start of a national telecommunication
monopoly. The minister in charge of telecom, Jørgen
Løvland, argued for the monopoly and in 1899 a law
was passed giving Telegrafverket the exclusive rights
to run telecom networks in Norway (Rinde, 2005),
(Christensen, 2006).

Telegrafverket took over Christiania Telefonselskap
on 1 January 1901. However, it turned out to be very

expensive for the state to buy all the private telephone
companies. As late as in the mid 1970s all private
telephone companies in Norway were bought and
embodied in Televerket (Telenor).

The subscription growth in Kristiania stagnated in
the first years of the new century with only a few
hundred new subscriptions each year. From 1907 the
growth increased again and the total number of tele-
phone subscriptions reached about 22,000 in 1913.
During this period the government did not release
sufficient investment means and problems with the
traffic started to occur.

Start of the Automation

In 1914 only few subscribers could be connected to
the telephone system in Kristiania. The situation was
predicted several years earlier by Telegrafverket. The
traffic increased and subscriber lines had to be moved
from one switching group to another. Bestorp gives
a detailed description of the situation in Kristiania
caused by the increased traffic (Bestorp, 1990). A lot
of subscriber complaints were received and the flood
of complaints started in 1910. The subscribers were
also irritated because the government used Tele-
grafverket as a money machine without giving back
necessary investment means. The situation grew
worse over the next years. From time to time parts
of the network were totally blocked because of heavy
traffic. In 1914 the Norwegian Parliament decided to
increase the investments, but later lack of available
equipment because of World War I limited the possi-
bilities for expansion of the access network. The
Ministry of Trade in cooperation with Telegrafverket
appointed in 1918 a committee for withdrawing sub-
scriptions from the subscribers. During a two year
period 1,100 telephone sets were withdrawn in Kris-
tiania and in the autumn of 1920 there were about
6,000 people on the waiting list. Copenhagen had
about 5,000 people on the waiting list for telephone
subscription.

This situation with considerable traffic problems and
waiting lists for subscriptions was the backdrop for
the pioneer work of Tore Olaus Engset and Agner
Krarup Erlang. The development of traffic models for
dimensioning of the switches and the access network
was extremely important in a situation without suffi-
cient investment means or available equipment.

The manual switches also had limitations. When the
number of subscribers and traffic per subscriber
increased, the capacity, including the number of tele-
phone operators had to be increased. For a period the
physical limits of the telephone company’s premises
prevented further expansion. And in July 1918 the
Spanish flu hit Kristiania. Many telephone operators

The first automatic telephone exchange in Norway was installed and
operational in Skien in 1921 (Telektronikk, 61 (1-2), 1965, p 17)
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became infected causing significant traffic problems
because of the lack of ‘womanpower’ at the switches.

In parallel, work was being done to start ordering new
telephone switches. A three man committee with Tele-
phone Director Iversen, Head of Department Engset,
and Chief Engineer Abild was appointed in 1910. The
committee’s mandate was to give recommendations to
the choice of a future switching system for Kristiania,
either manual, semi-automatic or fully automatic. They
spent 48 days travelling around Europe and 71 in the
United States in 1911/1912. The recommendation was
finalised in 1913, proposing fully automatic switching
systems with primary and secondary exchanges. This
envisaged a plan for 30,000 lines with a potential for
90,000 lines for Frogner exchange in Kristiania. The
Norwegian Parliament sanctioned the plan in 1916 and
Western Electric got the contract the same year. The
first automatic exchange in Norway was to have been
installed in 1917, but the ship Kristianiafjord trans-
porting the exchange sank in June 1917. Because of
World War I the project was delayed and the exchange
was finally installed in 1921. At that time the private
telephone companies in Skien and Bergen had already
installed automatic exchanges, while a city like
Stockholm still only had manual switches.

The figure above shows that investments for the
establishment of automatic exchanges were very high

in the first part of the 1920s. On the other hand, the
investments also caused a significant reduction in the
number of telephone operators. The number was
reduced from 610 persons to 347 persons during the
period 1924 – 1925.

The figure below shows that the automatisation costs
were completely dominating the other investment
costs at the beginning of the 1920s.

Because of the very high investments, it was extreme-
ly important to have traffic dimensioning models
which were fitted to the observed traffic. The very
high investments in telephone exchanges underline
the importance of having available traffic models and
dimensioning tools.

Development of the Queuing Theory

and the Teletraffic Theory

The Start of Work on Queuing Theory

Fr. Johannsen was appointed managing director of
Copenhagen Telephone Company in 1903. He real-
ized that the manual switches were not dimensioned
in the right way. He published some pioneering work
on this subject where he used the mathematical the-
ory of probability (Johannsen, 1908 and 1910-11).
From an economic point of view he stated:

Annual expenses for ordinary installations and automation in Kristiania 1915 – 1925 (Bestorp, 1990)

Proportion of costs of the automation compared with total costs 1915 – 1925 (Bestorp, 1990)
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The overloading of the subscribers resulted in
considerable extra expenses on account of the tele-
phone operators having to make repeated attempts
to establish a connection.

A comparison of the increased cost due to an extra
line and the reduced costs of the telephone opera-
tors, since attempts were needed to establish a con-
nection for different numbers of lines, gave a sound
foundation for how many lines the company should
require for the single subscriber. (Jensen, 1996)

To be able to develop more precise dimensioning Fr.
Johannsen established a scientific laboratory where
he engaged the mathematician Agner Krarup Erlang.
Erlang started to work on the holding times in a tele-
phone switch (Erlang, 1909) and he identified that the
number of telephone conversations which satisfied a
Poisson distribution as well as the telephone holding
time was exponential distributed.

Tore Olaus Engset (1865 – 1943)

The next important step in the queuing theory was
done by the Norwegian Tore Olaus Engset.

The life of Tore Olaus Engset is very well described
in the book Tore Olaus Engset – The man behind the
formula (Myskja, 2002). He was for a long period
Head of the Administrative Department in Telegraf-
verket, which also contained a traffic unit. The posi-
tion was directly below the General Director (DG).
He also functioned as DG for a period in the 1920s.
In 1930, the Government for the first time appointed
a person inside Telegrafverket as General Director
and the most natural choice was Tore Olaus Engset.
He held that position until he retired in 1935. He was

also honoured with the Commander of Second Order
of Dannebrog and Knight of the Legion of Honour
(Myskja, 2002).

It is very understandable that the primary work of this
man during normal working hours was not queuing
theory and traffic dimensioning models. As pointed
out both in (Natvig, 2000) and in (Myskja, 2002),
“The work of Tore Olaus Engset is extremely impres-
sive, partly because it was carried out in late night
hours outside the traditional working hours and also
because he did not have access to our modern mathe-
matical theory of probability and numerical methods
organised for computers”.

As described in this paper traffic in the telephone
systems grew significantly from 1910 onwards in
Norway, and especially in Kristiania, causing over-
flow and blocking of calls in the networks. Hence, it
was extremely important to make the right plans for
extending the networks based on the available grants
from the Government. Tore Olaus Engset’s work was
fundamental. He developed queuing models or tele-
traffic loss models for finite sources which could be
used for dimensioning manual, semi-automatic and
automatic telephone exchanges.

His approach to the dimensioning is extremely ele-
gant! The documentation of the work is done through
an unpublished 128 page report in 1915 – which was
recovered by Villy Bæk Iversen in 1996 (Iversen,
1996). Engset also published his methodology in
1918 (Engset, 1918). His elegant approach, valid for
many queuing systems, is mainly based on combina-
torial modelling. He calculates the probabilities for
having i lines in an exchange occupied, given statisti-
cal equilibrium, based on individual inter-arrival
times and individual holding times for each of the N
subscribers in the access area. The model is based on
using all permutations in drawing i individual sub-
scribers out of N. Then, Engset calculates the loss
probability as a function of different sizes of K, the
number of lines in the exchange. Of course, it is not
very practical to do dimensioning based on different
traffic characteristics of each subscriber, but it is very
convenient to do so for different groups of sub-
scribers where subscribers in the different groups
have different ‘traffic’ behaviour.

Engset’s methodology produces surprisingly general
results, which up to this day are perfectly applicable
in queuing theory (ITU, 2005), even if the methodol-
ogy is not based on the traditional approaches used in
queuing theory! Villy Bæk Iversen underlines that the
model is insensitive to both inter-arrival distribution
and the holding time distribution (Iversen, 1996).

Tore Olaus Engset (1865 – 1943)
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A simplification of Engset’s general model gives the
well known Engset distribution, which is a truncated
Binomial model. Here it is assumed that all sub-
scribers have identical inter-arrival distribution with
parameter λ, and all subscribers have identical ser-
vice time distribution with the mean 1/µ. Let K be
the number of lines and N the number of subscribers.
Then Engset’s distribution, where p(i) is the probabil-
ity for i occupied lines, is given by:

It should be noted that the famous Erlang B formula
is a further simplification of Engset’s distribution.
Here, the number of sources is considered to be infi-
nite, which of course is an approximation. Engset’s
simplified model is more precise because it assumes
that the inter-arrival intensity, when i lines are occu-
pied by the subscribers is (M - i)λ , while Erlang
assumes that inter-arrival intensity is independent of
the number of subscribers being serviced in the
exchange.

Agner Krarup Erlang (1878 – 1929)

Agner Krarup Erlang’s life is well documented in
(Brockmeyer, 1948). He finished his studies at the
University of Copenhagen in 1901 acquiring the
degree of candidatus magisterii (MA) with mathe-
matics as principle subject. In 1908 the Copenhagen
Telephone Company engaged Erlang. As pointed out
he started to examine the holding times and published
his first results in 1909 (Erlang, 1909).

Then in 1917, he published his most important work
(Erlang, 1917). In section 1-7 he develops his famous
Erlang B loss formula. As pointed out, the solution is
based on considering equality of traffic streams
through a cut between states.

Both Erlang and Engset have earlier been criticised
when it comes to the validity of their models because
they did not assume exponential holding time distri-
butions. However, this criticism has been showed to
be wrong, because the models are valid for different
holding time distributions as long as there is a distinct
mean (ITU, 2005).

Agner Krarup Erlang made a set of additional pub-
lications on teletraffic models in the 1920s and his
famous loss formula, which was very applicable,
got extremely popular for traffic engineers.

Erlang and Engset

This paper describes the incitements for developing
teletraffic models. The telephone penetrations in the
Scandinavian countries and Switzerland were signifi-

cantly higher than in all other European countries at
the start of the 20th century. However, from 1910
onwards the situation in Norway, and especially in
Kristiania changed because of traffic congestions, a
lot of complaints from the subscribers, limited invest-
ment grants, waiting lists for getting a telephone sub-
scription etc. As mentioned earlier waiting lists were
established – 5,000 potential subscribers were on the
list in Copenhagen in 1920 and 6,000 in Kristiania.
This situation was the backdrop for the real start of
development of the queuing theory. And the pioneers
were Agner Krarup Erlang and Tore Olaus Engset!

Erlang was employed by the Copenhagen Telephone
Company in 1908 and Engset was already in 1894
Head of Traffic and Operations in Telegrafverket.

In 1910 Telegrafverket appointed a three man com-
mittee with Engset as one of the members to consider
modernisation of the manual telephone systems in
Kristiania by studying semi- and fully automatic tele-
phone systems. The recommendation by the commit-
tee was finalised in 1913. During this period Engset
had visited the Copenhagen Telephone Company and
been aquainted with Erlang and P.V. Christensen who
were active in traffic engineering. Hence, there are
reasons to believe that Erlang and Engset exchanged
views and knowledge on traffic modelling and
dimensioning of the exchanges.

However, it is astonishing to realise that Erlang and
Engset developed completely different approaches to
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calculating loss probabilities and dimensioning. Both
methods are excellent and history has shown that the
methods are still ‘future proof’ (ITU, 2005).

We now know that Erlang’s blocking formula is a
simplification of Engset’s model. A natural question
is of course: Why is Erlang’s work so well known
and Engset’s work is not?

Engset had for a long period developed his dimen-
sioning method, which he documented (128 pages)
in 1915. He sent the documentation to Copenhagen
Telephone Company and probably also to Stockholm
(Iversen, 1996). However, time elapsed and he did
not get his work published until 1918 (Engset, 1918).
The question is of course – why?

Engset was a very busy man. His main work was not
teletraffic and queuing theory – even if these aspects
were very important. The main thing for him could be
only to develop the results, like Fermat did, and not
use too much energy to publish his results.

Another reason could be the comments he got from
Erlang via Fr. Johannsen, which made him aware of
the fact that his formula is just an approximation to
the model. Engset even quotes this as a footnote in
his paper (Engset, 1918), (Jensen, 1992). The discus-
sion was about offered traffic and carried traffic
based on Engset’s assumption regarding the observed
traffic which he handles in the first part of his paper.
This is a more general aspect, how to interpret the
measurements and fit them to the modelling. The
same arguments are also valid on Erlang’s loss for-
mula!

Exchange of Information

Nowadays it is easy to access scientific information.
There is a number of sources like traditional text
books, university courses, journals, libraries, search
engines like Google, tailored conferences and of
course, establishment of personal networks.

Search and exchange of information is carried out
rapidly by using Internet and e-mail. Therefore, it is
difficult to understand the situation 300 years ago or
even 100 years ago when information was sent by
letter. The most crucial point in old times must have
been the accessibility to research and scientific infor-
mation and especially information between different
scientific areas.

Going back to (Struyck, 1716) and his solution of the
Gambler’s Ruin Problem, it is documented in this
paper that he found the solution based on the same
difference equations which 200 years later are used
for solving the queuing system M/M/1. Engset used

a completely different approach to solve the queuing
systems, while Erlang used a similar approach. As
mentioned in this paper, Erlang uses iµ instead of µ
because of several servers instead of one. However, it
must be pointed out that, while one thing is to solve
the difference equations, another important thing is
to deduce the equations itself.

Now, it is recognized that Erlang’s B formula was
immediately used by traffic engineers, while Engset’s
more general formula seems not to have been applied
the first years. The main reason is probably that his
solution simply was not known. Another reason could
be that the formula is more complicated. The Engset
loss formula admits the subscribers to have individual
inter-arrival time distributions and holding time dis-
tributions. However, the simplification of his model
assuming that all the subscribers have the same inter-
arrival time and holding time distribution includes an
additional parameter – the number of subscribers in
the area compared to Erlang’s B formula. Hence, the
table becomes larger. At that time, there were no
computers available for the calculations, so all rele-
vant tables had to be produced ‘by hand’.

Epilogue

This paper has briefly looked at the start of the math-
ematical theory of probability, the invention of the
telephone and the start of the teletraffic/queuing
theory. The following points have been drawn to
attention:

Gerolamo Cardano was the real inventor of the math-
ematical theory of probability. However, he was not
allowed by the Inquisition to publish his important
work Liber de Ludo Aleae – The Book on Games of
Chance. His work on probabilities was published in
1663, 87 years after his death, and inside a rather
large ten cover volume of Cardano’s publications.

Hence, Blaise Pascal and Pierre de Fermat are con-
sidered by many to be the real founders of the mathe-
matical theory of probability. The exchange of letters
between Pascal and Fermat in 1654 was known and had
impact on the future evolution of the probability theory!

Andrew Wiles isolated himself for seven years to
prove Fermat’s last theorem. He published his proof,
but there turned out to be a ‘hole’ in the proof.
Happily, nobody managed to utilise the knowledge
and Andrew Wiles completed the proof one year later!

Alexander Graham Bell has been considered to be the
inventor of the telephone. This is not true. The Italian
Antonio Meucci invented the telephone nearly 40
years before. He even tried to introduce the telephone
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and have it patented in the American market, but did
not succeed.

Then, Alexander Graham Bell obtained the patent
and utilised all economic and commercial possibili-
ties in an excellent way. Antonio Meucci did not get
anything – except that the American Congress 113
years after his death declared that he was the real
inventor of the telephone!

Agner Krarup Erlang and Tore Olaus Engset were the
real founders of the teletraffic/queuing theory. Erlang
developed his famous B loss formula in 1917. Engset
developed a more general loss formula in 1915 based
on a completely different approach, which also was
sent to Erlang’s company. Erlang’s model is a radical
simplification of Engset’s model.

Erlang became very famous for his work, and his
loss formula has been widely used by teletraffic engi-
neers. Engset’s work was rather unknown for a long
period and has recently been appreciated.

History is complicated, but it shows that some are
lucky and succeed, while others do not. Sometimes
there are a lot of random elements which affect evo-
lution. But, there may also be other factors. Regard-
ing Pierre de Fermat and Tore Olaus Engset, they
held important positions in society which at that time
were given a higher priority than their more theoreti-
cal work.
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